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The primary purpose of the study was to present high school students 
with a general overview of accounting principles and concurrently 
Illustrate the impact of electronic data processing as a tool in 
business. The technique utilized for achieving this goal was a 
computer-assisted accounting game. A corresponding additional goal 
was to design the computer game in such a manner that it would be 
technically simple to execute, thereby requiring very little computer 
knowledge on the part of the students or Instructor. 
Initial research indicated a lack of accounting games below the 
college level. However, ample literature on gaming concepts and 
techniques was available from which a new, but simplified, accounting 
game could be created. 
COBOL was chosen as the programming language because of its wide 
usage. Although the game was designed on a Digital Equipment Corpora­
tion., DECSYSTEM-10, minor programming changes will allow the COBOL 
source to be functional on other manufacturer's equipment. 
A trial run was made of the game with the following conclusions drawn 
from the participants' comments: A) the class indicated a greater 
awareness and understanding of the computer impact on the business 
world, B) students gained a basic understanding of break-even analysis, 
C) the game was a pleasant, alternative educational experience, D) the 
class endorsed the use of "Strategy" for future accounting classes. 
Recommendations derived from the study Included: A) computer-assisted 
games should be utilized for educational purposes in high schools, 
B) further studies of this type should be taken to provide a greater 
selection of games, C) computer programming should be done in COBOL to 
provide maximum adaptability on various computers. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Automation has had a tremendous effect in numerous 
aspects of man's life and has involved the world of business 
in many ways. Manual bookkeeping methods of processing pay­
roll checks, job applications, income tax forms, credit 
cards, and bank statements are but a few of the tasks now 
commonly processed by computers. The simple bookkeeping 
tasks, first automated by the larger corporations, have now 
become prevalent in all sizes of business; and the general 
widespread use of computers continues to grow. One author 
even predicts computers will become as commonplace in the 
home as the radio is today.^ This phenomenal growth in the 
computer industry has had varying effects on the general 
population, ranging from a challenge, to a useful tool, or 
to fear. The younger generation deserves to be more fully 
informed in this age of technology. Students must be pre­
pared today in order to cope with the changing world of 
business that they will encounter tomorrow. Enoch Haga 
recognized this in an article over a decade ago: 
^Marion P. Walker, "Prediction for 2000 A.D.: Book­
keeping Will Be Dropped From the High School Curriculum," 
Journal of Business Education, XLIV (February, 1969), 199. 
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The best advice that we have from the experts 
is to try to educate students for adaptability--
to prepare them for change and a lot of it--to 
harden our students to the realization that their 
futures are insecure and that they must be able 
to change job skins as painlessly and effortlessly 
as a chameleon.2 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this paper is to portray the useful­
ness of the computer in normal bookkeeping functions through 
the development of a computerized accounting game. In so 
doing, the participant may become familiar with elementary 
data processing concepts and will be exposed to another 
career opportunity. The technique of using game concepts 
should help create a feeling of enjoyment while learning. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Unfortunately, schools have been slow in updating 
curricula to meet the new demands created by the widespread 
use of computer technology. Prior to automation, curriculum 
changes were implemented by new textbooks and teacher train­
ing. Computers and automation not only utilized those tools, 
but also required large outlays of capital for equipment 
lease or rental. The willingness to invest in computer hard­
ware was thwarted because of the rapid development and resul­
tant obsolescence of equipment. The precipitated result 
leaves many schools offering only limited or outdated education 
2 Enoch J. Haga, "What Automation Means for Bookkeeping," 
Business Education Forum, XX (December, 1965), 15. 
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in the field of computers today. 
Most textbooks in business education offer integrated 
or special sections on data processing with the majority of 
this information still based on unit-record practices. Some 
unit record equipment, such as the card punch, is still uti­
lized in data processing. However, many of the other manual 
methods of card handling involving the sorter, reproducer, 
and collator are rapidly disappearing from business data pro­
cessing. In their place is a more sophisticated electronic 
computer system which sorts, collates, and reproduces infor­
mation at a speed far superior to the initial electro­
mechanical era. In addition, the computer is continually 
being programmed to accomplish more difficult and demanding 
tasks. The true value of the computer can become even more 
apparent with applications such as automatic reordering of 
items low in inventory or in-depth analysis of accounting 
statements. 
As machines continue to become more widespread, 
secondary schools must be increasingly responsive to the 
automated data processing field. One method used in other 
areas of training has been educational games; both manual 
and computer played. Unfortunately, computer games are 
practically nonexistent for high school students in busi­
ness accounting subjects, a fact which can be verified by 
a search of the Business Periodical Index. Another bibli­
ographic book, with over nine hundred games listed, shows 
virtually no computer-assisted accounting games below the 
4 
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college level. 
With these basic thoughts, a computerized account­
ing game was conceived. The first goal of the game was to 
provide a general overview of accounting functions from a 
manager's point of view in a unique atmosphere. The student 
would be involved in a decision-making process based on ele­
mentary principles of accounting. In many ways, this aspect 
would compare with the common practice sets used by book 
publishers. However, one significant difference would quickly 
become apparent; that is, each student's result would be dif­
ferent than his classmates'. This would be unlike most prac­
tice sets in which all students receive the same initial in­
formation and are expected to arrive at identical answers. 
The game concept should also introduce a mild competi­
tive spirit through profit motivation, while the student 
simultaneously practices his decision-making powers and 
accounting duties. Because of the nature of the game, each 
student would be inputing his own decisions; and as a result, 
the final product would be unique to each student. The 
teacher's duties would be aided by the computer-produced 
reports for each student. 
The second major goal of the game was to familiarize 
students with computers and their association to the business 
world. Such knowledge should result as a by-product of the 
^Jean Belch, ed.. Contemporary Games, I (Detroit: 
Gale Research Company, 1973) , p. 5. 
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students' involvement in the game with the computer-produced 
reports. 
The accounting game would not require intimate com­
puter knowledge for either the teacher or the students. The 
game was intended as a method for bringing only elementary 
business data processing ideas into the classroom, leaving 
any actual computer programming techniques as content for 
specific classes intended for that purpose. It would not be 
necessary for the computer to be within the school, or even 
the city. The only disadvantages of equipment located at 
great distances would be the time lag on computer runs, and 
the difficulty in arranging a tour of the computer facility 
if desired. 
LIMITATIONS AND PROCEDURES 
OF INVESTIGATION 
The primary purpose of this paper was to create a 
workable model that would familiarize business students 
with accounting practices in electronic data processing 
systems. Research was limited to information relevant to 
this goal. 
The game was not intended to produce an altruistic 
simulation. As a result, the mathematical requirements of 
the exercise are quite simple, both in terms of computer 
logic and in player computations. Complex mathematical and 
statistical methods could have been implemented to create a 
game with results closer to an actual business environment; 
however, this would have probably had minimal effect on the 
6 
success of the game and could have added unnecessary diffi­
culty for high school students. 
These restrictions were developed over a long period 
of time as the procedure of investigation progressed. The 
first series of materials examined were books on gaming, 
simulation, cost accounting, game theory, and computeriza­
tion of games. A generalized knowledge derived from these 
sources led to examination of similar magazine articles. 
Reviews of specific games and exercises produced valid sug­
gestions that also aided the creation of ideas used in this 
paper. 
Investigation of computer manuals and technical pub­
lications resulted in the formulation of basic concepts for 
construction of the game. This phase of work involved the 
greatest amount of time. It not only required gaining a more 
intimate knowledge of accounting procedures and gaming tech­
niques, but it also required learning computer programming to 
produce an effective game. 
Another phase involved the detail and technical work 
of developing flow charts and writing the computer instruc­
tions. Once completed, several trial runs were made to re­
move logic errors within the program. When the game appeared 
to be relatively free of errors, the entire procedure was 
utilized in a high school business class. The test results 
included within the appendix of this paper are partial dis­
plays of those experiments. 
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
The following terms are defined as to their usage 
within this paper: 
"Strategy": an abbreviated reference to the title 
of this paper. 
Game : a controlled activity in which there is a 
learning situation and an educational objective. 
Simulation : an attempt to create an environment 
similar to a real situation. 
Data processing: handling of business documents 
through an electronic process. 
Unit-record: all machines and processes in which 
the common 80-column punched card is utilized. 
Computer : an electronic device used to process all 
types of data and generate useful information through pro­
gramming techniques. 
DECSYSTEM-10 : the computer model used for creation 
of the computer game and supporting documents. The manufac­
turer of the DECSYSTEM-10 is Digital Equipment Corporation. 
Time-sharing : a method used to access the computer 
directly by more than one person with two-way instant com­
munication possibilities. 
Terminal : a device used to communicate with com­
puters in a time-sharing or on-line atmosphere. 
Cathode ray tube (CRT): a specific terminal that 
utilizes a television screen for display of data. 
8 
Flow chart: a systematic method to determine a 
logical sequence of instructions in symbolic form. 
Systems analysis: the preliminary work to program­
ming in which all major concepts are specifically defined. 
Programming : translating generalized ideas into 
specific instructions that the computer will translate and 
execute. 
COBOL : a computer language used in developing pro­
grams. COBOL is an acronym for Common Business Oriented 
Language. 
TECO: an on-line computer language written for the 
DECSYSTEM-10 and utilized for creating or correcting magnetic 
disk files. TECO is an acronym for Text Editor and Corrector. 
RUNOFF : a language written for the DECSYSTEM-10 
which aids in providing written documentation of the program­
ming functions. 
Chapter 2 , 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
After a thorough search of published books and 
articles, and with personal interviews, the ideas used in 
this thesis appeared to be well supported. Initially, the 
review began by searching for information about high school 
business games that utilized digital computers. As previ­
ously mentioned in Chapter 1, sufficient data was unavail­
able. With the limited results, it was necessary to expand 
the scope of research to include other related subject 
matter. 
The lack of published information on computer-
assisted high school gaming prompted the need to include 
a section on justification of such a game. This subject is 
examined first. The second literature section concentrates 
on a brief historical account of game utilization at various 
educational levels. To provide sufficient data, both manual 
and computer-assisted exercises were examined. The final 
section in this chapter includes a general review of appli­
cable game theory. These three major divisions follow and 
contain representative samples of information for each 
review. When similar works and ideas by various authors 
were encountered, only one example is presented. 
9 
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JUSTIFICATION 
Willard Korn, in an interview of approximately fifty 
data processing managers in industry, indicated those execu­
tives felt not enough data processing techniques or courses 
were being offered at the high school level.^ Similarly, 
seventy-nine computer directors advocated that their em­
ployees who were trained in computer technology, in addition 
to accounting and other business applications, were the 
superior achievers.^ It appears from these interviews that 
computer experience is necessary in order to provide properly 
educated individuals. 
Another consideration was made as to the type of 
student who may benefit from computer training. For those 
high school students continuing education, the training could 
be advantageous. Most colleges today utilize computers in 
their curricula and the student with data processing famil­
iarity should be better equipped to cope with that aspect. 
Students who terminate their formal education with high school 
diplomas may also discover their duties entail data entry or 
other clerical business functions involving computers. 
Other opinions by authors stated that the principles 
^Willard Korn, "Business Data Processing for the High 
School," Journal of Business Education, XLV (December, 1969), 
109. 
^Delbert B. Hurst, "Prepare Students for Work in 
Electronic Data Processing," Balance Sheet, LIII (November, 
1971), 114. 
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in accounting have changed. Accounting practices rely on 
analytical decisions of business executives, but too many 
schools are still teaching how to record assets, liabili­
ties, income, and expense. These same classes should con­
tinue to show how bookkeeping is done, but with an attempt 
to help the students to also understand the reason why.^ 
The computer game, as written in this thesis, may be used 
to vividly illustrate that machines can be used more 
efficiently, and at greater speeds, to do bookkeeping than 
man can. The computer is far more important in the business 
world than just providing high speed bookkeeping functions. 
This game may also show students other computer reports used 
by top executives for business decisions. 
A student's need for initial computer understanding 
becomes more realistic when taking an overview of job oppor­
tunities in the field of business. In one article relating 
computers to auditing functions, the author stated that over 
50 percent of Certified Public Accountants' work involved 
7 
auditing. Furthermore, auditing in today's terms involves 
the use of computers because many businesses retain their 
massive data files in computer storage mediums. This results 
in auditors examining data and requiring the auditing firm to 
^Marion P. Walker, "Prediction for 2000 A.D.: Book­
keeping Will be Dropped From the High School Curriculum," 
Journal of Business Education, XLIV (February, 1969), 200. 
7 
Louis Kessler, "Accounting Profession's Opportunities 
in EDP - Today and Tomorrow," Management Advisor, VIII (May-
June, 1971), 44. 
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extract their needed information through additional computer 
programming. Although the auditors usually rely on computer 
professionals to write interpretive programs, it is rela­
tively easy to understand the following statement in the 
Management Advisor stating that an auditor must have: 
A knowledge of computers and computer-based data 
processing sufficient to review adequately the in­
ternal control of the system he is auditing, to 
conduct proper tests of the system and to evaluate 
the quality of the record and an ability to use the 
computer itself in the tests, if necessary or de­
sirable . 8 
Similar points of view can be found in other job-
related areas as were discovered in a personal interview with 
an accountant at the University of Montana. This particular 
interview was representative of many informal discussions 
held. In this interview, the accountant revealed that he had 
not received any computer education in high school and had 
had only one computer-related college course. This, despite 
the fact that he graduated from college in the late sixties. 
Since then, few curriculum changes have been made in the 
high school, while most universities have expanded their data 
processing courses. One of the dissatisfactions noted by 
the accountant was that data processing courses tended to 
stress programming concepts rather than the development of 
accounting practices to the computer. He felt his computer 
understanding is sufficient now, only because of his own 
effort and the necessity to perform his job. "I wish I would 
^Ibid., p. 45. 
13 
have had more integrated course work between accounting and 
computers. It certainly would have helped," was his final 
9 statement. 
The comments were interesting in another interview 
with a person in the Missoula Public School System bookkeep­
ing department. The office work had grown and the school 
administration determined that data processing would be the 
best method to process more information without proportion­
ate increases in costs. The first system converted from 
manual methods to computer processing was payroll with other 
accounting functions planned in future expansion. The payroll 
system conversion took over a year and it was felt that many 
of the people involved were frustrated with the trial and 
error method of conversion. 
As is common in conversions of this type, no formal 
education was offered to the staff. Barriers such as fear 
and frustration might have been reduced if the staff had 
been exposed to computer terminology within business courses. 
The interview reflected such thoughts when this person said, 
"I wish I had a better knowledge of data processing so I 
could speak with more authority.She also concurred with 
the goal of this thesis whereby computer concepts are inte­
grated within a regular accounting application. 
^Statement by Charles Thorne, accountant, in a per­
sonal interview, Missoula, Montana, February 25, 1975. 
^^Statement by Doris Bendickson, bookkeeper, in a 
personal interview, Missoula, Montana, February 10, 1975. 
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Separate computer courses are probably necessary for 
all students in secondary education when considering the 
encompassing effect of automation today. The integration of 
computer concepts is not only supported by personal inter­
views, but also in publications. One states, "It is our be­
lief that data processing education should be included in 
the bookkeeping-accounting course Another article 
proposed to remove the fear from data processing by using it 
12 in the bookkeeping courses. 
In another aspect, the growth potential for an even 
greater bond between computers and business is probably going 
to continue. As computers become less expensive, the smaller 
companies will begin to acquire them, as is evident in the 
market today. During research, not one prediction was found 
to indicate a reversal in the trend toward dependency upon 
the other. 
After examining the "real world" point of view, there 
is further justification to use computer gaming in the class­
room. First, it takes an open mind for learning to occur. 
If presented properly, computer games should provide the 
student with a different approach to the usual dialogue. In 
fact, computer games may be as close as a student will get to 
A. Grippe and D. Maske, "Data Processing in Book­
keeping-Accounting," Business Education Forum, XXV (December, 
1970), 14. 
^^Russell A. Johnston and Jackie G. Williams, "Data 
Processing in Beginning Bookkeeping?," Business Education 
Forum, XXI (November, 1966), 18. 
15 
the real world--real job while in the confines of a class­
room. 
A game can be an excellent teaching aid. Another 
article in which a game was used, enumerated the benefits 
of such a teaching device over general classroom practices. 
The majority interviewed felt that a game helped to gener­
alize the bookkeeping concepts and provided a better under-
13 
standing of the big picture. Games will also teach better 
planning and timely decision-making. More often, too, the 
unique approach will create an atmosphere of enjoyment to 
the student. 
OTHER GAMES 
Historically, educational games date back as far as 
the ancient Egyptians.Indications are that educational 
gaming concepts continued through the years into modern 
civilization. With computers being a twentieth-century 
creation, it is obvious these early games were not computer-
related exercises. Since the advent of data processing, 
however, there has been a phenomenal growth in the use of 
electronic methods in teaching. The wide variance in train­
ing tools has provided a natural categorization of educational 
1 ? 
John R. Carson, "Business Games: A Technique for 
Teaching Decision-making," Management Accounting, XLIX 
(October, 1967), 32. 
^^Robert G. Graham and Clifford F. Gray, Business 
Games Handbook (New York: American Management Association, 
1969j, p. 17. 
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games into either "computer" or "manual." The "computer" 
group is a broad category and includes any type of exercise 
in which electronic methods are utilized, even though the 
role of the computer can vary tremendously from one example 
to another. "Manual" games include all other methods. 
According to John G. Burch, there are still many 
more manual games in use today, and he claims this trend 
will probably continue.Probable reasons would include 
the two-century growth of manual games versus the less than 
two-decade life of computer games. In addition, economic 
costs warrant the use of manual games whenever possible. 
Electronic machines can become rather costly training tools 
if used inappropriately. On the other hand, computers are 
often used when time is a factor or manual computations are 
too laborious. Either one of these reasons may affect the 
cost of computerization. 
The relatively new world of electronic gaming tech­
niques began in 1957 when the American Management Association 
introduced the first computer-assisted business game.^^ This 
game was designed and written specifically for twenty corpora­
tion presidents and entitled "Top Management Decision Simula-
17 tion." The game became the basis and impetus for numerous 
other exercises since 1957. 
^^John G. Burch, "Business Games and Simulation Tech­
niques," Management Accounting, LI (December,1969), 51. 
^^Graham and Gray, p. 17. 
l^ibid. 
17 
High School Games 
One of the objectives in examining related literature 
was to obtain a general understanding of high school students' 
abilities. An excellent source was a series of abstracts 
18 
included in the book Contemporary Games. Although none of 
the abstracts were accounting oriented, a general understanding 
was gained in the type of decisions required of adolescents. 
"Fishy: A Computer Simulation of a Fishing Company" was de­
signed for interaction on an IBM 1500 computer.The length 
of time in this exercise was limited to an hour during which 
the student played the role of a manager attempting to operate 
a profitable company. Many decisions were required involving 
equipment, expansion, personnel, water pollution, finance, and 
volume of fish caught. "Fishy" required a computer terminal 
for each participant. 
"BUX" was another game listed which taught basic eco-
2 0 
nomic conditions. This game permitted a maximum of thirty-
five individuals to play concurrently. Decisions on adver­
tising, inventory, research and cash flow were required to 
maximize profit for their company. 
Large companies in America have also been a source of 
supply in providing educational games. Many industries have 
18 
Belch, Contemporary Games. 
l^ibid., p. 170. 
ZOlbid., p. 77. 
18 
developed specific training programs for their personnel, 
and later provided these simulation models for schools. One 
such example is the Proctor and Gamble game "Venture: Busi-
21 ness Simulation Exercise." A team approach was used whereby 
a group of individuals made varying decisions mutually for 
the benefit of their simulated firm. In "Venture" all five 
teams produced various baking mixes and detergents in an at­
tempt to become the most profitable. By limiting the number 
of teams to five and with the type of computations required, 
this exercise was played without computer aid. 
Another manual game, designed for the Johns-Mansville 
Corporation by Sterling Institute, provided a planning, 
2 2 scheduling, inventory, and manufacturing control experience. 
In the relatively short period of three hours these partici­
pants were taught basic supply and demand concepts. 
College Games 
Other relevant high school games were not encountered 
in the review, but several college-level simulation exercises 
had varying significance. Most of them examined were too 
difficult for elementary accounting students, but particular 
decisions within the games served as excellent general ideas 
in the design efforts of this thesis. The review of college-
level games tended to support the premise that most of these 
games were too difficult for use in high schools. 
Z^Ibid., p. 459. 
Z^lbid., p. 429. 
19 
"Business Game III, Executive Decision Making" was 
a high-level management game involving a maximum of thirty 
23 
persons. Each simulated period of play represented one 
business quarter. The level of complexity within this game 
is probably best exemplified with a suggested twelve-hour 
critique session at the end of play. This game also placed 
additional demands upon the administrator by requiring 
numerous parameters. The administrator determined the 
economic index, industry index, labor rate of pay, and 
interest rates. Participants made a variety of decisions 
common to previous games listed and, in addition, required 
action on hiring practices, overtime work, and dividend 
declarations. 
Further research indicated college-level exercises 
become even more complex. Over twenty-one decisions for 
each round of play are required in "The Business Management 
Laboratory.It would be pointless to list all these 
decisions, some of which included choice of an inventory 
accounting system, type of market, and production load 
balancing. 
A general purpose game played manually with relevant 
concepts for this thesis is a publication titled "Business 
2 5 
Games for Using Accounting Information." Each participant 
2 3 
Graham and Gray, p. 18 3. 
Z^ibid., p. 187. 
Z^lbid., p. 264. 
20 
was required to prepare accounting reports and to use these 
results for decisions in future periods. Participants had 
control over the purchase of raw materials, production, and 
prices. The only apparent drawback of this game appeared to 
be the relative high demands on the administrator. It was 
necessary for this person to monitor all work performed by 
the students without any type of computer assistance. 
GAMING CONCEPTS 
A wide variety of literature is available on the 
subject of business gaming techniques. Business games are 
defined by one author as: 
. . . simplified mathematical abstractions of a 
situation related to the business world. The game 
participant, either individual or in groups, manage 
a whole firm or an aspect of it, by making business 
decisions for successive periods.26 
This statement clearly defines the general concepts of busi­
ness gaming, and the following literature review was accom­
plished under this basic guideline. 
Business Gaming Characteristics 
Business games should not be created without careful 
planning from the outset. A general understanding of other 
gaming concepts should assist in providing a foundation for 
the creation of new works. 
Business games are often classified as either 
^^Carson, p. 31. 
21 
functional or general management. Functional games are con­
cisely defined as a method of teaching specific skills 
relating to a particular subject, without competition from 
27 the other players. The objective in functional games is 
often a predetermined perfect score. These games work quite 
well in teaching a unique theory that can be isolated. For 
instance, functional methods may be appropriate in teaching 
straight-line depreciation or other topics aimed at middle 
and lower levels of management training. 
General management games teach objective decision-
2 8 
making on a broad level. This method will usually involve 
player participation from a top-management viewpoint. In 
addition, this process is very popular as it is quite easily 
designed to provide competition among the participants. If 
all decisions made are directly related to a maximum profit 
motive, a competitive atmosphere is a natural by-product. 
The competition can become an excellent motivation to learn­
ing. Immediate and long-term goals can be seen by all through 
time-compression, and this may also serve as another induce­
ment. Years of business activity are often simulated in a 
matter of hours. 
Although not synonymous, these general management 
games are often referred to as interactive, implying the 
decisions of one group will affect the results achieved by 
2^Ibid., p. 32. 
ZGlbid., p. 31. 
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others. On the contrary, non-interactive games are often 
functionally designed. 
Another characteristic of business games is to use 
either an individual or a team approach to play. Although 
all games can be played by individuals, the team approach 
is often used in general management games.General 
management games may require broad decisions involving 
everything from production through consumer purchase of the 
goods. With the number of related disciplines involved, a 
group or team approach is often used. In such an atmosphere, 
each person becomes responsible for a specific segment of the 
business. One may set production and another the marketing 
strategy. The decisions are usually interlaced to require 
communication among the players on the same team. Together, 
they may analyze break-even points on production and the 
anticipated rate of return on investment as in the game 
31 
"Profit Plan." The team approach would not be as advan­
tageous in simple games that may depend on fewer decisions. 
A third characteristic of gaming techniques is whether 
the game will be played manually or with computers. More 
complex games usually justify computer assistance, but many 
simplified games also rely on them for speed and accuracy. 
It became apparent as the review of literature progressed, 
2 Q 
Graham and Gray, p. 41. 
SOlbid. 
^^"Profit Plan," Sales Management, CVI (January 15, 
1971), p. 46. 
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that if a game was computer related, the title would include 
this information. Experienced people searching for applicable 
games may rely on the title to provide basic information about 
a game. Therefore, choice of terminology in the title becomes 
important as it may provide an indication of the intent of the 
game. One major consideration is to use the word "game" or 
"simulation" even though the two terms are often used synony­
mously to describe a particular exercise. Games are described 
as "contests having competing players, rules and rewards 
3 2 
assigned to the goal outcome." "Simulations are models of 
social, mathematical or physical situations which abstract 
reality for simplification of problem solving." Use of the 
word "simulation" generally implies closer correlation to an 
actual situation than those titles using "games." 
Another deduction resolved from the review was the 
choice of "computer-played" or "computer-assisted" games. 
The former description usually indicated that the computer 
played an integral role in the process and would be very 
difficult to duplicate with manual methods. Computer-
assisted games depend on the computer as a tool. Many times 
the computer-assisted game can be scored by manual methods 
if time is not a factor. 
Techniques of Gaming 
One of the first decisions in the creation of an 
^^Belch, p. V. 
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educational game must be the determination of actual goals 
in the experience. One article placed great significance 
on the necessity to determine precise objectives of the 
game in order to produce a valid exercise.Game failure 
can often be attributed to lack of precise goals at the 
outset. The previously defined functional or general 
management characteristics should be determined in this 
early phase of development and may assist in determination 
of the overall goals. 
Most of the general management games use a profit 
maximization for the ultimate game goal. Profit is an 
obvious choice as it is the underlying reason most people 
enter business. Educationally, it is acceptable because 
almost any student will grasp the meaning of playing a game 
for profit. Despite this easily identifiable subject of 
profit, it was stated in the journal. Sales Management, that 
quite often certain groups of people within an organization 
do not discipline themselves to the importance of "profit 
3 5 
planning" within their work. In these instances, a single 
goal of profit may be necessary. Others warn that too much 
emphasis is often placed on "winning" a game.^^ 
Even though profit usually enters the goals of most 
R. Palmer, "Play Games With a Computer," Com-
puters and Automation, XX (May, 1971), 31. 
35 
"Profit Plan Game Winners," Sales Management, 
CVI (May 1, 1971), p. 21. 
^^Carson, p. 34. 
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games, administrators can be instrumental in de-emphasizing 
this aspect if it is not the main objective. Occasionally 
the educational goal may be concealed purposely and not be 
readily apparent to the student. For instance, a game 
designed with large volumes of manual computations may also 
be computer-assisted. A latent objective of such a game 
may be to illustrate the tremendous speed and power of 
computer assistance. This may be obvious to the student 
after toiling over manual computations when checking totals 
with computer output created in a matter of seconds. One 
author stressed the importance of these tactics, especially 
on the ease and reliability computers perform the common 
3 7 manual tasks. 
Gaming techniques varied little in the type of busi­
nesses simulated, just as profit was the most common game 
goal. The simulation invariably included a manufacturing 
company producing a single type of product. Particular 
segments in business education can often be taught very well 
through service companies such as motels or repair shops. 
Service type companies for teaching particular learning 
situations such as the income statement are recommended by 
T O 
Vernon Musselman. However, in general management games, 
service companies may limit the number of decisions. 
37 
Carlton D. Stolle, "Computers in Elementary Account­
ing," Journal of Business Education, XLIII (March, 1968), 246. 
3 8 
Vernon Musselman, "Teaching the Income Statement," 
Balance Sheet, L (January, 1969), 206. 
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Conversely, product manufacturing may relate to many educa­
tional avenues of business education. It provides a broad 
scope from raw material acquisition through consumer consump­
tion. Raw materials, plant location, production, economic 
factors, price of product, and marketing strategy are only a 
few of the decisions that may enter such a game. 
Another common trait in the review was to provide 
identical businesses for each firm at the outset. This 
information was normally presented to the players on identi­
cal balance sheets.Although a few games may wish to 
start participants at different levels of affluence, the 
more common approach provides an equal opportunity for 
everyone. 
Player Participation 
The decisions required of the players should corre­
late with the educational goals of the game. For instance, 
if the game is intended to teach marketing concepts, the 
decisions should be primarily marketing oriented. "MARKSIM" 
is a marketing simulation that follows this principle well. 
It requires decisions on national advertising, retailer 
advertising allowances, product price, and distribution of 
J 40 goods. 
•z g 
Joseph A. Lesak and William G. Carpenter, "Account­
ing Students Learn Data Processing," Balance Sheet, L (February, 
1968), 250. — 
^^Paul S. Greenlaw and Fred W. Kniffen, MARKSIM - A 
Marketing Decision Simulation (Scranton, Pa.: International 
Textbook Company, 1964), p. Jl. 
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Unless the game is very simple, written manuals of 
explanation are usually necessary to provide sufficient 
information to the players. The rules and goals of any 
game must be conveyed to the participant and written documen­
tation will provide a reference throughout the play of the 
game. 
Instructor's Role 
"A game is only as good a teacher as those who 
administer it, . . explains John Carson.Educational 
games place varying demands on the instructor. In order to 
guide the class in an acceptable direction, the administrator 
must have an understanding of the educational goals. For 
instance, if profit is to be de-emphasized in favor of 
efficient production methods, the administrator must portray 
such an atmosphere. Without proper direction, education 
games could become only a "game." 
Complex games often rely on the instructor to vary 
parameters in a game. Variances on such items as economic 
index, market demand, or interest rates will alter the 
results during play. Each one of these types of decisions 
requires additional administrator involvement. Recent 
practice with computer games has been to rely on computer 
generation of random numbers to relieve the instructor of 
these additional duties. This method also removes human 
^^Carson, p. 35. 
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biases from the game. Similar to student instructions, an 
instructor's manual is often necessary to provide additional 
assistance and information for administration of a complex 
game. 
Chapter 3 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE GAME 
Although "Strategy" is an original work, development 
began from a related experience. This author first encoun­
tered an educational game in a college accounting class. 
From this experience the thoughts and ideas matured for 
development of a simplified accounting game for use in high 
schools. 
The review of literature provided adequate informa­
tion to begin designing an original game, and from the 
hundreds of ideas presented, a general goal was established. 
By definition, the goal was to provide a computer-assisted 
accounting game for high school students. In addition, the 
game was to be designed in such a manner as to be easily 
administered by non-computer oriented teachers. The method 
of development followed a pattern of three distinct phases. 
Each one of these major sections are presented below with 
an overview of the work performed. 
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
The purpose of this section is to present some of 
the major decisions that contributed to the construction and 
design of the game. Instructor and student manuals in 
29 
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Chapter 4 will provide an account of the specific rules^ 
regulations and design as implemented. For the interested 
and qualified reader, further depth and understanding may­
be gained by examination of the COBOL logic presented in 
the Chapter 4 program listings. 
The initial stages of design began by correlating 
various suggestions and ideas from the research into mean­
ingful information for a new game. A general management 
game, as reviewed in Chapter 2, was employed for the basic 
structure primarily because of the profit motive. One 
tradition of general management games was altered; this 
involved utilizing an individual approach rather than teams 
of people. The variation was made for two reasons. First, 
the original intent was to require a few meaningful, but 
simple, decisions from each player. Secondly, maximum 
involvement in the game would be attained if each person 
operated an individual proprietorship. In this manner, a 
student was totally responsible for his company and could 
not rely on others to make decisions for him. 
In general management games, each round of play is 
usually represented as either one quarter or one year of 
simulation. One calendar year was chosen for this exercise 
to simplify the mathematical calculations on interest. 
The type of product chosen for production within 
the game was lumber. The simplicity of design and the 
universal need in America for wood made this product 
attractive. While many American goods rely on numerous 
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marketing concepts, the lumber industry remains quite 
straightforward. For instance, as a whole, the lumber 
industry does not depend on advertising to any great extent, 
and the purchase of wood is often based chiefly on price. 
Although any number of products could have been chosen, 
another choice may have created a game with less realistic 
conditions or with more complex decisions. 
In order to design an easily played game, decisions 
from the participants were one of the first considerations. 
The student would control the size and growth of his company 
by determining units of production and purchase of additional 
machines. These two judgments related directly to the price 
of the lumber which each participant would establish. 
A certain amount of luck was incorporated into the 
game to reduce the significance of the decisions and to 
focus more importance on the accounting and computer func­
tions in the exercise. This uncertainty also produced a 
game that would seldom react the same in repeated rounds 
of play. The three basic decisions of purchase, production, 
and selling price, along with an identification number and 
name, were all the input data necessary to operate the 
computer game. 
Systems analysis continued with the computer program­
ming design functions. Sales were allotted by the computer 
to each active firm. A percentage of the market, which was 
derived from the selling price, was calculated for each firm. 
A price compliment, based on a maximum allowable cost of $300 
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per unit, was generated in order to provide higher sales to 
the lower priced product. The closer a firm priced its product 
to $300, the more severe the cutback in sales. On the other 
end of the spectrum, those firms pricing products very low 
would always receive more sales possibilities than inventory. 
These lost sales were retained by the computer and allotted 
as additional sales to other firms with unsold inventory. 
By repeated iterations of the above logic patterns, 
the computer would determine a sales allocation for each 
participant. A printed report was designed to provide infor­
mation to the students. An example of the computer output is 
shown on page 1-13 of the instructor's manual in Chapter 4. 
Page 1-15 of the same manual illustrates an additional sheet 
that provided each firm with its own sales information. 
From the sales of each company, the design analysis 
included computer preparation of four financial statements. 
These statements were created to assist the students in 
understanding the accounting steps necessary to determine 
their profit for the game, and to illustrate the speed and 
accuracy of computers. The four statements are illustrated 
as a one-page printout for each firm on page 1-16 of the 
instructor's manual in Chapter 4. 
As a final computer-produced report, a comparative 
earnings list was generated to increase student motivation. 
Chapter 4, page 1-14, of the instructor's manual represents 
the computer results of this report. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMMING 
After the general research and the systems analysis 
were completed, work progressed into the highly technical 
programming phase. The author was determined not to 
sacrifice any educational goals of the game due to lack of 
technical skills in computer programming. Professional 
employment as a computer programmer aided this decision 
immensely. 
All data processing functions were performed on the 
DECSYSTEM-10 located at the University of Montana. Digital 
Equipment Corporation, often identified by the initials DEC, 
is the manufacturer. COBOL, universally accepted, was chosen 
as the programming language and is available on most computer 
systems today. Despite the widespread use of COBOL, a COBOL 
program developed on one manufacturer's system will not be 
totally operable on another manufacturer's computer. Computer 
design variances, like automobiles requiring unique spark 
plugs, are the basic reason. However, the COBOL language will 
permit the game to be operational on other computer models 
with only minor changes. 
The programming effort depended on the ability to 
use two technical publications by DEC. The first was a 
reference manual providing all the commands available for 
à 1 
programming in COBOL on the DECSYSTEM-10. The second 
^^COBOL - Programmer's Reference Manual, Version 6A 
(Maynard, Mass.: Digital Equipment Corp., Software 
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book was a programming guide for users.This manual pro­
vided numerous suggestions that resulted in a better written 
COBOL program. 
All programming was accomplished in an on-line, time­
sharing atmosphere. However, not all computers will support 
such a level of interaction. As a result, the management 
game was written in a manner allowing data to be entered in 
a variety of methods. For time-sharing computer installa­
tions, an additional program was written to permit the 
students' decisions to be entered from a terminal. This 
program is entitled "ORDER" and is listed in Chapter 4. If 
a computer is not capable of on-line entry, an alternate 
method of entering data using card input could be employed. 
Either method will produce the information necessary for the 
exercise. 
"STRGY" (computer programming limitations prevent 
complete spelling of Strategy), the management game, is 
listed in Chapter 4, and represents the major programming 
effort of the thesis. 
A cathode ray tube terminal and a language entitled 
TECO assisted the programming process. TECO is an acronym 
for Text Editor and Corrector program and is published in a 
DEC manual by that title. 
Distribution Center, 1975). 
^^COBOL User's Guide, Version 5 (Maynard, Mass.: 
Digital Equipment Corp., Software Distribution Center, 1973). 
^^TECO - Text Editor and Corrector Program, Programmer's 
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Supporting documents for playing the game "Strategy" 
include a student manual, student worksheets, and an 
instructor's manual. (Refer to Chapter 4 for examples.) In 
order to provide maximum computer impact, all printed 
material was computer generated. Once again, TECO was 
utilized for data entry. Data entered via TECO was processed 
through a second computer program referred to as RUNOFF that 
produced the printed reports. RUNOFF is a program that 
generates output as shown in the manuals in Chapter 4.^^ 
Although RUNOFF does numerous tasks for the programmer, the 
most obvious is the left and right justification of all 
printed lines. 
COMPUTER TESTING AND DEBUGGING 
A tremendous amount of time was spent in designing 
and writing a management game program that would operate 
efficiently. The final stage of work cannot be underestimated. 
Various mistakes will always be made and the only way to find 
them is through thorough testing patterns. A number of dif­
ferent tests were performed using data created by the author. 
At the conclusion of these tests, the game was analyzed and 
various early concepts were changed. For instance, the maximum 
price of the product was lowered from an original $400 to $300. 
Reference Manual, Version 23 (Maynard, Mass.: Digital Equipment 
Corp., Software Distribution Center, 1972). 
^^GETTING-STARTED with RUNOFF, Version 10 (Maynard, 
Mass.: Digital Equipment Corp., Software Distribution Center, 
1975) . 
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The net effect of testing revealed that $400 did not penalize 
the higher priced product sufficiently. As a result, com­
petition was discouraged until the lower price was implemented. 
A trial run was organized in which "Strategy" was 
presented to a high school business accounting class. The 
teacher and her students participated in the game as a final 
effort to test the validity of the game under realistic 
conditions. Further results of the experiment are presented 
in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 4 
THE ACCOUNTING GAME 
In order for the game to be acceptable for general 
use, all pertinent information had to be presented to the 
players in a complete and orderly approach. Therefore, 
everything necessary to play the game "Strategy" is included 
in this single chapter. The other chapters are presented as 
supporting documentation. 
The first three sections involve instructions and 
worksheets while the final two sections include the computer 
program listings. The students' instructions are followed 
by the worksheets and the instructor's manual. The first 
COBOL listing is the data entry program for computer systems 
with on-line capabilities. The second COBOL program is the 
management game. 
Page numbering within this section deviates from the 
normal thesis pattern. This has been done in order to provide 
an exact duplication of the game as it should be used. Each 
one of the five sections is a unique document and is there­
fore numbered beginning with page one. Thesis format 
necessitated photographic reduction of some of the computer 
reports. 
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S T R A T E G Y  
A CnMPUTER-ASSTSTFO SECONDARY SCHOOL ACCOUNTING GAME 
STUDENT'S MANUAL 
gUSIWESS 3AGKGB0UW0 
CONGRATULATIONS!  YOU HAVE JUST BECOME THE SOLE OWNER IN  A 
UNIQUE BUSINESS VENTURE THAT COULD MAKE YOU A PROEITABLE 
INCOME.  YOUR BUSINESS OPERATION IS  BASED ON AN INNOVATIVE 
PORTABLE LUMBER MILL .  THE MACHINE IS  CAPABLE OF 
TRANSFORMING A TREE INTO A F INISHED PRODUCT READY FOR USE IN  
THE BUILDING INDUSTRY.  THERE ARE TWO FUNDAMENTAL REASONS 
FOR SUCCESS WITH THIS EQUIPMENT,  F IRST,  THE MACHINE CAN 
MAINTAIN LOW OVERHEAD BY TRAVELING OVER RUGGED TERRAIN AND 
LOCATING ITSELF CLOSE TO THE RAW MATERIALS.  SECONDLY,  THERE 
IS  VERY L ITTLE ENVIRCNMENTAL IMPACT WITH THE SYSTEM,  AS 
EVERYTHING NOT USED IS  IMMEDIATELY DECOMPOSED AND RETURNED 
AS NUTRIENTS TO THE SOIL .  THE L IGHTWEIGHT MOBIL ITY OF THF 
EQUIPMENT PERMITS SELECTIVE CUTTING AND THINNING PRACTICES 
RESULTING IN  A BETTER AND MORE MANAGEABLE FOREST.  
eSûDUCIIDil Q£ 22QDUCJ 
ALL PRODUCTION WILL BE 2X4 LUMBER IN  APPROXIMATEL Y F IGHT 
FOOT LENGTHS.  THE LUMBER WILL BE MARKETED I f f  LARGE GROUPS 
AND REFERRED TO AS A UNIT  WITHIN THIS EXERCISE,  THIS 
PRODUCT IS  THE PRIMARY MATERIAL USED IN  FRAMING MOST HOMFS 
AND MANY COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS.  
EUIU3E 
YOU WILL 9E FXPECTEC 10 MAKE MANY BUSINESS AND ACCOUNTING 
DECISIONS.  WITH SOUND REASONING AND A L ITTLE LUCK AS IN  ANY 
BUSINESS,  YOU WILL ENTER THE MARKET WITH THE REST OF YOUR 
CLASSMATES IN  AN ATTEMPT TO BECOME THE MOST PROFITABLE 
BUSINESS.  GOOD LUCK!  
S-1  
P A G E  S - ?  
I N S T R U C T I O N S  
READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS COMPLETELY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO 
COMPLETE THE DECISION FORM AND BEGIN PLAY.  THE DECISION 
FORM IS  NOT PART OF THESE STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS,  BUT YOUR 
INSTRUCTOR SHOULD PROVIDE ONE AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH 
PERIOD OF PLAY.  IT  IS  NOT NECESSARY FOR "STRATEGY"  
PARTICIPANTS TO HAVE ANY COMPUTER EXPERIENCE EVEN THOUGH 
T H F  COMPUTER PLAYS A MAJOR ROLE IN  THF EXECUTION OF THE 
GAME.  
GOALS QE SISâlEGï 
GAME GOAL:  
THE ULTIMATE GOAL IS  TO PRODUCE AND SELL YOUR 
LUMBER USING THE MOST EFFICIENT METHODS POSSIBLE 
TO GAIN A MAXIMUM BUSINESS VALUE AT THE END OF THE 
GAME.  
APPLICATION GOALS:  
THIS COMPUTER-ASSISTED GAME IS  DESIGNED TO PROVIDE 
AN ENVIRONMENT IN  WHICH BASIC ACCOUNTING 
PRINCIPLES MAY BE APPLIED,  AND TO ILLUSTRATE SOME 
OF THE RELATIONSHIPS THAT EXIST BETWEEN COMPUTERS 
AND THE BUSINESS WORLD.  
RULES OF SISilECï 
MATHEMATICS:  
ROUND EACH CALCULATION TO THE NEAREST DOLLAR,  
EXCEPT FOR THE AVERAGE COST PER UNIT OF 
PRODUCTION.  THIS ONE F IGURE MUST BE RETAINED TO 
FOUR DECIMALS FOR ACCURATE COMPUTATIONS.  
IXEO COSTS:  
EACH F IRM INCURS A F IXED ANNUAL,  SELLING,  
ADMINISTRATIVE*  AND MARKETING EXPENSE OF $30 ,000 
PLUS $20,  000 FOR EACH MACHINE OWNED.  
MACHINE PURCHASE COSTS!  
EACH F IRM BEGINS PLAY WITH ONE MACHINE.  IF  
BUSINESS EXPANSION IS  DESIRED,  ADDITIONAL MACHINES 
MAY BE PURCHASED FOR 350,0  00 EACH.  HOWEVER,  NO 
F IRM MAY EVER OWN MORE THAN FOUR MACHINES IN  ANY 
ONE PERIOD OF PLAY.  EVEN IF  CURRENT CASH RESERVES 
ARE INADEQUATE,  AN OPEN L INE OF CREDIT PERMITS 
PURCHASE CF ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT AT ANY T IME.  
ONCE PURCHASED,  A MACHINE MAY NOT 8E SOLD.  
P A G E  S - 3  
VARTABLF COSTS? 
THESE INCLUDE DIRECT LABOP,  MATERIALS,  AND 
COMPONENTS WHICH VfRY L INEARLY WITH OUTPUT.  THIS 
CONSTANT RATE IS  $50 PER UNIT PRODUCED.  
MACHINE PRODUCTIONS 
EACH MACHINE IS  CAPABLE OF PRODUCING A MAXIMUM OF 
400 UNITS OF LUMBER PER YEAR,  
MAXIMUM PRICE OF PROtUCTS 
NO PRICE KILL  BE CONSIDERED ABOVE $300 PER UNIT.  
MACHINE DEPRECIATION;  
ONCE PURCHASED,  EACH MACHINE LASTS F IVE YEARS,  
USED OR NOT.  DEPRECIATION IS  CALCULATED AT 20% 
PER ANNUM,  STRAIGHT L INE,  WITH NO SCRAP VALUE.  
VALUE OF INVENTORY:  
REMAINING INVENTORY AT THE CLOSE OF EACH PERIOD 
WILL BE V CLUED AT THE LATEST AVERAGE COST PER UNIT 
OF PRODUCTION.  ALL INVENTORIES ARE F INISHED 
PRODUCTS.  
TAXES:  
LOANS:  
IF  A PROFIT IS  MADE,  TAXES WILL BE PAID AT A F IFTY 
PERCENT RATE ROUNOED TO THE NEAREST DOLLAR.  FOR 
EXAMPLE,  AN INCOME OF $801 WOULD REQUIRE A TAX 
PAYMENT OF $401.  
EACH F IRM MUST HAVE A POSITIVE CASH BALANCE AT THE 
END OF EACH PERIOD. IF NECESSARY, MONEY WILL BE 
AUTOMATICALLY BORROWED IN  $1 ,000 UNITS AT 12% PER 
ANNUM ON AN OPEN L INE OF CREDIT.  THIS MONEY WILL 
BE BORROWED ANY T IME YOUR F IRM DOES NOT HAVE CASH 
RESERVES,  WHETHER IT  IS  FOR PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL 
EQUIPMENT OR FOR LACK OF SALES TO COVER EXPENSES.  
INTEREST CHARGES ON BORROWED MONEY WILL BE MADE 
ONLY IF  A BALANCE IS  CARRIED FORWARD ON THE ENDING 
YEAR F INANCIAL STATEMENTS,  THIS METHOD PROVIDES 
FOR INTEREST FREE CASH DURING THE OPERATING YEAR,  
REPAYMENT O F  LOANS:  
ANY LOANS CARRIED FORWARD FROM THE PREVIOUS YEAR 
MUST BE REPAID IN  FULL.  A NEW LOAN MAY BE 
NECESSARY TO MAINTAIN A POSITIVE CASH BALANCE.  
SEE THE "CASH BALANCE"  SECTION BELOW. 
INVESTMENTS:  
ANY CASH IN  EXCESS OF $5 ,000 MUST BE INVESTED IN  
t l ,000  UMTS.  THE RATE OF INTEREST WILL BE EIGHT 
PERCENT.  
P A G E  S - U  
SELLING INVESTMENTS!  
ALL INVESTMENTS CARRIED GN THE PREVIOUS BALANCE 
SHEET MUST BE L IQUIDATED ON THE NEW CASH ANALYSIS 
STATEMENT.  HOWEVER,  FOLLOW THE "CASH BALANCE"  
ROUTINE BELOW TO IMMEDIATELY PE- INVEST CASH 
WHENEVER POSSIBLE.  
CASH BALANCE;  
THE ENDING CASH BALANCE FOR EACH PERIOD CAN NEVER 
BE NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN $5 ,999.  MONEY MUST BE 
BORROWED OR INVESTED AS EXPLAINED IN  THE TWO PRIOR 
SU3-HEA0IKGS "LOANS" ,  OR " INVESTMENTS" .  
GEîJEBâL l&EOgSailDW EDS ELâïIJs'G "SISAIEGï!* 
ROLE OF THE COMPUTER!  
ANY PRINTED MATERIAL ASSOCIATED WITH THIS GAME WAS 
DESIGNED AND ORIGINALLY PRINTED ON A COMPUTER.  
THE COMPUTER WILL ALSO PERFORM ALL LOGIC NECESSARY 
TO PLAY THE GAME ONCE EACH PARTICIPANT HAS 
COMPLETED A DECISION FORM.  VARIOUS REPORTS 
NECESSARY FOR ANALYSIS OF THE GAME WILL BE 
COMPUTER GENERATED.  
EXCESS SALES!  
THE F IRM WITH THE LOWEST SELLING PRICE WILL 
USUALLY HAVE MORE ORDERS THAN INVENTORY.  TWENTY 
PERCENT OF THESE EXCESS ORDERS WILL BE ALLOCATED 
TO THE F IRM HAVING BOTH THE NEXT LOWEST PRICE AND 
UNSOLD INVENTORY,  CNLY ONE-FIFTH OF THE ORIGINAL 
ORDERS ARE ALLOWED DUE TO THE INCREASED SELLING 
PRICE OF THE NEXT FIRM. 
DEMAND FACTORS;  
MARKET DEMAND IS  BASED ON A SERIES OF MATHEMATICAL 
FQUATIONS SUCH AS NUMBER OF UNITS PRODUCED,  PRICE,  
AND RANDOf  FACTORS WHICH MAY VARY BY FIVE PERCENT,  
MARKET CONDITIONS ARE SUCH THAT IF  THE PRICE OF 
THE PRODUCT IS  APPROPRIATE,  ALL GOODS MANUFACTURED 
WILL BE SOLD.  THEREFORE,  YOUR ULTIMATE CONCERN IS  
CAREFUL PRICE DETERMINATION.  
METHOD OF PLAY:  
EACH PERIOD OF PLAY REPRESENTS ONE CALENDAR YEAR.  
ALL DECISIONS WILL BE MADE AT THE BEGINNING OF 
EACH PERIOD AND ENTERED ON AN A DECISION FORM FOR 
COMPUTER INPUT.  THE COMPUTER WILL PROCESS ALL 
PARTICIPANTS DATA AND RETURN SALES ALLOCATIONS FOR 
EACH F IRM.  A STATEMENT OF MANUFACTURING COSTS,  AN 
INCOME STATEMENT,  AN ANALYSIS OF CASH AND A 
BALANCE SHEET WILL BE REQUIRED AT THE CLOSE OF 
P A G E  S-5 
FACH PFRIOD.  THESE REPORTS WILL HELP IN  THE 
DECISION-MAKING PROCESS FOR THE NEXT PERIOD AND 
WILL 9E USED TO DETERMINE THE NET WORTH OF EACH 
COMPANY AT THE CLOSE OF PLAY.  
DETERMINATION OF SALES*  
TOTAL POSSIBLE SALES FCR THE INDUSTRY IN  EACH 
ACOUNTING PERIOD DEPENDS ON THE AVERAGE PRICE 
CHARGED BY ALL F I^MS.  MARKET SHARE OF SALES FOR 
EACH COMPANY DEPEND? ON HOW ITS PRICE COMPARES 
WITH THE AVERAGE.  IN  ALL CASES,  THE MARKET WILL 
PURCHASE THE LOWEST PRICED LUMBER F IRST.  
DETERMINATION OF PRICE*  
YOUR PRICE SHOULD BE CAREFULLY ANALYZED,  IT  MUST 
INCLUDE ALL OF YOUR EXPENSES AND Â FAIR PROFIT.  
BUSINESS LOSSES WILL OCCUR EITHER TF YOU PRICE 
YOUR LUMBER SO LOW THAT A FAIR MARGIN IS  NOT 
EARNED OR IF  PRICES ARE SET TOO HIGH AND FEW SALES 
ARE MADE.  NO PRICE ABOVE $300 PER BNTT OF LUMBER 
WILL BE CONSIDERED.  
KEEP YOUR PRICE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL TO PREVENT 
OTHER F IRMS FROM REDUCING YOUR SALES BY SETTING 
THEIR PRICES LOWER.  
F INANCE;  
ALL F IRMS START WITH IDENTICAL BUSINESSES.  
EXAMINE YOUR OPENING BALANCE SHEET FOR THE 
DETAILS.  
B A L A N C E  
A S  S E  
CASH IN  BANK 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 
EQUIPMENT» MACH NO,  1  
TOTAL ASSETS 
- S H E E T  
T S 
$  5 ,000 
$ 0 
t 5,000 
Î  50 ,000 
t  55,000 
E Q U I T I E S  
BANK NOTES PAYABLE $  0  
CAPITAL STOCK $  55 ,000 
TOTAL EQUITIES $  55 ,000 
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PERIODS 
ENTER THE PERIOD OF PLAY FOR WHICH YOUR DECISIONS 
REPRESENT.  ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST USE THE SAME 
PERIOD.  BEGIh  EACH NFW GAME WITH PERIOD ONE AND 
INCREMENT BY ONE FOR EACH SUCCEEDING ROUND.  
IC  NiJMSER:  
THIS NUMBER WILL BE PROVIDED BY THF INSTRUCTOR AND 
MUST REMAIN THE SAME THROUGHOUT THE GAME.  
F IRM NAMES 
CHOOSE AN APPROPRIATE NAME TO REPRESENT YOUR 
COMPANY.  THE ENTIRF LENGTH CANNOT EXCEED TWENTY 
CHARACTERS,  INCLUDING SPACES BETWEEN WORDS.  
PURCHASE OF NEW MACHINES? 
A NUMBER OF DECISIONS MUST BE MADE BEFORE 
ACQUIRING AtDIT IONAL MACHINES.  REFER TO THE PRIOR 
SUB-HEADINGS "MACHINES PURCHASE COSTS" ,  "MACHINE 
DEPRECIATION" ,  AND "LOANS"  IN  MAKING THIS CHOICE.  
UNITS PRODUCED THIS PERIODS 
THE MARKET FOR YOU PRODUCT IS  VERY ELASTIC AND 
WILL PURCHASE ALL GCOCS PRODUCED IF  THE PRICE IS  
ATTRACTIVE.  REFER TO THE PRIOR SUB-HEADINGS 
"MACHINE PRODUCTION" ,  "MACHINE DEPRECIATION" ,  AND 
"DETERMINATION OF SALES"  FOR ADDITIONAL AID WITH 
THIS DECISION.  
SELLING PRICE*  
PRICE SELECTION MUST BE BASED ON BREAK-EVEN 
CALCULATIONS AND SOME GUESSWORK.  IN  ADDITION TO A 
PROFIT,  ThE MINIMUM PRICE MUST COVER ALL F IXED,  
VARIABLE AND OTHER EXPENSES.  REASONABLE GUESSWORK 
MUST BE MADE IN  AN ATTEMPT TO SURPASS THE OTHER 
PLAYERS.  REFER TO PRIOR SUB-HEADINGS "PRICE OF 
PRODUCT"  ANC "DETERMINATION OF PRICE"  FOR FURTHER 
ASSISTANCE.  
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STATEMENT OF PRODUCTION COSTS: 
COMPUTE THE VARIABLE EXPENSES ONLY ON THE NUMBER 
OF UNITS MANUFACTURED IN  THE CURRENT PERIOD.  00  
NOT INCLUDE ANY INVENTORY ITEMS FROM THE PRIOR 
YEAR.  FOR ACCURACY,  THE AVERAGE COST PER UNIT 
MUST BE KOUNOED TO FOUR DECIMAL PLACES.  FOR 
EXAMPLE,  $78 .5721 PER UNIT.  NOTES THE AVERAGE 
COST PER UNIT IS  THE ONLY F IGURE IN  "STRATEGY"  
THAT IS  NOT ROUNDED TO THE NEAREST WHOLE DOLLAR.  
INCOME s ta tement  t  
SALES F IGURES ARE OBTAINED FROM THE CURRENT 
COMPUTER SALES REPORTS.  THE BALANCE SHEET FROM 
THE PRIOR PERIOD SHOULD CONTAIN INFORMATION ON ANY 
CARRYOVER INVENTORY.  IT  WILL ALSO INDICATE 
BORROWED OR INVESTED MONEY NECESSARY FOR THE 
INTEREST CALCULATIONS.  
ANALYSIS OF CASH» 
THE END OF EACH PERIOD REQUIRES REPAYMENT OF ALL 
NOTES AND SELLING OF ALL INVESTMENTS.  REFER TO 
LAST YEAR'S BALANCE SHEET FOR THE F IGURES.  
COMPLETE ALL L INE ITEMS ON THE WORKSHEET EXCEPT 
FOR "BORROWED MONEY"  AND "TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS" .  
REFER TO THE NOTE ON THE WORKSHEET FOR FURTHER 
INSTRUCTIONS ON USING THESE TWO L fNE ITEMS TO 
ADJUST THE ENDING CASH BALANCE.  
BALANCE SHEET!  
"CASH IN  BANK" ,  "TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS" ,  AND "BANK 
NOTES PAYABLE"  CAN ALL BE DETERMINED FROM THE 
CURRENT PERIOD CASH ANALYSIS WORKSHEET.  THE 
INCOME STATEMENT WILL PROVIDE INVENTORY FIGURES 
AND THE CURRENT PERIOD INCOME.  EQUIPMENT 
INFORMATION AND RETAINED EARNINGS MAY BE OBTAINED 
FROM THE PREVIOUS BALANCE SHEET.  IN  ADDITION,  DO 
NOT FORGET TO INCLUDE DEPRECIATION ON ANY NEW 
MACHINES THAT MAY HAVE BEEN PURCHASED IN  THE 
CURRENT PERIOD.  
S T R A T E G Y  
A GOMPUTER-ASSISTFD SECONDARY SCHOOL ACCOUNTING GAME 
STUDENT'S WORKSHEETS 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * # * * * *  
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THERE ARE E I  
"STRATEGY"  AN 
THEY ARE THE "  
STATEMENT" ,  A 
SHEET" .  EACH 
GIVEN ONE CO 
WORKSHEETS ARE 
FRAMES.  THE 
OF EACH ROUND,  
CLOSING OF EAC 
VE n iEEERENT WORKSHEETS ASSOCIATED WITH 
n CONTAINED IN THIS PACKET. LISTED IN ORDER, 
DECISION FORM",  "PRODUCTION COSTS" ,  " INCOME 
NALYSIS OF CASH ACCOUNT" ,  ANO THE "BALANCE 
STUDENT PARTICIPATING IN  THE GAME SHOULD BE 
MPLETE SET FOR EACH PERIOD OF PLAY.  THESE 
TO BE UTIL IZED WITHIN TWO DIFFERENT T IME 
DECISION FORM IS  CALCULATED AT THE BEGINNING 
WHILE THE OTHER FOUR ARE COMPLETED AT THE 
H PERIOD.  
W-1 
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STRATEGY OECIS ION FORM PERIOD OF  PLAY  
F I L L  O U T  T H I S  O ^ O F R  F O R M  C A P E F U L L Y  A N D  S U B M I T  T O  T H E  I N S T R U C T O R  
F O P  E 4 C H  P F ^ I O O  O F  F L A Y .  T H E  F I R M  N A M E  S H O U L D  R E  L E F T  B L A N K  A F T F R  
T H E  F I R S T  T I M E  U N L E S S  A  C H A N G E  I S  D E S I R E D .  E X C E P T  F O R  T H E  F I R M  
N A M E ,  E V E R Y  I T E M  M U < T  B E  F I L L E D  I N  C O M P L E T E L Y  E A C H  T I M E .  
# # * » , * * *  #  *  * * * * * * * *  » * * • * • * # * * * * • * *  
F I R M  I D  N O  .  .  # # . . # # # #  
( U S E  T H E  S A M E  5 - D I G I T  N U M B E R  E A C H  P E R I O D )  
( 2 0 - C H A R A C T E R  M A X I M U M  -  R E Q U I R E D  F I R S T  T I M E  C N L Y )  
P U R C H A S E  O F  N E W  M A C H I N E S  
( 0 - 3  -  M A X I M U M  O W N E R S H I P  I S  F O U R  -  1 - D I G I T )  
U N I T S  P R O C U C E D  F O R  T H I S  P E R I O D  
( 0 - 1 6 0 0  -  M A X I M U M  I S  4 0 0  P E R  M A C H I N E  -  4 - D I G I T S I  
S E L L I N G  P R I C E  P ^ R  U N I T  
( M A X I M U M  I S  $ 3 0 0  P E R  U N I T  -  3 - D I G I T S )  
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F IRM-NAME i n#  
P E R I O D  O F  P L A Y  _ _  
S T A T F M F N T  O F  P R O D U C T I O N  C O S T S  
V A R I A B L E  E X P E N S E S  (  3  $  )  $  
M A C H I N E  D E P R E C I A T I O N  E X P E N S E  (  3  $  )  %  
T O T A L  C O S T  O F  P R O D U C T I O N  $  
A V E R A G E  C O S T  P E R  U N I T  $  
( R O U N D  C F N T S  T O  T H R E E  D E C I M A L S )  = = = = = = = = = = :  
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F IRM-NAME TOf f  
P E R I O D  O F  P L A Y  
I N C O M E  S T A T E M E N T  
S A L E S :  a «  
C O S T  O F  S A L E S :  
O P E N I N G  I N V E N T O R Y  f l  $  
C O S T  O F  G O O D S  P R O O U C E O  a  $  
G O O n S  A V A I L A B L E  $  
L E S S :  E N D I N G  I N V E N T O R Y  3  %  
C O S T  O F  G O O D S  S O L O  î _ .  
. . . G R O S S  M A R G I N  Î  
O T H E R  E X P E N S E S  A N D  R E V E N U E :  
S E L L I N G  &  A D M I N I S T R A T I V E  $  
I N T E R E S T  E X P E N S E  $  
. . . T O T A L  O T H E R  E X P E N S E  $  
L E S S ;  I N T E R E S T  I N C O M E  %  
. . . T O T A L  O T H E R  E X P  &  R E V  $  
. . . N E T  I N C O M E  B E F O R E  T A X E S  Î  
. . . T A X E S  • $  
N E T  I N C O M E  $  
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F IRM-NAME lO f f  
P E R T O n  O F  P L A Y  
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C A S H  A C C O U N T  
B E G I N N I N G  C A S H  B A L A N C E  Î  
A D D :  
S A L E  O F  P R O D U C T S  S  
I N T F P F S T  E A R N E D  $  
I N V E S T M E N T S  S O L O  S  
B O R R O W E D  M O N E Y  ( S E E  N O T E  B E L O W )  $  
. . . T O T A L  A D D I T I O N S  $  
. . . . . . T O T A L  
L E S S :  
F I X E D  E X P E N S E S  %  
V A R I A B L E  E X P E N S E S  $  
P U R C H A S E  O F  M A C H I N E S  Î  
T A X  P A Y M E N T S  S  
I N T E R E S T  P A I D  $  
R E P A Y M E N T  O F  N O T E S  T, 
T E M P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T S  $  
( S E E  N O T E  B E L O W )  
. . . T O T A L  S U B T R A C T I O N S  
$ 
B A L A N C E  E N D  O F  P E R I C D  » »  = = = = = = = = = = =  
N O T E :  F O L L O W  T H E S E  S P E C I A L  I N S T R U C T I O N S  F O R  D E T E R M I N I N G  T H E  
E N D I N G  C A S H  B A L A N C E ,  W H I C H  M U S T  N E V E R  B E  N E G A T I V E ,  O R  
G R E A T E R  T H A N  5 , 9 9 9 .  S C R A T C H  P A P E R  S H O U L D  B E  U S E D  U N T I L  
T H I S  A D J U S T E D  B A L A N C E  I S  A C H E I V E O .  
1 .  F I R S T  C O M P L E T E  A L L  I T E M S  O N  T H E  F O R M ,  E X C E P T  F O R  " B O R R O W E D  
M O N E Y "  A N D  " T E M P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T S " ,  T O  D E T E R M I N E  A  C A S H  
B A L A N C E .  T H E N  F O L L O W  O N E  O F  T H E  T W O  S T E P S  R E L O W  T O  E I T H E R  
B O R R O W  O R  I N V E S T .  
? .  I E  S T E P  O N E  I N D I C A T E S  A  N E G A T I V E  C A S H  B A L A N C E ,  B O R R O W  
T l , O n O  U N I T S  U N T I L  T H E  B A L A N C E  I S  N O  L O N G E R  N E G A T I V E .  
3 .  I F  S T E P  O N E  C A S H  B A L A N C E  W A S  G R E A T E R  T H A N  - 5 5 ,  9 9 9  I N C R E A S E  
T H E  " T E M P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T "  L I N E  I T E M  B Y  ? 1 , 0 0 0  I N C R E M E N T S  
O F  C A S H  U N T I L  T H E  C A S H  B A L A N C E  B E C O M E S  L E S S  T H A N  Î 6 , 0 0 0 .  
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F IRM-NAME in# 
P E R I O D  O F  P L A Y  
B A L A N C E  S H E E T  
A S S E T S  
C A S H  I N  B A N K  
T E K P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T S  
I N V E N T O R Y  (  S  $  
. . . T O T A L  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  
O R I G I N A L  A C C U M U L A T E D  
E Q U I P M E N T :  N O .  A G E  C O S T  D E P R E C I A T I O N  
IS « 
2 $ $ 
3 $ t 
k t S  
• T O T A L  E Q U I P M E N T  
T O T A L  A S S E T S  
E Q U I T I E S  
B A N K  N O T E S  P A Y A B L E  
S T O C K H O L D E R ' S  E Q U I T Y !  
C A P I T A L  S T O C K  
R E T A I N E D  E A R N I N G S »  
B E G I N N I N G  B A L A N C E  
C U R R E N T  P E R I O D  I N C O M E  
T O T A L  E Q U I T I E S  
t 
$ 
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A COMPUTER-ASSISTED SECONDARY SCHOOL ACCOUNTING GAME 
BY M.  L .  HANSON 
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INSTRUCTOR INVOLVEMENT:  
"STRATEGY"  HAS BEEN WRITTEN IN  SUCH A MANNER THAT 
NO COMPUTER EXPERIENCE IS  NECESSARY FCR EITHER THE 
INSTRUCTOR OR STUDENT.  THE ONLY COMPUTER 
INTERFACE NECESSARY WILL BE THE PREPARATION OF 
DATA FOR COMPUTER INPUT AND TO FOLLOW AN EXACT SET 
OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXECUTION OF THE GAME.  THF 
INSTRUCTOR WILL NOT BE REQUIRED TO ENTER ANY 
COMPUTER PARAMETERS FCR EXECUTION AS "STRATEGY"  
FUNCTIONS WITHOUT INTERVENTION.  THF TASKS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE GAME WILL CORRELATE MORE 
CLOSELY WITH ACCOUNTING THEORY AND PRACTICE SETS 
THAN WIT h  DATA PROCESSING TECHNIQUES.  IT  IS  
ASSUMED THE INSTRUCTOR WILL HAVE TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE IN  BOOKKEEPING.  
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 
ONE OF THE MAJOR PURPOSES OF THIS GAME IS  TO 
PROVIDE AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD OF APPLYING BASIC 
MANAGERIAL AND ACCOUNTING DECISIONS IN  A 
MEANINGFUL AND ENJOYABLE MANNER.  IN  ADDITION,  THE 
ENTIRE GAME IS  COMPUTER ORIENTED TO ILLUSTRATE 
SOME OF THE IMPACT DATA PROCESSING HAS WITHIN THE 
WORLD OF BUSINESS.  
THE EMPHASIS OF THIS GAME IS  NOT ON DETAIL^D 
BOOKKEEPING TASKS,  BUT MANAGERIAL LEVEL DECISIONS 
SUCH AS MARKETING STRATEGY,  BREAK-EVEN POINTS,  AND 
F INANCIAL STATEMENT PREPARATION.  EDUCATIONALLY,  
THE GAME IS  NOT L IMITED TO,  BUT WILL PROBABLY BEST 
SERVE A SECOND-YEAR UGH SCHOOL BOOKKEEPING OR 
ACCOUNTING CLASS.  
GAME GOALS:  
THE GOAL k ITHTN THE GAME ITSELF IS  TO GAIN THE 
GREATEST NET WORTH BY THE END OF PLAY.  THIS GOAL 
SHOULD BRING A MILD FORM OF COMPETITION AMONG THE 
STUDENTS AND PRODUCE A STIMULATED LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT.  "STRATEGY"  USES MATHEMATICAL 
EQUATIONS WHICH ARE NOT INTENDED TO PRODUCE A TRUE 
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT.  LUCK,  THEREFORE,  BECOMES 
AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE GAME.  OTHER METHODS OF 
ACTUAL TESTING SHOULD BE CREATED IF  LEARNING IS  TO 
BE MEASURED.  
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MANUAL GUrnELINESî  
THIS  MANUAL IS  INTFNCEO TO PROVIDE ONLY THE 
ESSENTIAL  INFORMATIOh FOR EXECUTION OF THE GAME 
ANO SHOULD BE USED IN  CONJUNCTION WITH THE 
STUDENT'S  MANUAL ANC WORKSHEETS.  SPECIEIC 
INSTRUCTIONS WILL  BE GIVEN IN  AGEAS SUCH AS 
COMPUTER PARTICIPATION AND SEQUENCE OE EVENTS.  
HOWEVER,  THE DEPTH WITH WHICH THIS  EXERCISE IS  
USED CAN BE BEST DETERMINED 9Y THE INSTRUCTOR 
WITHIN EACH CLASS S ITUATION.  
GENERAL RULES OE STRATEGY? 
INDIV IDUAL APPROACH*  
THE GAME IS  DESIGNED TO BE PLAYED ON AN 
INDIV IDUAL BASIS  IN  COMPETIT ION WITH EACH 
OTHER.  THIS  IS  UNLIKE MANY COMPUTER-ASSISTED 
GAMES IN  WHICH GROUPS OE PEOPLE FORM A 
COMPfNY.  
«LAYER L IMITS:  
"STRATEGY"  IS  CONFIGURED TO ACCEPT A MINIMUM 
OF TkO OR A MAXIMUM OF F IFTY STUDENTS.  
ABSENTEEISM*  
IE  A STUDENT IS  UNAVAILABLE,  HE NEED NOT 
PARTICIPATE IN  EVERY ROUND OE PLAY.  THE 
COMPUTER GAME ALLOWS A F IRM TO ENTER THE GAME 
LATE OR MISS A TURN,  IE  NECESSARY.  HOWEVER,  
CONTINUOUS PARTICIPATION IS  RECOMMENDED TO 
PROVIDE CONTINUITY IN  THIS  CONCENTRATED 
LEARNING EXPERIENCE.  
LENGTH OE GAME:  
"STRATEGY"  IS  DESIGNED TO BE USED FOR A 
MAXIMUM OF F IVE ROUNDS OF PLAY.  TO 
SCCOfPLISH THIS ,  THE MINIMUM AMOUNT OF T IME 
RECOMMENTEO IS  E IVE ONE-HOUR SESSIONS.  THOSE 
PERI  COS MAY BE UTIL IZED IN  A NUMBER OF 
METHODS RANGING FROM ONE DAY TO MANY WEEKS.  
IT  MAY BE DESIREABLE TO ASSOCIATE THE GAME 
WITH REGULAR CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENTS.  THE 
INTEGRATION OF ADDIT IONAL MATERIAL AND 
CONCEPTS COULD RESULT IN  A GREATLY EXPANDED 
T IME SCHEDULE.  
VARIABLE PARAMETERS*  
THE INSTRUCTOR IS  NOT REQUIRED TO ENTER ANY 
PARAMETERS SUCH AS INTEREST RATES OR MARKET 
CONDIT IONS.  ALL  THESE PARAMETERS ARE SET 
WITH CONSTANT F IGURES WITHIN THE COMPUTER 
PROGRAM,  
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COMPUTER DESIGN!  
ALTHOUGH FEW COMPUTER PROGRAMS A KE WRITTEN 
THAT WILL  ANTICPÛTE AND COPE WITH ALL  
S ITUATIONS THAT MAY ARISE,  "STRATEGY"  LOGIC 
INCLUDES MANY INTERNAL CHECKS.  FOR EXAMPLE,  
A PRICE GREATER THAN $300  IS  AUTOMATICALLY 
CHANGED TO $300 ,  AND ATTEMPTS TO PURCHASE A 
TOTAL OF MORE THAN THREE ADDIT IONAL MACHINES 
ARE IGrORED.  
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BEGIN PLAY BY D ISTRIBUTING THE STUDENT'S  INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL.  ALLOW ENOUGH T IME TO READ AND ANALYZE THE 
INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY.  IT  WILL  BE NECESSARY FOR THE 
INSTRUCTOR OF THE GAME TO DETERMINE THE LEVEL OF GUIDANCE 
THAT THE GROUP MUST RECEIVE.  
STEP ONE:  
PROVIDE EACH STUDENT WITH A DECISION FORM AS 
ILLUSTRATED IN  THE "STUDENT'S  WORKSHEETS" .  EACH 
STUDENT MUST DETERMINE THE MACHINE PURCHASES,  
PRICE OF PRODUCT,  AND NUMBER OF UNITS TO 
MANUFACTURE FOR THE PERIOD.  
STEP TWOS 
EACH STUDENT WILL  BE REQUIRED TO RETURN A 
COMPLFTEO DECISION FORM TO THE INSTRUCTOR.  VERIFY 
THAT THE STUDENT IS  USING THE SAME 10  NUMBER FOR 
EACH PERIOD OF PLAY.  
STEP THREE:  
PLAY "STRATEGY" !  IF  THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA 
COMPUTER IS  BEING UTIL IZED WITH ACCESS VTA 
TERMINAL,  FOLLOW THE "COMPUTER PARTICIPATION 
INSTRUCTIONS"  FROM PAGE 1 -7  OF THIS  MANUAL.  IF  
ANOTHER COMPUTER IS  TO BE USED,  FOLLOW THOSE 
INSTRUCTIONS.  
STEP FOUR:  
CONTINUE THE GAME AFTER THE COMPUTER REPORTS HAVE 
BEEN RECEIVED,  F IRST,  POST THE TWO REPORTS WHICH 
L IST INFORMATION ABOUT EACH F IRM IN  A PROMINENT 
PLACE WITHIN THE CLASSROOM.  THESE ARE THE GROUP 
SALES ALLCTMENT REPORT AND THE TOTAL EARNINGS 
REPORT.  SAMPLES OF THESE TWO REPORTS ARE 
ILLUSTRATED IN  PAGES 1 -14  AND 1 -15  RESPECTIVELY IN  
THIS  MANUAL.  
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STFP FIVF: 
CUT AND DISTRIBUTE THE INDIV IDUAL SALES SL IPS TO 
FACH STUDENT.  REFER TO PAGE 1 -13  OF THIS  MANUAL 
FOR A SAfPLE OF THE REPORT.  ALSO GIVE EACH 
STUDENT A PACKET OF THE FOUR WORKSHEETS.  (SEE THE 
SECTION ON "STUDENT'S  WORKSHEETS"  FOR SAMPLE 
FORMS)  .  
STEP S IX !  
THE COMPUTER REPORTS SHOWING THE F INANCIAL 
STATEMENTS FOR EACH F IRM MAY BE USFO IN  VARIOUS 
METHODS.  REFER TO PAGE 1 -15  OF THIS  MANUAL FOR A 
SAMPLE REPORT OF ONE F IRM.  IN  THE BEGINNING 
ROUNDS OF PLAY,  THE COMPUTER REPORTS MAY SERVE AS 
AN EXCELLENT GUIDE TO THE STUDENTS.  (SEE STEP 
SEVEN BELOW).  HOWEVER,  THEIR DISTRIBUTION MAY BE 
DELAYED IN  LATER PERIODS AND USED AS AN 
INSTRUCTOR'S  ANSWER SHEET.  
STEP SEVEN:  
EACH STUDENT SHOULD NOW BEGIN THE CALCULATIONS 
NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE FOUR STATEMENTS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS  GAME.  THE MANUFACTURING 
COSTS SHOULD BE DETERMINED F IRST,  FOLLOWED BY THE 
INCOME STATEMENT,  CASH ANALYSIS,  AND THE BALANCE 
SHEET.  
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THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS ARE WRITTEN SPECIF ICALLY FOR THE 
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA OECSYSTEM- IO COMPUTER AS CONFIGURED 
IN  1976 .  ANY CHANGES TO THE COMPUTER SYSTEM EQUIPMENT OR 
PROGRAMS MAY AFFECT THIS  SET OF INSTRUCTIONS.  
ALTHOUGH SPECIF IC DIRECTIONS ARE GIVEN FOR EXECUTING THE 
COMPUTER PORTION O F  "STRATEGY" ,  IT  MAY BE NECESSARY TO MAKE 
A PERSONAL V IS IT  TO THE COMPUTER CENTER FOR AN ACTUAL 
DEMONSTRATION 3EF0RE A FEELING OF CONFIDENCE TS GAINED.  
A SAMPLE RUN IS  L ISTED AT THE END OF THIS  SECTION FOR 
ADDIT IONAL A ID .  ONLY THE MINIMUM COMMANDS HAVE BEEN 
ILLUSTRATED.  IF  UNUSUAL S ITUATIONS ARISE,  PLEASE CALL THE 
COMPUTER CENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER 243-4151  AND ASK FOR 
ASSISTANCE.  
PRELIMINARY COMMUNICATIONS:  
CONTACT THE UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTER FOR A 
USER-NUMBER AND INFORM THEM YOU WISH TO PLAY THE 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GAME "STRATEGY" .  THE 
USER-NUMBER WILL  FRGVIDE ACCESS TO THE MACHINE AND 
WILL  ALSO EE USED FOR B ILL ING PURPOSES.  
COMPUTER REPORTS PRINTED ON THE UNIVERSITY L INE 
PRINTER ARE THE RESPONSIBILTY OF THE USER.  
ARRANGEMENTS MUST BE MACE PRIOR TO EXECUTION OF 
THE GAME FOR DELIVERY OR P ICK-UP.  
EXECUTION OF STRATEGY ON THE COMPUTER:  
THE FOLLOWING STEPS ARE WRITTEN UNDER THE 
ASSUMPTION THAT NO ERRORS WILL  BE MSOE.  HOWEVER,  
ANY OF THES F  STEPS MAY BE ALTERED IF  MISTAKES ARE 
NOTICED BEFORE THE CARRIAGE RETURN IS ENTERED. 
ANY CHARACTER MAY BE ERASED BY STRIKING A KEY 
S IGNIFYING "RUBOUT"  OR "DELETE" .  THIS  KEY MUST BE 
DEPRESSED ONCE FOR EACH CHARACTER ENTERED UNTIL  
THE IMPROPER DATA IS  REMOVED.  
STEP ONE!  
L INK YOUR TERMINAL WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA 
COMPUTER BY D IAL ING 243-6872.  IF  A BUSY S IGNAL IS  
RECEIVED,  REPEAT THE PROCESS UNTIL  ACCESS IS  
GAINED.  
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STEP TWO:  
LOG ÎM TO THE COMPUTER USER-NUMBER ASSIGNED TO THE 
GAMF BY TYPING .  .  .  
LOG XXXX,YY 
IF  EVERYTHING IS  DONE CORRECTLY,  THE COMPUTER 
SHOULD RETURN A MESSAGE SIMILAR TO. . .  
LOGGED IN  
(NOTE:  THE COyPUTER RESPONSE T IME CAN VARY 
TREMENDOUSLY DEPENDING ON THE LOAD.  AN ANSWER MAY 
RETURN IN  LESS THAN A SECOND OR TAKE A FEW 
MINUTES.  BE PATIENT!  
"STEP THREES 
RUN THE DATA ENTRY PROGRAM BY TYPING. . .  
R ORDER 
THIS  IS  A PROMPTING PROGRAM IN  WHICH QUESTIONS ARE 
ASKED AND DATA ACCEPTED.  WHEN THIS  IS  COMPLETED 
AN ORDER F ILE WILL  HAVE BEEN CREATED FOR INPUT TO 
THE ACCOUNTING GAME.  BE CAREFUL,  AS A DATA ENTRY 
ERROR COULD CAUSE IRREPARABLE DAMAGE TO THE 
STUDENT'S  GOALS.  
STEP FOUR? 
RUN THE MANAGEMENT GAME BY TYPING. . .  
R STRGY 
"STRATEGY"  EXECUTES UNDER NORMAL CONDIT IONS IN  
LESS THAN A MINUTE,  BUT BE PATIENT) .  
STEP F IVE:  
UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE GAME,  A NUMBER 
OF MAGNETIC REPORT F ILES WILL  HAVE BEEN CREATED.  
IN  ORDER TO OBTAIN THESE ON PAPER,  THEY MUST BE 
PRINTED BY TYPING. . .  
3RINT ALLOT.LST,EARN.LST,SALES.LST,F INAN.LST 
OR THE FOLLOWING!  
PRINT * .LST 
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STEP STX;  
(ALL  EXCEPT THE F INAL PERIOD CF PLAY) !  
ONLY THE HISTORY INFORMATION F ILE NEEDS TO 
3EMATN ON THE CCMPUTFR FOR CONTINUATION OF 
PLAY IN  THE NEXT PERIOD.  TH^  DELETE COMMAND 
IS  USED TO REMOVE ALL  UNNECESSARY F ILES FROM 
THE COMPUTER.  IF  PERIOD 1  HAD JUST BEEN 
COMPLETED,  TYPE. . .  
DELETE * . l  
OR IF  PERIOD ?  HAS JUST BEEN COMPLETED,  
TYPE. . .  
DELETE * .2  
(F INAL PERIOD OF PLAY ONLY) :  
IN  T fE  F INAL PERIOD OF PLAY ALL  F ILES MUST RE 
DELETED.  THIS  IS  ACCOMPLISHED BY TYPING. . .  
DELETE * , *  
STEP SEVEN:  
THF COMPUTER fAY BE CHECKED TO SEE THAT ONLY THE 
HISTORY F ILE REMAINS BY ENTERING THE COMMAND. . .  
DIRECTORY 
IF  OTHER F ILES ARE ENCOUNTERED,  THEY MAY BE 
DELETED BY TYPING THE DELETE COMMAND AGAIN,  BUT 
FOLLOWING IT  WITH THE NAME OF THE F ILE TO BE 
REMOVED.  FOR EXAMPLE TO DELETE A F ILE  NAMED 
"EXTRA .F IL "  TYPE. . .  
DELETE EXTRA.F IL  
STEP E IGHT*  
COMPLETE THE PROCESS BY TELL ING THE COMPUTER THAT 
YOU ARE DONE.  TO DO THIS ,  TYPE. . .  
K / F  
DO NOT REMOVE THE TELEPHONE RECEIVER UNTIL  THE 
COMPUTER RETURNS A MESSAGE S IMILAR TO. . .  
"LOGGEC OFF. . . " .  
PLEASE LOGIN  0?  ATTACH 
. LC3  6211 ,11  
JOB 1^  MONTANA DECSYSTECIO  5068  TTY42  
PA  SSWOPH!  
.R 330ER 
0RJEP .C3L  -  DATA ENTRY NOW RUNNING 
FOR ^ "AT  PFRI3D  OF  PLAY  ARE YOU CREAT ING DATA ?  1  
I  N S T R U C T T O N S  
•  »  START  »  •  
S IMPLY  ANSWER THE  QUEST ION,  FOLLOWEO BY  A  CARRIAGE RETURN 
•  •  - IN IS "  '  •  
EMTE^  THE WORO ' EX IT '  FOR THE ID  WHEN ALL  DATA  IS  ENTERED 
»  •  EDIT ING •  »  
( 1 )  YOU WILL  JE  ASKEO TO REENTER ANY ITEM THAT  THE 
CO^SJT^R  CA ' I  DETERMINE  IS  INVAL ID .  
( 21  CHECK EACH F IRM 'S  ORDER V ISUALLY .  I F  OK,  ACCEPT  BY  
MXERIUG 'Y '  OR ELSE  RESPOND 'N '  AND REENTER 
• • format • • 
( ID  I  =  ID  »  -  5  D IG ITS  
-  ENTER CNLY  THE  F IRST  T IME  OR FOR CHANGES 
(P ' J?C IASE I  =  OJRCHASE OF  NEW MACHINES -  RANGE FROM 3  TO  3  
( ^ 'OOUCTION)  =  UN ITS  PRODUCED -  MAXIMUM IS  400  PER MACHINE  
I  PRICE !  =  S - ^LL ING PR ICE  PER UNIT  -  MAXIMUM IS  33  00  
10! noqa 
NAME:  FZ  3U ILD  SUPPLY  
PU?34aSF: 7 
PRMJCT IOM!  12  0  0  
°R ICF .  :  294  
ID  NA"E  
110  98  EZ  3U ILD  SUPPLY  
MACH PROD SELL -P  
2  1200  290  
o:< ? Y 
RECORD ACCEPTED 
ID :  11063  
NAME: 3UIL0 RIGHT MFG. 
purchase: 0 
PRODUCTION:  350  
PR ICE :  203  
ID  NA"E  
11163 3UIL0 RIGHT MFG. 
MACH PROD SELL -P  
0  0380  203  
O X ?  Y  
RECORD ACCEPTED 
13 
> 
O 
tn 
I 
o 
ID :  11036  
SFL -E :  INNOVST IVE  LU^8ER 
?U?C-i.ASÇ! 1 
pcilUCTTON: too 
PRIGS: 244 
ID  NAMF 
1103Ô INNOVAT IVE  LUMBER 
MACH PROD SELL -P  
1 D800 244 
0<  ?  Y  
SEGOTO ACCEPT ; - )  
in :  110/1 
NAME: T'^n-^Y-FOUR MFG. 
PUiC^ASF: 3 
P93TJCTI0S: 1 + 0 0 
PRICE: 249 
ID  NAME 
11071  TW0-3Y- -0UR MFG.  
MACH PROD SELL -P  
3 0150 2 49 
OK ? Y 
REC030  ACCEPTE!  
id :  11049 
NAME:  WOODSTOCK 2X4  
PU?C<ASE: 1 
PRTOJCTIOM: 75.0 
CRICII 23% 
10 NAME 
11019 w3?nST0:K 2X4 
MACH PROD SELL -P  
1 0750 235 
OK ?  Y  
RECOTN ACCEPTED 
10: 11023 
NAME:  QUAL ITY  LUMBER 
PURCHASE: 3 
PPIOJCTION: ISOO 
pr ice:  193 
10 NAME 
1  10  20  QUAL ITY  LUMBER 
MACH PROD SELL -P  
3 1600 193 
0< 7 Y 
KECN-?N  ACCEPTED 
ID: EXIT 
RECORDS CREATE]  =  6  
DATA  FNTRY COMPLETED FOR PERIOD 1 
IF  ANY CMANIES  APE  DES IRED TO THE ORDERS F ILE  
THE ENT IRE  SET  OF  ORDERS MUST  BE  REENTERED 
ORDER. . .EOJ  
EX IT 
> 
m 
I 
M 
.R STRGY 
STRATEGY -  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GAME 
WHAT PERIOD OF PLAY IS THIS ? (1-5) 1 
READ ALL INPUT FILES 
TOTAL » 0-  FIRMS = 6 
ACTIVE FIRMS = 6 
HISTORY RECORDS RE£0 = 0 
HE IMTUSTRY OFFER = 4,SS0 
MAR<ET DEMSS'3 -ACTOR = .03 
ACTUAL MARKET DEMAND = 5,026 
ALLOCATION OF SALES 
GENERATE PRINTED REPORTS 
SORT ! .  PRODUCE THE EARNINGS LIST BY NET WORTH 
STRATEGY -  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GAME -  EOJ 
EXIT 
.PRINT ' .LSI 
TOTAL OF ba SLOCKS IN 4 FILES IN LPT REQUEST 
.DELETE * . l  
FILES OFLETED! 
ORDERS. 1 
31 dLDC< FREED 
.DIRECTORY 
MiSTRr ? 1  <057> 29-MAY-76 OSKBJ (6211,11} 
.</F 
JO2 14, USER (6? 11,11} LOGGED OF TTY42 1149 29-MAY-76 
SAVED ALL FILES (5 BLOCKS) 
RUNTIME 13 .OR SEC Î  0 .07  
KILO CORE SECONDS: 181 $ 0.24 
13 
> 
c n  
t n  
t—I 
I 
M 
to 
SALES SLLCTMENT IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR EACH FIRM 
UNITS SALES PRICE ORIG INAL  
ID  NO.  NAME OF - IRM OFFERED PRICE COM? •/.- MKT MAXIMUM 
11 02 0 auALTTY LUMBER 1,60 3 193 10» 28. 052 1,771 
1103Ô INNOVATIVE LUMBER 800 244 57 14. 805 935 
11C53 TU ILO  3I3HT MFG.  330 203 98 25. 455 1,607 
11 071 TWO-r iY-FOUR MFG.  1,400 249 52 13. 506 853 
11339  wf)onsTn:< 2X4 75  0 23.1 63 16. 3 64  1,033 
I ICQS EZ  SUIL3 SUPPLY  1,200 294 7  1.  818 115 
6,  120 385 100. 000 6,314 
THE INTUSTRY DEFER = 6,130 
MARKET  FiCTOR = .03 
ACTUAL  MARKET OEMAS C = 6,314 
PERIOD 1 
EXTRA LOST ACTUAL 
SALES SALES SALES 
0 171- 1,600 
0 135- 80(1 
0 l .ZZf-  380 
363 0 1,216 
0 283- 750 
0 0 115 
363 1,816- 4,361 
COMPARATIVE  EARNINGS FOR EACH COMPANY PERIOD 1  
CURR-YEAR CUMULAT IVE  
10  NO.  NAME EARNINGS EARNINGS 
•  » » • * »  
11071  TWO-BY-FCUR MFG.  "T? ,  62A  un , 620  
i inzo  QUAL ITY  LUM8EP 39 ,  400  39 ,400  
11036  INNOVAT IVE  LUMBER 32 ,630  32 ,600  
11019  HOOOSTOCK 2X4  25 ,500  25 ,500  
11143  3U IL0  .R IGHT  MFG.  1 ,  SEN­ 1 ,860 -
1139% EZ  3U ILD  SUPPLY  S '» ,  S IS - 64 ,«15 -
I IOZO QUAL ITY  LUMBER YCLR SALES =  1 ,  600  TOTAL  SALES =  4 , 851  ACT IVE  F IRMS =  6  AVERAGE SALES =  810  
CUT  HERE A  NO 0 ISTR I3UTE  TO EACH F IRM 
11  035  INNOVAT IVE  LUMBER YOUR SALES =  800  TOTAL  SALES =  4 , 861  ACT IVE  F IRMS =  S  AVERAGE SALES =  810  
-  -  -  CUT HERE AND D ISTRIBUTE TO EACH F IRM 
11063  9U IL0  R IGHT  MFC.  YOUR SALES =  330  TOTAL  SALES =  4 ,861  ACT IVE  F IRMS =  6  AVERAGE SALES =  810  
-  -  -  CUT HERE AND D ISTRIBUTE TO EACH F IRM -  -  -  -  -  -
11071  TW0- ' 3Y - -0UR MFG.  YOUR SALES =  1 ,216  TOTAL  SALES =  4 ,861  ACT IVE  F IRMS =  6  AVERAGE SALES =  810  
-  CUT HERE AND D ISTRIBUTE TO EACH F IRM -  -  -
11089  WOODSTOCK 2X4  YOUR SALES =  750  TOTAL  SALES =  4 ,851  ACT IVE  F IRMS =  6  AVERAGE SALES =  810  
CUT  HERE AND D ISTRIBUTE TO EACH F IRM 
11093  EZ  BU ILD  SUPPLY  YOUR SALES =  115  TOTAL  SALES =  4 , 361  ACT IVE  F IRMS =  6  AVERAGE SALES =  810  
-  -  -  C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  - - - - - -
T) 
> 
cn 
tn 
I 
I— '  
on 
F I N A N C I A L  A N A L Y S I S  F O R  P E R I O D  #  
S T A T E M E N T  O F  PR  
VARIABLE EXPENSES (1,400 3 
MACHINE OEPÇECIA TION EXPENSE 
T-TTftL COST OF PRODUCTION 
AVERAGE COST PER UNIT 
O P U C T I O N  C O S T S  
$50) 70,000 
(4 3 110,0001 40,00 0 
110,000 
73.5714 
I N C O M E  S T A T E M E N T  
SALES! 1,316 a 249 302,734 
COST OF  SALES:  
OPE'JINS TNV'NT CRY 0 3 0 .0 000 0 
COST OF SOOO? PRODUCED 1,400 3 78.5714 110,00 0 
GOODS AVAILABLE 1,  400 1 10, 000 
LESS! ENDING INVENTORY 184 3 7%.5714 14,457 
COST OF GOODS SOLD 1,216 95,543 
,  G90SS MARGIN 20 7,2 41 
OTH-P EXPENSES » NO REVENUE: 
SELLING i  SOU NI STRATIVE 110,000 
INTEREST Ex'-NSE 0 
.TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES 110,0 00 
INTEREST  ON INVESTMENTS O 
. .TOTAL OTHER EXP s. REV 110,000 
. .NFT INCOME BEFORE TAXES 97,241 
. .TAXES 48,621 
.NET INCOME 48,620 
F IRM TWO-BY-FOUR MFG.  ACCOUNT f  11071 
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C A S H  A C C O U N T  
BEGINNING CASH BALANCE 5,000 
A 00  I  
SALE OF  PRODUCTS 302,734 
INTEREST  EARNED G 
INVESTMENTS SOLO 0 
BORROWEO MONEY 71,000 
. . . TOTAL  ADDIT IONS 373,784 
TOTAL  37P ,734  
LESS :  
F IXED EXPENSES 110,000 
VARIABLE  EXPENSES 70,030 
PURCHASE OF  MACHINES 150,000 
TAX  PAYMENTS 48,621 
INTEREST  PA ID  0 
REPAYMENT OF  NOTES 0 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 0 
. . . TOTAL  SUBTRACTIONS 375,621 
BALANCE -  ENO OF  PERIOD 163  
B A L A N C E  S H E E T  
A S S E T S  
CASH IN BANK 163 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 0 
INVENTORY (  184 3  78 .5714) 14,457 
. . .TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 14,620 
EQUIPMENT:  NO.  AGE COST  ACC-DEPN 
1 1 50,000 10,000 
2 1 50,000 10,00 0 
3 1 50,030 10,000 
4 1 50,00 0 10,00 0 
. . . TOTAL  EQUIPMENT 200,000 40,000 160,0 00 
TOTAL  ASSETS 17^,620 
E Q U I T I E S  >  
SANK NOTES PAYABLE  71,000 
STOCKHOLDER 'S  EQUITY :  ™  
CAPITAL  STOCK 55, 000 ^  
RETAINED EARNINGS:  
BEGINNING BALANCE 0 
CURRENT PERIOD INCOME 48,620 ^  
48,620 
103,620 
TOTAL  EQUIT IES  174  ,  620  
\ 
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00 0 1  
00 12 
Oon3 
00 0 ' 4  
3003  
0005  
OB 07 
0008 
00 0 9 
00 in 
00 11 
00 12 
00 13 
00 1-4 
on i  
00 16 
00 17 
00 IS 
00 iq 
00 20 
00  21  
00 22  
03 23 
OO 2^ 
00 23 
00 26 
BO 27 
0029 
00 29 
30 30 
00 31 » 
00 32 
00 33 
0334  
0135 
00 36 
00 37 
00 3 9 
00 Î9 
00 +0 
0041 
00 42 
00 ,3 
00u5 
00^6 
0047 
00 49 
00 30 
00 5 1 
00 52 * 
0053 
00 5 4 • 
00 PT  
00 56 
IDENT IF ICAT ION O IV IS ICN .  
P?0;RAM-I0. 
AUTHOR. 
INSTALLAT ION.  
OAT Î -HR ITTEN.  
DATE-COMPILED.  23 - JUN-75 .  
ORDER.CBL  
MYRON L .  HANSON.  
U  OF  MONTANA,  
JANUARY 1976 .  
REM^  RXS  .  
"OROER- 0 ,N -L INE  DATA INPUT  FOR STRATEGY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
•  •  PROGRAM FUNCTIONS:  »  •  
THIS  PROGRAM IS  AN ON-L INE  DATA C ITAT ION PROGRAM THAT  ED ITS  
THE INPUT  DATA AND CREATES A  RECORD FOR EACH F IRM.  TH IS  
RECORD WILL  ?E  FORWAFOED TO THE MA IN  PROGRAM STRATEGY (STRGYI  
FOR PROCESSING.  EXCEPT  FOR THE ED IT ING FEATURES,  A  CARD 
°UNCH COULD ACHIEVE  THE SAXE RESULTS  AS  TH IS  PROG =  AH .  
» •  HARDWARE CONFIGURATION: •  *  
"ORDER"  IS  WRITTEN IN  COBOL SOURCE CODE SPECIF ICALLY  FOR 
D IG ITAL  EQUIPMENT POP-10  HARDWARE.  EVERY CCR0L  COMPILER 
OPERATES WITH  MINOR D ISCREPANCIES .  THEREFORE,  TH IS  SOURCE 
SHOULC BE  EXAMINED SY  A  COMPETENT PROGRAMMER PR IOR TO 
COMPILAT ION AND EXECUTION ON OTHER EOUIPMENT.  
ENVIRONMENT D IV IS ION.  
CON-  IGURAT ION SECT ION.  
SOURCE-COMPUTER.  DECSYSTEM- IO .  
O3JECT-C0MPUTER.  PDP-10 .  
INBUT-OUTPUT SECT IOR.  
F ILE -CO MROL .  
SELECT  CROER-F ILE  ASS IGN TO DSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
DATA  O IV IS ICN .  
F ILE  SECT ION.  
> 
cn 
t n  
0 
1 
OUTPUT F ILE  CONT&ING DATA INPUT  FOR STRATEGY TSTRGYÎ  
FO  ORDER-F ILE  
° P 0 G )  M 0 R 0 E R COBOL 6 A (332) 23-JUN-76 16:45 
0RDE9.C=IL P3-JUN-76 16:%8 
page 0-2 
0057 RECORO CONTAINS 33 CHARACTERS 
00 VALUE OF ID IS OROER-ID. 
00 5 9 
00 6 0 01 OROE R-OEC. 
03 5 1 Ok ORO-ID PTC Xt5).  
03Ô? 04 CRH-NAMF PTC X(20l .  
0063 0 4 CRO-"ACH-PURCH PIC 9.  
006* 04 ORO-UNITS-HAHE PIC 9(4).  
0065 04 ORD-SELL-PRICE PIC 9(3).  
03 66 
00 67 •  
OOoS 
00 69 W3R<ING-ST0RAGf SECTICN. 
00 7 0 
00 71 *  
03 72 
007 J 
0 0  7 4  •  =  = =  = =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  
0075 » ALLOWS CHANGING OF THE FILENAME EXTENSION TO HATCH 
00 76 » • "  THE PERIOD OF PLAY. 
0 0  7 7  •  =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  
oo^-s 
03 79 01 ORDER-TD. 
00^0 0 4 FILLER PIC X (6 )  VALUE "ORDERS". 
00 HI 04 CRD-PERIOO PIC X. 
00=12 04 FILLER PIC X(2).  
03 8 Î  
0.154 •  = == = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = 
0085 •  •••  GENERAL USE WORKING STORAGE 
00.17 
50 88 77 3'W-0< PIC X. 
00 19 77 ?EC-CNT PIC 9(5) COMP. 
03 90 77 r  PIC X VALUE "Y".  
0091 77 0ASH60 PIC X(60) VALUE ALL "  
00 92 
0093 01 OISPLAY-REC. 
039^ 04 OSPLY-ID PIC X(7).  
00^5 04 rSPLY-NAME PIC X(23).  
0096 04 OSPLY-MACH-PURCH PIC X(5).  
0097 04 OSPLY-UNTTS-MADE PIC X(7).  
0198 04 CSPLY-SELL-PRICE PIC X(3).  
00 99 
0100 
0101 *  
0102 
0103 » PROCEDURE DIVISION 
010 4 
0105 •  »•  
0106 
0107 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
0108 
0109 DISPLAY 0ASH60. 
0110 DISPLAY "  0PDER.C3L -  RUNNING DATA ENTRY FOR STRATEGY MANAGEMENT GAME* 
Ol ' . l  DISPLAY DASH60-
0112 
> 
o 
en 
0 
1 
INJ 
O N O G " Î A M  O R D E R  
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0113 
0114 
0115  
011b 
311f 
0119 
0119 
3120 
0121 
0122 
0123 
012L 
3125 
012t 
01?: '  
0178 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 
0133  
013*  
01 3-
01 3Ô 
0137 
01 TR-
01 3 9 
01 VO 
0141 
0 1 : . 2  
01.3 
01 4:^ 
01-,5 
OUÉ 
31.7 
01 -.a 
01V3 
0130 
01:1 
0137 
0133 
0134 
0155 
01:;& 
0157 
0131 
0139 
0150 
0151 
0152 
0153 
015. 
0153 
0165 
015 7 
015 1 
DETERMINE  PERIOD OF  PLAY  
lOO-START. 
D ISPLAY "  FOR WHAT PERIOD OF  PLAY  ARE YOU CREAT ING DATA ?  
WITH  NO ADVANCING.  
ACCEPT CRD-PERICD. 
IF CRO-PERIOO IS < 1 OR > 5 
D ISPLAY "  PERIOD MUST BE  BETWEEN 1  AND 5  ONLY ,  SUT  
GO TO 100 -START ,  
OPEN OUTPUT ORDER-FILE-
DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS TO THE USER 
D ISPLAY -
DISPLAY "  I N S T R U C T I O N S " .  
DISPLAY •  START •  
DISPLAY • •  S IMPLY  ANSWER THE QUEST ION,  FOLLOWED BY  A  CARRIAGE RETURN" .  
OISPLaY "  »  »  F IN ISH  *  
DISPLAY -  ENTER THE WORD 'EXIT'  FOR THE ID WHEN ALL DATA IS ENTERED". 
DISPLAY ~ •  EDITING » 
DISPLAY "  ( I t  YOU WILL BE ASKED TO REENTER ANY ITEM THAT THE".  
DISPLAY "  COMPUTER CAN DETERMINE IS INVALID.".  
DISPLAY "  121 CHECK EACH FIRM'S ENTRY VISUALLY. IF OK, ACCEPT BY".  
DISPLAY "  ANSWERING 'Y* OR ELSE RESPOND 'N* AND REENTER". 
DISPLAY •• •  •  FORMAT •  
DISPLAY "  (ID) = ID » -  5 DIGITS".  
DISPLSY -  (NAME) = NAME -  ENTER ONLY THE FIRST TIME OR FOR CHANGES". 
DISPLAY "  (PURCHASE) = PURCHASE OF NEW MACHINES -  RANGE FRD« 0 TO 3" .  
DISPLAY "  (PRODUCTION) = UNITS PRODUCED -  MAXIMUM IS 40 0 PER MACHINE" 
OISPLAY "  (PRICE) = SELLING PRICE PER UNIT -  MAXIMUM IS Î300".  
DISPLAY OASH60. 
ORO-PERIOO,  
» » * * * * * *  ̂̂  * * * * * * * * * *  
MAJOR LOOP BEGINNING POINT  
LOO-LOOP.  
D ISPLAY "  " .  
OISPLAY "  ID :  " ,  WITH  NO ADVANCING.  
ACCEPT  ORD- ID .  
I F  ORC- ID  =  "EX IT "  GO TO 900 -EOJ .  
I F  ORD- ID  IS  NOT NUMERIC  GO TO LOO-LOOP.  
110  -NAME.  
D ISPLAY -  NAME:  " ,  WITH  NO ADVANCING.  
ACCEPT  CRD-NA1E .  
133  -MP .  
D ISPLAY -  PURCHASE:  WITH  NO ADVANCING.  
ACCEPT  ORD-MACH-PURCH.  
tn 
o  
•  
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0160 IF OR C-MACH-PURCH < 0 OR > 3 
0170 DISPLAY •• LIMIT IS (3) THREE -  TRY AGAIN",  
0171 GO TO 130-MP. 
0172 
0173 140-UNITS. 
0174 DISPLAY "  PRODUCTION: WITH NO ADVANCING. 
0175  ACCEPT  ORD-UNITS-LFLOE.  
017% IF CRC-UNI TS-.1ACE IS NOT NUMERIC 
0177 DISPLAY "  UNITS PRODUCED MUST EE NUMERIC",  
31-9 GO TO 140-UNITS. 
0179 
01*3 153-SP. 
0131 DISPLAY -  PRICE: " ,  WITH NO ADVANCING. 
OlS? ACCEPT ORO-SELL-PRICE. 
0153 IF ORD-SELL-PRICE < 000 OR > 33 0 
01*4 DISPLAY "  SELLING-PRICE RANGE IS FROM 000 TO 30 0" 
0115 50 TO 150-SP. 
01 « 6 
ni%7 » r :  = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = :  
01%8 •  ALLOW VISUAL CHECK BEFORE WRITING OUT RECORD 
ais9 » = == = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = =:== = = = = = ==: = 
0190 
0191 DISPLAY -
019? DISPLAY -  ID NAME MACH PROD SELL-P 
Oiqj  MOVE ORD-ID TO OSPLY-ID. 
019^ MOVE ORC-MAME TO OSPLY-NAME. 
0195 MOVE npC-MACH-PIJRCH TO DSPLY-MACH-PURCH. 
0195  MOVE ORD-UNITS-MADE TO CSPLY-UN TT S-MAOE. 
0197 MOVE ORC-SfLL-PRICE TO DSPLY-SELL-PRICE. 
019? DISPLAY -  " ,  DISPLAY-REC. 
0199  D ISPLAY "  
OeOO DISPLAY •• OK ? " ,  WITH NO ADVANCING. 
023 1 ACCEPT SH-OK. 
02 0 7 IF SW-OK IS NOT = Y 
023 3 DISPLAY "  REENTER " ,  
0234 GO TO lOO-LOOP. 
O 'O  3  
020 5 •  = = = ==:=:==== = = == == = = = = = = = = = = = = i  = 
0207 •  •••  WRITES THE RECORD TO THE OUTPUT ORDER FILE 020* • -= ============================• 
02:9 
0210 DISPLAY "  RECORD ACCEPTED". 
0211 WRITE OPDER-REC. 
0212 A DO 1 TO REC-CNT. 
0213 GO TO lOO-LOOP. 
021  4  
0215 *  
0215 
0217 » END OF MAJOR LOOP. 
021 ? 
0219 
0220 
0221 
0222 
0223 
022k 
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02?5  »  
nzzâ 
0227  •  END OF  J03  ROUTINE  
022% 
0230  
0231  
0232  QOO-EOJ .  
0213  0  ISPLAY  0ASH6Q.  
02  34  D IS  PLAY  -  RECORCS CREATED =  REC-CNT .  
02  35  D ISPLAY -  DATA ENTRY COMPLETED FOR PERIOD " .  ORD-PERIOD.  
0236  0 ISPLAY  
0237  D ISPLAY -  IF  ANY CHANGES ARE DES IRED TO THE ORDERS F ILE " .  
0?3?  D ISPLAY "  THE ENT IRE  SET  OF  ORDERS MUST  BE  REENTERED" .  
02  39  D ISPLAY "  OPDEP. . .EOJ" .  
0240  D ISPLAY OASHÔO.  
0? "L  STOP RUN.  
02 .2  
n?i,4 
32LS  *  END OF  CROER PROGRAM 
Q21.0 
0 2 ^ 7  »  • »  » * » » • » » » » • » » • • • » • » • • • • • • • • • » • • » » •  
NO ERRORS OfTECTEO 
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0031  IDENT IF ICAT ION D IV IS ION.  
003Z 
00  0  3  PR0 ;RAM- ID .  STRGY.CBL .  
00 0 1+ 
0005  AUTHOR.  MYRON L .  HANSOM.  
00  oe .  
00  07  INSTALLAT ION.  U  OF  M .  
00 U '? 
OOM OAT I -WRITTEN.  FEBRUARY,  1976 .  
00 10 
0011  OATE-COMPILEO.  23 - JUN-76 .  
00 12 
0313  REMARKS.  
00 1-, = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == == = = = = = 
OMO STRATEGY -  (STRGY)  -  A BUS INESS MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GAME 
00 16 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
00  17  
OOIE  *  •  PROGRAM FUNCTIONS!  •  •  
30  19  1 .  READS A3  INPUT  AN ORDERS F ILE  AND A  H ISTORY F ILE .  
0020  2 .  ALLOCATES S ILES  TO EACH F IRM PLACING ORDERS.  
0021  3 .  PRODUCES AN IND IV IDUAL  SALES REPORT.  
0022  4 .  PRODUCES A  GROUP SALES REPORT.  
03  23  5  .  PRODUCES INOIMDUAL  F IRM F INANCIAL  STATEMFNTS.  
0024  6 .  PRODUCES A  REPORT OF  ALL  F IRMS ARRANGED IN  ORDER OF  PROFIT .  
0025  7 .  PRCCUCES AN  OUTPUT H ISTORY F ILE  FOR NEXT  CYCLE .  
00 2 6 
03  27  
03  2  1  •  •  PROGRAM OESIG  H :  »  •  
0029  EASE OF  OPERAT ION WAS THE  ULT IMATE GOAL  OF  "STRGY"  WHICH 
00  30  WAS BEST  ACHIEVED WITH  ONE PROGRAM.  COMPUTER RESOURCES HERE 
0031  ADEQUATE FOR TH IS  APPROACH ON THE  ORIG INAL  WORK,  BUT  SMALLER 
03  32  PROGRAMS MAY OE WRITTEN FROM THE SOURCE CODE I F  NECESSARY.  
00  33  
00  3  4  »  *  HARDWARE CCMFIGURATION:  *  •  
0335  "STRGY"  IS  WRITTEN IN  COBOL SOURCE CODF SPECIF ICALLY  FOR 
00  36  D IG ITAL  EQUIP IENT  PDF-10  HARDWARE.  EVFRY COBOL  COMPILER 
03  37  OPERATES WITH  MINOR D ISCREPANCIES .  THEREFORE,  TH IS  SOURCE 
00  3  5  S  HOLLO BE  EXAMINED BY  A  COMPETENT PROGRAMMER PR IOR TO 
00  39  COMPILAT ION AND EXECUTION ON OTHER EQUIPMENT.  
03^0 
00-1 
03-2 
001 .3  » »» •»»» • •»»»»»»»»» •»»»» • •»»»» • • • • »»»  HJ 
00-4 ^ 
00 -5  ENVIRONMENT D IV IS ION.  D  
0 0 - 6  t n  
00 -7  •  
0  0  -  3  CN 
00 -9  CON^  IGURA L IGN SECT ION.  '  
0050  SOURCE-COMPUTER.  DECS YST  EM-10 .  
0051  OBJECT-COMPUTER.  PCP- IC .  
0052  INPJT -OUTPUT SECT ION.  
00  53  F IL^ -CONTROL .  
03  5  1 .  SELECT  ORDER-F ILE  ASS IGN TO DSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
0  3  55  SELECT  H IST - IN -F ILE  ASSIGN TO DSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
0056  SELECT  H IST -OUT-F ILF  ASS IGN TO DSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
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00  57  SELECT  TOT-ALLOT-RPT  AS ' ^ IGN  TO OSK RFCOROING ASCI I .  
005S  SELECT  EARN-RPT  ASS IGN OSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
0359  SELECT  INO-ALLOT-RPT  ASS IGN TO OSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
OTÔN SELECT  F IRM-RPT  ASS IGN TO OSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
0051  SELECT  SORT-H IST -F  I L  E  ASS IGN OSK,OSK,OSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
0052  SELECT  SOR T -OROER-F I  LE  ASS IGN OSK,OSK,OSK RECORDING ASCI I .  
0:63 
00 64 
0 0 6Ô 
OOÔÔ » •' 
0 :67  
00  6  8  DATA  D IV IS ION.  
00 il 
00 70 • »> 
0071  
00  72  F IL :  SECT ION.  
0 0 ,'3 00/4 • = = = ==: = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = r= : 
30  7  9  »  INPUT  F ILE  CONTAIN ING NEH DECIS IONS FOR EACH F IRM 
00 76 *  = -  = = = = i=  = = = = = = = = = = = = = r= = = = = = = = = = = = = 
00  77  
337M FO DROER-F ILE  
00  79  RECORD CONTAINS  33  CHARACTERS 
OORO VALUE OF  10  IS  CROER-F ILE - ID .  
00 SI 
0 0 1? 01  ORDER-PEC. 
00 8 3 0 4 ORC- IO  P IC  Xt5) . 
00S4  0  L  CRD-NAME P IC  X<20 ) .  
00  1?  04  ORD-MACH-PURCH P IC  9 .  
OOIT  04  ORD-UNITS-MADE PTC 9 (4 ) .  
0017 0  4  CRC-SELL -PR ICE  P IC  9 (3 ) .  
00 8 ? 
0 0  6 9  *  =  = =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  :  
00^0  *  PRIOR YEAR 'S  INFORMATION F ILE  -  -  (EXCEPT  FOR PERIOD U  00 91 • - - = := = = = = = = = = = := = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = : 
OOT?  
0093  FO H IST - IN -F ILE  
009U  RECORD CONTAINS  82  CHARACTERS 
00  95  VALUE OF  ID  IS  UST I -F ILE - IO .  
00 96 
009 '  01  H IST -REC- IN .  
00  18  0  4  H I - ID  P IC  X (5 )  .  
0099  0  4  H I -NAME P IC  X (20 ) .  
0100  •  04  H I -MACHINES OCCURS 4 .  
0101  08  H Î -MACH PTC 9 .  
0102  03  H I -MÛCH-AGE P IC  9 .  
01  0  3  0  4  H I -TOT-HACHINES P IC  9 .  
0104  0  4  H I -PERI  OD P IC  X .  
0105  04  H I -CASH-8AL  P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
010  6  0  4  HT -TEHP- ÎNVEST  P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
01 .07  04  H I - ISV -UNITS  P IC  9 (5 ) .  
0108  04  H I - INV-AVE-COST P IC  S9 (3 )V9 (4 ) .  
0109  04  HL -LCANS P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
QUO 04  H I -CURR-EARN P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
0111  04  H I -RETA INED-EARN P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
0112 
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3113 * 
0114 • 
0115 • 
Oil  6 * 
0117 
Oi l  f i  
0119 
01 
01'1 
0122 
0123 
012^ 
0125 
012')  
1127 
0123 
0129 
0170 
0131 
0132 
0133 
0134 
013 5 
01 36 
3137 
013=! » 
0139 » 
0140 * 
01-1 
0142 
0143 
01 
Ol ' -S 
01 t6 
01'7 
01' ' '  • 
01^9 • 
0150 * 
0131 
0152 
01 Ô3 
01 5 H 
0135 
0135 
01-7 
01 - ». 
01 59 • 
0160 • 
01 i l  » 
0162 
0163 
0164 
0165 
0166 
0157 
0161 
OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR NEXT PERIOD 
(BECOMES THE HIST-IN-FILE IN THE NEXT CYCLE) 
• % T 
FO HI ST-OUT-FILE 
RECORD CONTAINS 82  CHARACTERS 
VALUE OF ID IS HISTO-FILE-IO. 
01 HIST-REC-OUT.  
0  4  HO- ID  
04  HO-N ;ME 
01»  HO-H ICHINES OCCURS 4 .  
.03  HO-MACH 
0  9  HO-HACH-AGE 
04  HO-TOT-MACHINES 
0  4  HO-PERIOD 
0  4  H0 -C ISH-3AL  
HO-TFHP- INVEST  
HO- IHV-UNITS  
0  4  
04  
04  HO- INV-AVE-COST 
04  HO-LOANS 
04  HO-CURR-EARN 
0  4  HO-RFTA INEO-EARN 
PIC X(5).  
PIC X(20).  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC X. 
PIC S9(7).  
PIC S9(7).  
PIC 9(5) .  
PIC S9(3)V9(4) 
PIC S9(7) .  
PIC S9(7).  
PIC 59(7) .  
GROUP SALES REPORT FOR ALL FIRMS. (SUMMARY) 
FO TOT-ALLOT-RPT 
RECCRO CONTAINS 100 CHARACTERS 
REPORT IS RW-TOT-ALLOT 
VALUE OF 10 IS "ALLOT LST".  
01 rOT-ALLOT-REC P IC  X ( IOO) .  
OROOUCES GUMLT.ATIVE EARNINGS REPORT. (SLTIMARY) 
FO EARN-RPT 
RECORD CONTAINS 60 CHARACTERS 
REPORT IS PW-EARN-RPT 
VALUE OF ID IS "EARN LST".  
01 ÎARN-RPT-REC PIC X{80).  
INDIVIDUAL ALLOTMENT SLIPS FOR EACH FIRM 
FO INO-ALLOT-RPT 
'ECQRD CONTAINS 120 CHARACTERS 
REP CRT IS RW-IND-ALLOT 
VALUE OF in IS "SALES LST".  
01 I  NO-ALLOr-REC P IC  X (120 ) .  
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0169 *  =================================== 
0170 •  »•* CONTAINS FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR EACH FIRM 
0171 •  == ================================= 
0172 
0173 FO - IRM-RFT 
0174 RECORD CONTAINS 132 CHARACTERS 
0175 REP CRT IS RW-FISM-RPT 
0173 VALUE OF ID IS "FINAN LST".  
317 '  C I  - IRM-FRT-REC P IC  X  ( 1321  .  
01 
0179 •  == ================================= 
0150 •  INTERNAL SORT FILE 
01^1 » (NOTE; THIS FILE MUST ALWAYS MATCH HISTORY FILES 
0 1  S 2  •  =  = =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  
OH 3  
Oia4 SO SORT-HIST-FILE. 
01?; 
Oll^f)  01 SORI-H IST-REC. 
019  7  0  4 SRT-IO-H PIC X(5).  
OlS' .  04 SRI-NAME PIC X(20).  
0189  04  F ILLER P IC  X (43 ) .  
0190 04 SRT-CURR-EARN PIC S9(7).  
0191 04 SRT-KETAINEO-EARN PIC S9(7).  
0192 
0193 •  = = ================================= 
0194 •  INTERNAL SORT FILE FOR THE ORDER FILE 
0195  »  ===================================  
0195  
0197 SO SORT-OROER-FTLE. 
0198 
0199 01 30RT-0RDFR-REC. 
0200 0 4 SRT-IO-0 PIC Xt5).  
0201 04 FILLER PIC X(28) .  
0202 
0203 •  
02 04 
020 5 WORdNG-STORAGE SECTION. 
020 fj 
0207  »  • •  
02011 
0209 » = = ================================= 
0210 •  »•» ADJUSTMENT OF FILENAMES TO MATCH PERIOD OF PLAY 
0111 •  "HISTO- WILL 8E ONE PERIOD GREATER THAN OTHERS w 
0 2 
0213 CI 
021 4 01 ORDER-FILE-ID. '  W 
021S 04 FILLER PIC X(6) VALUE -ORDERS". 
0213 04 ORO-FILE-EXT PIC X(3).  O 
0217 '  
021' i  01 -11ST I -FILE-ID. 
0219 0 4 FILLER PIC X(6) VALUE "HISTRY". 
0220 04 HI-FILE-EXT PIC X(3I .  
0221 
0222 01 - t ISTO-FILE-IO. 
0223 0 4 FILLFR PIC X(6I  VALUE "HISTRY". 
0224 0 4 HO-FILE-EXT PIC X(3).  
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PROGRAM CONSTANTS AS  DEF INED IN  STUDENT 'S  INSTRUCTIONS 
0230 77 <X-FIXED-C0STS-3 PIC 9(5) VALUE 30000 COMP 
0231 77 <X-FIXED-C0STS-2 P IC  9 15 )  VALUE 2 0000 COMP 
023? 77 *X-VARIf l3LF-C0STS PTC 9(2) VALUE 50 COMP 
02 33 77 < X-LOSN-VSTE PTC V99 VALUE .  om COMP 
02 34 77 xx-iMV FSi-^aTH PIC V99 VALUE .12 COMP 
02 3S 77 XX-MSX-MSCH-PROD PTC 9(3) VALUE 400 COMP 
02 36 77 <X-MAX-P0ICE PIC 9(3) VALUE 300 COMP 
023 7 77 XX-MAX-PRICc-1 PIC 9(3) VALUE 301 COMP 
02 33 77 <X-M4CH-PRICE PIC 9(5) VALUE 50000 COMP 
02 39 77 XX-T AX-RATE PIC V9(2) VALUE .  50 COMP 
0 2^0 
Q2L2 % GENERAL USE AREA FOR CONSTANTS T  TEMP F IELDS 
02-3 • = 
0 2 *4 
0245 77 < 1  USAGE. INDEX. 
02^6 77 'ERIOD PIC 9.  
0247 77 'ERI CO-PLUS 1 PIC 9.  
024« 77 OASHÊO P IC  X(60) VALUE ALL  -
0249 
G250 
0251 77 • ^ IST - IC -PLO PIC X(5) .  
025 2 77 ORD-ID-HLD PIC X(5) .  
02 53 77 HI- ID-HLO PIC X(5).  
0254 
0255 
025 i  77 INVEST-HLD PIC 9(4).  
02 5 7 77 MAX-KAKE PIC S9(4).  
025 s 77 fcMP-COMPARE PIC S9 (6) COMP. 
0259 77 roT-ACTIVE-FIRMS PIC S9 (21 COMP. 
02nC 77 TOT-Ff .MS PIC S9(?) .  
0261 77 1  VE-SSLFS  PIC 9(5) COMP.  
02-,2 77 T OT-UMITS-OFFFR PTC S9 (7 )  CO-IP. 
3 2D3 77 rOT-PRICE-CCMP PTC S9(6I  COMP. 
0 2e. 4 77 TOT-SHARE-MKT PIC S9V9 (5 )  COMP. 
02c5 77 rOT-PCT-XKT PIC S9(3)V9(3) COMP. 
026c 77 rOT-MAX-SALES PIC S9  (7) COMP. 
0267  77 TOT-f lOJUST-SALES PIC S9(5) COMP. 
026? 77 rOT-EXTRA-SALES PIC S9(&l  COMP. 
0269 77 TOT-LOST-SALES PIC S9(6) COMP. 
0270 77 TOT-ACTUAL-SALES PIC S9(6) COMP. 
027 1 
02 72 
0273 01 ^ECORD-CNTS corp.  
0271. 04 HIST-IN-CNT PIC 99. 
0275 04 HIST-OUT-CNT PIC 99. 
0276 04 CK-DONE-CNT PIC 99, 
02 77 
02 7 8 
02 79 01 5 TORAGE-gUILn-TBL COMP. 
02 " '0 04 LOW-PRICE PIC S9(3).  
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0211 
02m? 
0213 
0?i4 
0?S5 
0?1i 
0?" 7 
m ?.n 
12ST 
0290 
0211 
0292 
0293 
029!» 
0295 
029Ô 
029  -
0291 
3299 
'J j  00 
0 30 1 
030 2 
0303 
03,T-
0305 
03 0 5 
0 3 0 7 
030 8 
030 9 
03 10 
0311 
0312 
03 t  3 
0314  
0315 
0316 
0317 
031 1 
0319 
03 20 
0 3 21 
0 3 22 
0 3 23 
032:.  
0325 
0326 
0327 
0 i2 '5 
0 3 29 
0330 
0331 
03 32 
03 33 
0334 
0 3 35 
0 3 36 
04 EXTRA-SALES 
0 4 LOW-CNT 
04 SALES-MflX 
0 4 THP-THRËE9V 
0 4 TMP-FIVS9V 
0 4 TMP-$SVEN9V 
PIC S9(5).  
PTC S9(2),  
PIC S9(4) 
PIC S9(3),  
PIC S9(5).  
PIC S9 (7)  , 
01 2RFAK-0UTX. 
04 30-PCS8 
04 30-POS4-7 
0 4 30-P0S1-3X. 
08 B0-pr)S3 
OS P0-P0S2 
01 BO-pnsi 
04 E0-PC31-3 REDEFINES 3O-P0S1-3X 
01 3REAK-0UT REDEFINES BREAK-OUTX 
PIC 9(1),  
PIC 9(4).  
PTC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9(3).  
PIC 918).  
01 1KT-FACTCRS. 
04 FACTCRX. 
03 FACTOR-HI 
08 FACTCR-LO 
04 FACTCR REDEFINES FACTORX 
0 4 AL TERED-SALES 
01 TOCAYS-DATE. 
04  TO-YR 
04 TO-MO 
04 TD-Oa 
04 TD-Hl 
0 4 10-H2 
04 TO-Ml 
04 T0-M2 
04 TD-Sl 
04 T0-S2 
PIC SV9. 
PIC 9.  
PIC SV99. 
PIC 9(7).  
PIC 99. 
PIC 99. 
PIC 99. 
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
PIC 9.  
•  »»* STORAGE AREAS FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
01 STORAGE-STATEMENTS COMP. 
STATEMENT CF MANUFACTURING COSTS 
04 VARIABLE-EXP PIC S9(6).  
0 4 OEPN-EX? PIC S9(6) .  
04 PRQO-COST-TOT PIC S9(6! .  
04 PROO-COST-AVE PIC S9(3)V9(4).  
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03^7 • 
0331 • INCOME STATEMENT 
03 39 • 
G3u0 0 4 SALES- INCOME P IC  sq(6).  
0341 0 4 OPFN- INV-TOT  P IC  S9(6t  .  
G3'.? 04 GCODS-A  VA IL -NO P IC  59(4).  
0 343 04 GOOOS-4V4 IL -TOT  P IC  S9(6).  
0341. 0 4 NEH- INV-MO P IC  S9(4) .  
1)345 0 4 NEW- IMV-AVE  P IC  S9(31 79<4) 
G 5^6 04 NEH- INV-TOT  P IC  S9(5) .  
N3I .7  0 4 CGS-NO P IC  S9  ( 4 )  .  
0349  04 CGS-TOT  P IC  S9 (6 )  .  
03 ' .  9  D 4 GROSS- ' IARGIN  P IC  S9 (7 )  .  
03  IO  0 ! .  F ÎXEO-EXP P IC  S9(61. 
0351  04 INTECES T-EXP P IC  S9(5) .  
0 352  04 TS-OTHI Pic S9(6t  .  
0 3  53  0 4 INTESES T - INC  P IC  S9 (5 )  .  
035k 0 4 IS  -0TH2 P IC  S9 I& )  .  
0 3  5  5  04 E4-TAX-INCOME P IC  sg(7) .  
0 35  S  04 TAXES P IC  S9 (7 )  .  
03  5  7  0 4 NET- INCCXE P IC  S9 (7 )  .  
03 :9  
0  3  59  » 
0360 * CASH ANALYSIS  STATEMENT 
03  02  0 4 /L ' JTO-SORROH PTC S9(71. 
03  63  0 4  CA-AONI  P IC  S9 (7 )  ,  
03b4 0  4  CA -Acnz P IC  S9 (  7 )  .  
0 3  A  5  0  4  MACH :NE-EXP  P IC  sq(61. 
0  3  55  0  4  CA-LESS1  P IC  S9 (7 )  .  
0 3  6  7  0  4  AUTC-REPAY P IC  S9 (7 )  .  
030» 0  4  AUTQ- INVEST  P IC  S9 (71 .  
0359 0«  INVEST-SDLO P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
0  3  7  0  0 4 NEW-CASH-BALANCE P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
03  71  
03  72  • 
0  3  7  3  • BALANCE SHEET  
0374  • 
03 75 a 4  CURR-ASSETS P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
037 5 04  CACHL-NO P IC  S9 .  
03  7  7  0  4  MACH2-N0  P IC  S9 .  
03  7  H  0  4  MA CH,3 -> )0  P IC  S9. 
03 79 04 MACH4-M0  P IC  S9 .  
03110  0  4  MACHL-AGF  P IC  S9 .  
03  «1  0  À.  "ACHZ-AGE P IC  S9 .  
03  82  0  4  RACH.3 -AGE P IC  S9 .  
03 13 04  MfiCHi-AGE P IC  S9 .  
03^4  0 4  KACHL-COST  P IC  S9 (5 ) .  
0315  04 CACH2-C0ST  P IC  S9 (5 ) .  
03  86  0  4  faCH3-C0ST P IC  S9 (5 ) .  
03«  7  04  IACH4-COST  P IC  S9 (51 .  
03 13 0  4  XA CHL-T  CT-nE°N P IC  S9 (5 )  .  
03?q 0  4  fACH2-T OT-OFPN PTC S9 (5 )  .  
0390  04  MACH.3 -T  OT -CEPN P IC  S9 (51  .  
039  1  04  MACH4-R  OT-DEPN P IC  S9 (5 )  .  
0392  0  4  T3  T -MACH-COST P IC  S9 (6»  .  
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Û393 0 4 TOT-MACH-nEPN PIC S9t6). 
OÎT» Oi* TOr-"ACH-REM-VAL PIC S9(6). 
3393  04  TOT-ASSETS P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
0395  04  TOTAL-MACHINES P IC  S9 .  
0397  04 NEl-RETAIN-EARN PIC S9( 7 ) .  
0391  04  CMNER-EOUITY  P IC  S9 (T , .  
0399 0 4  TOT-EauiTIES PIC  S9( 7 I  .  
o-.ao 
» = == :: = = = = = =; = = = =; = = = =;== = = = = = = = = = = == =:= = 
0 - "2  *  TH IS  INTERNAL  TABLE  STORES ALL  INFORMATION FOR USE 
0403  »  UNT IL  THE INTERNAL  SORT IS  STARTED.  
0 I , 0 -  «  THE OCCURS CLAUSE MUST 3F  1  GREATER THAN UP^ER L IM IT  
t l fOS •  ='= = = = = == -  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = 
O-'Oâ 
0^07  01  INTERNAL-C0RF-TA9LE  OCCURS 51  T IMES.  
1  0  4  T3L -HST-REC.  
0 ,39  08  TBL - ID  PIC X(5J .  
G^ID 03 T9L-NA fE PIC X(20). 
O-l l  08  T IL -MACHINES OCCURS 4 .  
0 , 12  12  T0L -MACH P IC  9 .  
0413  12  T9L -MACH-AGE P IC  9 .  
OT I ' -  08  TBL -TO T -MACH INES  P IC  9 .  
0^15  08  TBL -PERION PTC X .  
O^LD  08  T9L -CASH-BAL  P IC  S9  171  .  
0 .  17  08  T3L -TE , " "P - IMVEST  P IC  39 (7 ) .  
O 'L8  OS TBL-INV-UMITS  P IC  9 (5 ) ,  
n - ,19  05 TBL- IMV-aVE-COST P IC  S9 (3 )V9 (4 ) .  
01 *20  08  T3L -L04NS P IC  S9  ( 7 )  .  
0 .2 !  08  T3L -CURR-EARN P IC  59 (7 ) .  
0 -22  OS TBL -RETA INEO-EARN P IC  S9 (7 ) .  
0 -23  04  T8L -WS- INF0 .  
0  4  2 -  08  T3L -MACH-PURCH P IC  9 .  
0U20  08  TBL -UNITS-MAOE P IC  9 (4 ) .  
3 -26  08  TBL -UNITS-OFFER P IC  9 (4 ) .  
0 -27  03  T3L -SELL -ORICE  P IC  9 (3 ) .  
3 -28  08  TBL -FR ICE-COMP P IC  9 (3 ) .  
0^ -21  08  RSL -SHARE-MKT  P IC  V9 (5 ) .  
0 . 30  08  TBL -ACT-MKT  P IC  9 (2 )V9 (3 ) .  
0 -3 Î  08  T9L -MAX-SALES P IC  9 (4 ) .  
0 . 32  08  TBL -EXTRA-SALES P IC  S9 (5 ) .  
0 - . 33  08  T3L -L0ST-SALES P IC  S9 (5 ) .  
3 -T34  08  T3L -ACTUAL-SALES P IC  9 (5 ) .  
01» 36 
0437  •  TH IS  TABLE  MUST REMA IN  IDENT ICAL  TO THE INTERNAL  CORE TABLE  
0,38 M 
0.39 
O. -O  01  ^ST -TADLE .  C I  
0 ' . 41  04  hST-REC.  '  
O* - . ?  08  WST- IN  P IC  X (5 ) .  
0 - I ^  3  08  WST-NAME P IC  X (20 ) .  
O IV , -  08  WST-MACHINES OCCURS 4 .  
04 ,5  12  WST-MACH P IC  9 .  
0^4% 12  HST-MACH-AGE P IC  9 .  
0UU7  08  WST-TOT-MACHIMES P IC  9 .  
04 .3  0  8  HST-PERIOO P IC  X .  
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0 - t 3 0  
0 + 51 
1*5? 
a-,53 
a^ii^ 
0453 
3.55 
0^57 
0.51 
0459 
0-.60 
D-.61 
0.5Z 
0,63 
0-i64 
0^•,5 
0-f 65 
3-,57 
Of 5? 
0,69 
d^7n 
0-r71 
Q^7Î 
0473 
0,74 
Ov75 
p » 76 
0,77 
: - r 3 
0,7'] 
0, SO 
0,1 r 
0, 1^2 
0,13 
0,14 
0415 
0,.13 
0 , 1 7  
0,11 
0 , 1 9  
0,9 0 
04 91 
0,97 
0 , 9 3  
0 + 9 4  
0  +  9 5  
0496 
0 , 9 7  
0  +  9 1  
0  + 9 9  
0 5 0 0  
050 1 
0 5  9 ?  
0  5  0  3  
OjO^ 
08 
03 
04 WST-
04 WST-
04 WST-
04 HST-
04 WST-
0 4 HST-
04 WST-
0 4 ' . iST-
04 WST-
04 HST-
04 WST-
08 WST-CASH-BRL 
05 KST-TEfP-INVEST 
05 WST-I ÏJV-UNITS 
03 WST-INV-aVE-COST 
08 WST-LCANS 
WST-CURR-EAJÎN 
l > S T  - J E T A I N E O - e A R N  
MACH-PURCH 
UNITS-KADE 
UNITS-nFFFR 
SELL-PRICE 
PRICE-CCfP 
SH4RE-HKT 
PCT-M<T 
MAX-SALES 
fXTRA-SALES 
LOS T-SALrS 
ACTUAL-SALES 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
pir 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
PIC 
S9(7; .  
59 (71 .  
9(5).  
S9(3)V9(4).  
S9(7).  
S9 (7) .  
S9(7) .  
9. 
9(4).  
9(41. 
9(3).  
9 ( 3 ) .  
V9(5) .  
9(2)V9(3).  
9(4).  
S9(5) .  
S9(5) .  
9(5) .  
REPORT WRITER ACCOMPLISHES THE MAJOR PRINT FORMATS 
¥ • »  # • » »  •  
REPORT SECTION. 
GROUO ALLOTMENT REPORT 
RO <W-TOT-ALLOT 
CONTROL IS FINAL, 
PAGE LIMIT 51 LINES 
HEADING 1,  
F IRST  DETA IL  6 ,  
LAST DETAIL 58.  
01 ?W-TOT-ALLOT-PH, TYPE PH. 
04 LINE 1 COLUMN 1 PIC X(64) VALUE 
"SALES ALLOTMENT IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR EACH FIRM". 
04 
•PERIOD 
04 
COLUMN 33 
COLUMN 90 
PIC X(7) 
PIC X 
PERIOO. 
04 LINE PLUS 2 
"UNITS SALES PRICE 
04 LINE PLUS 1 
" ID NO. NAME OF FIRM 
04 
-MAXIMUM SALES SALES SALES 
04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 1 
CCÎLUMN 29 PIC X (70) 
ORIGINAL EXTRA 
COLUMN 1 PIC X(100) 
OFFERED PRICE COMP 
COLUMN 59 PIC X(32) 
PIC X(90) 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
LOST ACTUAL".  
VALUE 
• / -MKT".  
VALUE 
VALUE ALL 
"0 
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cn 
tT l  
n 
I 
to 
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Q5fI3 
0506 01 RH-TOT-ALLOT-t)El ,  TYPE DE. 
05 0 7 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 1 
o;of l  WST-IO. 
0 319 04 COLUMN 8 
05 10 HST-NAME. 
0511 04 COLUMN 29 
0312 WST-UNITS-OFFER. 
0313 04 COLUMN 38 
Ovli, HST-SELL-PRICE. 
0315 04 COLUMN 45 
0515 HST-PRICE-COMP. 
0 317 04 COLUMN 49 
03 WST-PCT-M<T. 
03 19 04 COLUMN 51 
05 20 hst-kax-sales. 
03 21 04 COLUMN 69 
05 22 HST-EXTRA-Sf lLES. 
3323 04 COLUMN 77 
332k HST-LOST-SALES. 
0523 Ot COLUMN 85 
052b WST-ACTUAL-SALES. 
0327 
032a 01 ?W-TOT-ALLOT-OE2, TYPE 0E. 
3329 0 4 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 23 
0530 — — ~ — — — = ^ — 
05 31 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 25 
05 32 TOT-UNITS-CFFER. 
03 33 04 COLUMN 41 
0 3 34 TOT-PRICE-COMP. 
03 35 04 COLUMN 49 
0535 TOT-PCT-IX T.  
03 37 04 COLUMN 57 
03 3S TOT-KAX-SALES. 
05 39 04 COLUMN 65 
05!.0 rOT-EXTRA-SALES. 
0541 04 COLUMN 76 
0542 TOT-LOST-SALES. 
03' .3 04 COLUMN 84 
054L TOT-ACTUAL-SALES. 
0345 
05^6 01 ;W-TOT-ALLOT-OE3, TV^E OE. 
05 47 04 LINE PLUS 2 COLUMN 1 
05-^ -  THE INDUSTRY OFFER 
=  " .  
03 49 04 COLUMN 25 
0530 TOT-UNITS-OFFER. 
05 51 04 line plus 1 COLUMN 1 
05^2 -MARKET DEMAND FACTOR 
03; 3 04 COLUMN 30 
05 5-,  FACTOR. 
0353 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 1 
05 3 5 -ACTUAL MARKET DEMAND 
0357 04 COLUMN 25 
055 R ALTERED-SALES. 
03 5 9 
0360 
23-JUN-76  161  
PIC X(5) 
PIC X(20) 
PIC z ,zzg  
P IC  zzq  
PIC ZZ9 
PIC zzz.qgq 
PIC Z,ZZ9 
PIC zz .zzq-
PIC ZZ,ZZ9-
PIC ZZ,ZZ9 
PIC y(65) 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC ZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC ZZZ.999 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC ZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC ZZZ,ZZ9-
pic  zzz .zzq-
PIC X (23) 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9 
PIC XI23I 
PIC Z.99-
PIC X (231 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9 
7  PAGE G-10  
SCURCE 
SCURCF 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SCUPCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
VALUE ^  
> 
SOURCE en tu 
VALUE en 
I 
SCURCE M 
O 
VALUE 
SCURCE 
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0551  
0 :63  • EARNINGS REPORT L ISTED IN  ORDER OF  CUMULAT IVE  EARNINGS 
0  5  O5  
0 5 a RO (K -EAR  ̂ - °P^  
0 5 6 7  PAGE L IM IT  59  L INES  
05  6S  HEADING 1 ,  
05  69  F IRST  OXTAIL  6 ,  
05  70  LAST  DETA IL  5« .  
05  72  01  ^W-EARN-PH,  TYPE PH .  
O P 73  0  4  L INE  1  COLUMN 10  P IC  X (40 )  VALUE 
05  74  -COMPARATIVE  EARNINGS FOR EACH COMPANY"  . 
05 75  04  COLUMN 57  P IC  X  ( 71  VALUE 
05  7&  -PERIOD 
0=  77  04  COLUMN 64  P IC  X  SOURCE 
05  73  ' PERIOD.  
0  5  79  04  L INE  PLUS 2  COLUMN 42  P IC  X (22 )  V  ALUE 
05«Q -CU  RR-YEAR CUFULAT  IVE  
05  = IL  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 10  P IC  X (12J  VALUE 
0 5 ? ?  - ID  NO.  NAME" .  
0383  04  COLUMN 42  P IC  X (34»  VALUE 
05  34  EARNINGS EARNINGS"  
05  15  0  4  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 10  P IC  X (55L  VALUE ALL  
3386  "• ". 
OSF?  
05  3  F< 
0  5  39  01  ?W-EARN-DE ,  TYPE DE .  
0 5  9 0  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 10  P IC  X (5 )  SOURCE 
0591  SRT  - LO-H .  
0592  04  COLUMN 19  P IC  X  ( 20 )  SOURCE 
0  513  SRT-NAME.  
0 5 9 4  0  4  COLUMN 42  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,  z z q -  SOURCE 
0595  SRT-CURR-EARN.  
0595  04  COLUMN 55  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,  ZZ9 -  SOURCE 
05  9  7  SRT-RETA INED-EARN.  
05  9?  
05  99  
05 on • 
O D I I  • IND IV IDUAL  ALLOTMENT SL IPS  
0 6 0 2  * 
05  0  3  
0  3  0  4  RO ÎW- IND-ALLOT  
050  5  DAGE L IM IT  56  L INES  
OAOS F IRST  DETA IL  1 ,  
0607  LAST  DETA IL  56 .  
O D O 1  
0 - J 09  01  ? w - i ND-ALLOT-HE ,  TYPE DE  
05  10  04  L INE  PLUS 3  COLUMN 1  P IC  X (5 )  SOURCE 
0  J  11  HST- ID .  
0 6 1  2  04  COLUMN 9  P IC  X (20 )  SOURCE 
0613  MST  -NAME.  
0614  04  COLUMN 32  P IC  X (13»  VALUE 
061 5 -YOUR SALES =  " .  
0616  04  COLUMN 45  P IC  z z . z z z  SOURCE 
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0517  HST-ACTUAL-SALES.  
04  COLUMN 54  P IC  X (14 I  VALUE 
O ' JLL  "TOTAL  SALES =  
0Ô?0  04  COLUMN 69  P IC  ZZZ ,ZZ9  SOURCE 
Oi2l TOT-ACTUAL-SALES.  
OS  22  04  COLUMN 79  P IC  X (15 )  V  ( LUE  
0B?3  -ACT IVE  F IRMS =  " •  
3324  04  COLUMN 95  P IC  Z9  SOURCE 
0525  TOT-ACT  IVE -F IRMS.  
3 6 2 3  0 4  COLUMN 99  P IC  X  ( 151  VALUE 
0627  -AVERAGE SALES 
0  04  COLUMN 114  P IC  ZZZZ9  SOURCE 
00  2  9  A  VE -SALES.  
0 ) 1 0  04  L INE  PLUS 3  COLUMN 1  P IC  X  ( 40 )  VALUE ALL  
Q D n  --
O  i  3 2  04  COLUMN 41  P IC  X  ( 361  VALUE 
0533  • •CUT  HERE AND D ISTRIBUTE TO EACH F IRM 
0634  04  COLUMN 78  P IC  X  ( 40 )  VALUE ALL  
Q J 3 ;  --
0 3  3 - 5  
0 Ô 3 7  
0 5 3 ^  • 
0 6 3 9  • * * •  F INANCIAL  STATEMENTS FOR EACH F IRM 
0  61 . 0  » 
0 3 , 1  
O o i . 2  %0 ^H -F IR Î ' -RPT  
0 6 ^ 3  PAGE L IM IT  IS  5?  L INES ,  
0 6 4 - F IRST  DETA IL  1 ,  
0 6 ^ 5  LAST  OETAIL  53 .  
0 o 4 7  01  ?W-F IRH-CE1 ,  TYPE DE .  
0 6 ^ 8  04  L INE  1  COLUMN 1  P IC  X (62 )  VALUE 
06U9  - F  I N A N C I A L  A  N  A  L  Y  S  I  S F  0  R P  E  R  I  CO »  
0 6 5 0  04  COLUMN 65  P IC  9  SCURCE 
0 6 Ï 1  PERIOD.  
0 )6?  04  COLUMN 86  P IC  X (4 )  VALUE 
0 6 3 3  -F IRM" .  
0654  04  COLUMN 91  P IC  X (20 )  SCURCE 
0 6 5 5  HST-NAME.  
0 6 5 5  04  COLUMN 116  P IC  X (Q)  VALUE 
0 , 57  "ACCOUNT 
0 ^ 5  S  04  COLUMN 126  P IC  X (5 )  SOURCE 
0 6 5 9  HST- IC .  
0 6 6 0  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 1  P IC  X (13? )  VALUE ALL  
0 6 6 1  — 
0 6 D2  04  L INE  PLUS 2  COLUMN 1  P IC  X ( 60 )  VALUE 
0 6 6 3  - S T A T E M E N T  0  F  PR  0  0  U  c T  I ON C 0  S  T  S " .  
0 6 6 4  Ot COLUMN 77  P IC  X ( 47 )  VALUE 
0 6 3 5  - A N A L Y S I S  0  F  C A S  H  A  c  c  0  U N  T " .  
0 6  o 6  04  L INE  PLUS 2  COLUMN 71  P IC  X (2? )  VALUE 
0 6 6 7  -BEGINNING CASH BALANCE 
3 6 6  1  04  COLUMN 122  P IC  Z .ZZZ ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0 6 6 9  WST-CASH-SAL .  
0670  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 1  P IC  X (21 )  VALUE 
0 6  7 1  -VARIABLE  EXPENSES (" 
0  =  7 2  04  COLUMN 22 PIC  Z ,  7 7 9  SOURCF 
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0S73 
0674 
DI7 ;  
aô7o 
3577 
G5 7/5 
OD79  
33.1 3 
ObS l  
QiS? 
Oi=!-> 
3385 
aài^-: 
3ÔA7  
0 3 3 « 
0o89 
Oiqn 
0o91 
339?  
0393 
3 ITU  
3595 
3 )96  
3697 
3j9S 
3S 99 
07 0 3 
37 3 1 
3712 
31; 3 
3734 
3/3 5 
073A  
3737 
3731 
37 3 9 
3710 
07 11 
0712 
3/13 
C/1 4 
3715 
37 1'^ 
3717 
0711  
0719 
3723 
3721 
37 22 
0/23 
3'2i. 
0725 
37 26 
0727 
3 7 2 1  
HST-UNITS-KAOE.  
0 4 
-a î". 
04  
XX-VARIA3LE-C0STS. 
04  
04 
VARIABLE-EXP .  
04  
• *AO0«" .  
OL  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
"SALE  CE PRCDUCTS" .  
34  COLUMN 
SALES- INCOME.  
04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
- INTEREST  EARNED" .  
04  COLUMN 
INTEREST- INC .  
04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
"MACHINE  DEPRECIAT ION EXPENSE 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
34  
HST-TOT-MACHINES.  
34  
"a $10 , 000 I". 
04  
OEPN-EXP.  
04  
" INVESTMENTS SOLO" .  
04  
INVEST-SOLO.  
34  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
04 
"BORROWED MONEY" .  
04  
WST-LOANS.  
04  L INE  PLUS 1  
" . . . TOTAL  ADOIT IONS" .  
04  
CA-AOOL .  
04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
COLUMN 
04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
"TOTAL  COST OF  PRODUCTION" .  
04  COLUMN 
PROO-COST-TCT .  
04  COLUMN 
~  TOTAL" .  
04  COLUMN 
CA-A002 .  
04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
04 COLUMN 
' LESS : '  
04 L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 
29 
32 
34 
51 
71 
74 
111 
74 
111 
1 
33 
35 
51 
74 
111 
52 
74 
111 
74 
122 
122  
4 
51 
74 
122 
52 
71 
74 
PIC X(31  
PIC 99 
PIC xt i) 
PIC Z,ZZZ,Z79-
PIC X(4) 
P IC  X (20 )  
PIC z.zzz.zzq-
PIC X(20) 
PIC z.zzz.zzq-
PIC X(3?) 
PIC 9 
PIC X(101 
PIC Z,ZZZ,Z79-
PIC X(201 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC X(91 
PIC X (20) 
PIC z,zzz,zzg-
PIC X(21) 
PIC ZtZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC X(13) 
PIC X(24) 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9-
pic y(14) 
PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9-
PIC X(9) 
PIC X(5) 
PIC X (1 5) 
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VALUE 
S  CURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
SCURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
V  «LUE  
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
V  ALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
VALUE >  
m 
SOURCE 
O 
VALUE I  
h-* 
SOURCE W  
VALUE ALL  
VALUE 
VALUE 
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07^ -?  -F IXED EXPENSES" .  
nr 31 0 4 COLUMN 111 PIC z,zzz,zzq-
0 /31  F IXEO-EXP.  
A73?  01 .  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 4  P IC  X (2H  
37  33  "AVERAGE COST PFR UN IT " .  
3734  04  COLUMN 50  P IC  Z ,ZZZ .9999  
0 ( ' 35  PROO-COST-AVE .  
07  04  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (20 )  
07  37  "VARIABLE  EXPENSES" .  
0 / 3A  04  COLUMN 111  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0 /34  V AR  IA3LE-EXP .  
O / I -O  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 52  P IC  XT9 )  
0 7 •* Î ~ • 
0742  04  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (20L  
0 ; ' ^3  "PURCHASE OF  MACHINES" .  
0 / 44  04  COLUMN 111  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0745  MACHINE-EXP .  
0746  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  X  ( 241  
07 - . 7  "TAX  PAYMENTS" .  
074< I  04  COLUMN 111  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0749  TAXES.  
O /JN  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  XTZOI  
0751  " INTEREST  PA ID" .  
0752  04  COLUMN 111  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0733  INTEREST-EXP .  
0754  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (20 )  
0755  "REPAYMENT CF  NOTES" .  
0756  04  COLUMN 111  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
075  7  AUTO-REPAY .  
0 /5  8  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (241  
0 /59  "TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS" .  
0 / 50  04  COLUMN 111  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0751  WST-TEMP- INVEST .  
0 / 52  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (24 )  
0 / 53  " . . . TCTAL  SUBTRACTIONS" .  
D /6U  04  COLUMN 122  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0 /65  CA-LESSL .  
0766  0  4  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 122  P IC  X (10 )  
0757 
O/ IFL  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (32L  
G / - ) 9  "  BALANCE -  END OF  PERIOO" .  
0 / 70  04  COLUMN 122  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,ZZ9 -
0771  NEW-CASH-3ALANCF.  
0772  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 122  P IC  X ( IO )  
0 / 73  
0/7^ 
0 /75  •  • • •  SECOND T -ALF  OF  STUDENT 'S  F INANCIAL  REPORTS 
0777 • -
0 /7?  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 1  P IC  X (1321  
0779  " •  
07° ,  0  0  4  L INE  PLUS 2  COLUMN 17  P IC  X  ( 31 )  
0711  " INCOME STATEMENT" .  
07^2  04  COLUMN 39  P IC  X (25 )  
0713  "BALANCE SHEE T" .  
0 /94  04  L INE  PLUS 2  COLUMN 1  P IC  X (6 )  
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
V  FLUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
VALUE ALL  
VALUE 
VALUE 
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"SALE  
04  COLUMN 26  P IC  
0787  HST-ACTUAL-SALES.  
07  3  • )  0 4  COLUMN 33  P IC  
"a1". 
07T )  04  COLUMN 35  P IC  
0 / "N  HST-SELL -PR ICE .  
079?  04  COLUMN 51 P IC  
0 /93  SALES- IWOME.  
079^ 04  COLUMN 93  P IC  
0795 " A S S E T  S " .  
0716 04  L INE  PLUS 1 COLUMN 1 P IC  
0797  -COST  OF  SALES : " .  
07  93  04  COLUMN 71 P IC  
0799  -CASH IN  SANK" .  
0?  00  0  4  COLUMN 111 P IC  
03  0  1  NEH-CASH-3ALANCE.  
0 )02  04  L INE  PLUS 1 COLUMN 4  P IC  
0103 -OPENING INVENTORY" .  
O IOU .  04  COLUMN 25  P IC  
08  0  5  WST- INV-UNITS .  
0106  04  COLUMN 33  P IC  
010  7  - 3 "  .  
0908  04  COLUMN 34  P IC  
03  0  9  WST- INV-AVE-COST.  
0110  04  COLUMN 44  P IC  
0111  OPEN- INV-TOT .  
0112  04  COLUMN 71 P IC  
0113  -TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS" ,  
01  14  04  COLUMN 111 P IC  
0 .115  HST-TEMP- INVEST .  
0116  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 4  P IC  
0117  -COST  OF  GOODS PRCOUCED '  
0111  04  COLUMN 27 P IC  
0119  K3T -UNITS-MA0E .  
0120  04  COLUMN 35  P IC  
0 .1  21  - 2 " .  
03  22  04  COLUMN 34  P IC  
0123  PROO-CNST-AVE .  
012 !»  04  COLUMN 44  P IC  
0825  PROD-COST-TOT .  
01  26  04  COLUMN 71 P IC  
0127  -INVENTORY t". 
01  : ' I  04  COLUMN 82 P IC  
0129  NEW-INV-NO .  
OI^N  04  COLUMN 88  P IC  
3111  " 3 "  .  
01  32  04  COLUMN 89  P IC  
0133  PROO-COST-AVE .  
01  ?4  04  COLUMN 97  P IC  
0135  - ) " .  
0136  04  COLUMN 111 P IC  
0137  NEW- INV-TOT .  
0131  0  4  L INE  PLUS 1 COLUMN 27 P IC  
0139  
01 - . 0  04  COLUMN 43  P IC  
- JUN-76  16  PAGE G-15  
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
SCURCE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
S  CURCE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE >  
VALUE ™  
SOURCE ^  
t—' 
VALUE IN  
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
V  ( LUE  ALL  
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O'ï'^1 
01-2 04 COLUMN 71 PTC X (24) VALUE 
0143 "...TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS". 
0944 0 4 COLUMN 122 PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9- SOURCE 
Ci' i>5 CURR-ASSETS. 
03-6 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4 PIC X (22) VALUE 
01-.7 "GOODS AVAILABLE". 
O'? -a 0 4 COLUMN 27 PIC Z,ZZ9 SOURCE 
0 9 -.q GOOOS-AVAIL-NO. 
09 = 0 04 COLUMN 44 PIC ZZZ,ZZ9 SOURCE 
0=1.51 GOOOS-AVAIL-TOT. 
0352 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4 PIC X (221 VALUE 
0333 "LESS: ENDING INVENTORY 
0954 04 COLUMN 27 PIC Z.ZZ9 SOURCE 
0955 NEH-INV-NO. 
OA 5 6 04 COLUMN 33 PIC X VALUE 
Q 9 5 7 "3". 
0958 0 4 COLUMN 34 PIC ZZ9.9999 SOURCE 
0 9 5 9 NEH-INV-aVE. 
0 91-0 04 COLUMN 44 PIC ZZZ,ZZ9 SOURCE 
09cl NEH-INV-TOT. 
QiiZ 04 COLUMN 71 PIC X(40) VALUE 
0 9,; 3 "EQUIPMENT I  NO. AGE COST A CC-DEPN" 
09 54 ' 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 27 PIC X(15) VALUE ALL 
0 9 35 
0 iSo 04 COLUMN 43 PIC X(8) VALUE ALL 
0 96 7 
Q 9 D 9 04 COLUMN 34. PIC Z SOURCE 
0909 MACHl-NO. 
01-0 04 COLUMN 88 PIC Z SOURCE 
oir i  MACHI -AGE.  
0972 04 COLUMN 92 PIC zz.zzz . SOURCE 
09-3 MACHL-CAST  .  
097L 04 COLUMN 101 PIC zz.zzz SOURCE 
39 75 MACHL-TOT-OEPN.  
09 75 0-» LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4 PIC XI22) VALUE 
0 9 77 "COST OF GOODS SOLD". 
09 79 04 COLUMN 27 PIC Z,ZZ9 SOURCE 
0 9 79 CGS-NO. 
09 3 0 04 COLUMN 51 PIC Z,ZZZ,ZZ9 SOURCE 
03 3 1 CGS-TOT. 
0 9 32 04 COLUMN 84 PIC z SOURCE 
0 9 3 3 MACH2-N0. 
0 9 9 4 04 COLU-^N as PIC z SCURCE 
03 '5 MACH2-JGE.  
0 93 5 Ct COLUMN 92 PIC zz.zzz SOURCE 
03 37 MACH2-C0ST. 
0 9 3 3 04 COLUMN 101 PIC zz.zzz SCURCE 
0 39 9 HACH2-T0T-DEPN. 
0390 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 52  PIC X(9) VALUE ALL 
09 9 1 
09 9? 04 COLUMN 84 PIC z SOURCE 
03 93 MACH3-N0. 
09 94 0 4 COLUMN 88 PIC z SOURCE 
0995  MACH3-AGE.  
039'. 04 COLUMN 92 PIC zz.zzz SOURCE 
> cn 
w 
0 
1 
M 
ON 
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0397 MACH3-C0ST .  
08 9 5 04 COLUMN 101 PIC 
Ofiqq MAC43-T3T-DERN, 
0100 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4 PIC 
09 0 1 .GROSS MARGIN". 
0912 04 COLUMN 51 PIC 
am "î GROSS-MiRG IN. 
0904 04 COLUMN 34 PIC 
0905 MACH4-N0. 
0905 04 COLUMN «8 PIC 
Oirz MACH4-AGE. 
0 90 a 04 COLUMN 92 PIC 
09 0 9 M ACH4-C0ST .  
0910 04 COLUMN 101 PIC 
0911 MACH4-T0T-0EPN. 
0912 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 91 PIC 
0913 
09 14 04 COLUMN 100 PIC 
0915 
0316 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 1 PIC 
0917 "OTHER EXPENSES AND REVENUES". 
091S 04 COLUMN 71 PIC 
0919 "...TCTAL EQUIPMENT". 
09?0 04 COLUMN 91 PIC 
0321 TOT-MACH-COST. 
092? 04 COLUMN 100 PIC 
0923 TOT-MACH-OFPN. 
0924 04 COLUMN 122 PIC 
0926 TOT-MACH-REH-VAL. 
0926 04  L INE  PLUS 1 COLUMN 4  PIC 
0927 "SELL ING I  ADMIN ISTRAT IVE" .  
092'? 04 COLUMN 31 PIC 
0929  FIXEO-EXP. 
09 3  0 04  COLUMN 122 PIC 
0931  
09 32 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4  PIC 
0 9 33 -INTEREST EXPENSE". 
09 34 04 COLUMN 31 PIC 
09 35 INTEREST-EX?. 
09 3% 04 COLUMN 71 PIC 
0937 
09 31 04 COLUMN 122 PIC 
09 39 TOT-ASSETS. 
09 -0  04  LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4  PIC 
09  , 1  "...TCTSL OTHER EXPENSES". 
09'.2 04  COLUMN 41 PIC 
0943 IS-OTHl. 
09  4M 04 COLUMN 122 PIC 
0  9  4 .5  -  =  • • .  
39*6 04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4  PIC 
0947  "INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS". 
Q9 - ,S  04 COLUMN 41 PIC 
09  49  INTEREST-INC. 
3350 04 COLUMN 93 PIC 
19  5  1  " E Q U I T I E S " .  
09 :2  04 LINE PLUS 1 COLUMN 4 PTC 
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SOURCE 
VALUE 
SCURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SOURCE 
SCURCE 
VALUE ALL  
VALUE ALL  
VALUE 
VALUE 
SCURCE 
SCURCE 
SOURCE 
VALUE 
SOURCE 
VALUE ALL  
VALUE 
SCURCE 
VALUE 
SCURCE 
'V 
VALUE >  
cn 
SOURCE M  
VALUE ALL  CD 
I 
VALUE 
SCURCE 
VALUE 
VALUE 
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0953  .TOTAL  OTHER EX?  &  1 REV" .  
0 9 5 4  04  COLUMN 51  P IC  z . z z z ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0955  IS -0TH2 .  
015  6  04 COLUMN 71  P IC  X (201  VALUE 
0957  "BANK NOTES PAYABLE" .  
045S  04  COLUMN 122  P IC  z , z z z .  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0  3  3  9  WST-L  CANS.  
09 :0  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 52  P IC  X (9 )  VALUE ALL  
0 9 6 1  
0?  I ?  04  COLUMN 74  P IC  X  ( 211  V  ALUE 
0  9 3 3  "STOCKHOLDER 'S  EQUITY : '  
0 3  6  4  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 4 P IC  X  ( 28 )  VALUE 
0365 .NET  INCOME BEFORE TAXES" .  
0 3  6 6  04 COLUMN 51  P IC  1,111, ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0167  34 -TAX- INCOME.  
0369 04  COLUMN 74  P IC  X ( 13 )  VALUE 
0169 "CAP ITAL  STOCK" .  
0370 04 COLUMN 114  P IC  X  ( 6 )  VALUE 
0371 "55  , 000 " .  
0972 04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 74  P IC  X (1S )  VALUE 
0973  -RETA INED EARNINGS! " .  
0974 04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 4  P IC  X ( 24 )  VALUE 
0175 " . .  .TAXES" .  
03 76 04 COLUMN 51  P IC  Z .ZZZ ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0177 TAXES.  
097-! 04 COLUMN 77  P IC  X (17 )  VALUE 
09 79 "BEGINNING BALANCE" .  
013 0 04 COLUMN 131  -  P IC  z , z z z .  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
098 1 WST-RETAINEO-EARN.  
0 1 1 2  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 52  P IC  X (9 )  VALUE ALL  
09 R 3 
398^ 04 COLUMN 77  P IC  X (21 )  VALUE 
Ol ' î  "CUR ' ^ENT  PERION INCOME 
09 6 04  COLUMN 101  P IC  Z ,ZZZ ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0917 NET- INCOME .  
098^  04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 4  P IC  X  ( 24 )  V  «LUE  
nif lg 
09=10 04 COLUMN 51  P IC  Z .ZZZ ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0991 NET- INCOKE.  
0992 04 COLUMN 111  P IC  Z .ZZZ ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0 39 3 NEH-RETAIN-EARN.  
0194 04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 52  P IC  Xt9) VALUE ALL  
0995 
099] 04 COLUMN 122  P IC  Z .ZZZ ,  ZZ9 - SOURCE 
0997 OWNER-EQUITY .  
0998 04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 122  P IC  X 110 )  VALUE ALL  
09 99 
1000 04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 71  P IC  X (20 )  VALUE 
1001 
1002 04 COLUMN 122  P IC  Z ,ZZ7 ,  Z79 - SOURCE 
1 3 0  ?  TOT-EQUIT IES .  
1004 04  L INE  PLUS 1  COLUMN 122  P IC  XDOL  VALUE ALL  
10 0 5 
" = " . 
10 0 6 
10 0 7 
n o s  
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1309 » 
n n 
n 11 * *•» PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
13 1? 
1013 • 
1014 * 
1013 * EX TENSIVE USE OF PERFORM STATEMENTS HAVE SEEN UTILIZED 
101b » •** IN ORDER TO AVOID "GO TO" STATEMENTS. THIS METHOD WILL 
1017 » PRCBA3LY AID IN UNDERSTANDING THE FLOW OF THE LOGIC AN3 
1019 • *•» SPECIFIC GOALS IN EACH ROUTINE. 
1019 » •** 
10 20 • *• 
10?1 
10 22 PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
1323 
1024 DISPLAY DASH60. 
1326 DISPLAY " STRATEGY -  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GAME". 
10 26 DISPLAY DASH60 .  
102? 
112 8 MOVE TODAY TO TODAYS-DATE. 
1029 • - - - -
10 30 •  DETERMINE MARKET FACTOR (+ OR -  MAXIMUM OF 5%) 
1032 COMPUTE BREAK-OUT = (TD-Ml » T0-H2 + TD-Sl •  TD-S2I .  
10 3 3 IF 30-P0S1 > 5 SUBTRACT 5 FROM BO-POSl. 
10 3!» MOVE BO-POSl TO FACTOR-LO. 
10 35 IF 1D-S2 = 1 OR 3 OR 5 SUBTRACT FACTOR FROM ZERO GIVING FACTOR. 
10 3 = 
10 37 • - - - - - - -
10 3?l » DETERMINE PERIOD OF PLAY FOR FILENAMES 
10 39 » -  - - ^ _ -  - - _ -
134: DISPLAY -  WHAT PERIOD OF PLAY IS THIS? (1-5) "  WITH NO ADVANCING. 
10-1 ACCEPT PERIOD. 
10^2 IF PERICD IS < 1 OR > 5 DISPLAY 
10U3 " PERIOD z PERIOD, 
10 4k DISPLAY "? SCRRY PERIOD MUST BE BETWEEN 115 ONLY -  ABORTED". 
10 45 STOP RUh. 
1046 MOVE PERIOD TO PERIOD-PLUSl, OR D-F IL E-E XT ,  HI-FILE-FXT, .  
1047 ADD 1 TO PERIOD-PLUSl, SIZE ERROR GO TO 9811-SERR, 
10 MOVE PERIOO-PLUSI TO HO-FILE-EXT. 
1049 
10 50 
13:2 • SORT THE ORDER FILE TO GUARANTEE PROPER SEQUENCE ^ >n 
tn 
10 :4 SORT SORT-ORDER-FILE ASCENDING SRT-IO-0 
1055 USING ORDER-FILE O 
1035 GIVING ORDER-FILE. I 
10 5 7 M 
1053 OPEN INPUT ORDER-FILE. 
10 5 9 IF PERICD NOT = 1 OPEN INPUT HI ST-IN-FI LE, 
10 60 ELSE MO VF HIGH-VALUES TO HI-ID. 
1061 OPEN OUTPUT HI ST-OUT-r ILE. 
1052 SET XI TO 1. 
10 j3 
1054 DISPLAY " ". 
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1(155 DISPLAY - READ ALL INPUT FILES". 
136Ô PERFORM 4250-READ-OROER THRU 4299-READ-OROER-EXIT. 
lOn? PERFORM 4300-REAO-HIST THRU «.jgq-REA 0-HIST-EXIT .  
10 6 S 
loeq 
n70 • »' • 
in^i ' ••• 
in r? » * * BEGINNING OF MAJOR LOGIC LOOP (RETURN POINT FOR EACH FIRM) 
10 7 3 •  
13 74 * •• 
107Î 
107b * = = = = = = == = = == = == = == = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
10 77 » READ/MERGE THE ORDER i  HISTORY FILES 
10 7 « » (ALL INFORMATION WILL 3E STORED IN AN INTERNAL TA «.El 
10 79 •  = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
10 ' ,0 
10^1 Z03-5UILO-T8L. 
10^2 IF HIGH-VALUES = ORD-IO AND HI-IO GO TO 40 0-FIRST-ALLOC ATE. 
1033 IF  ORE-IO =  HI - ID 
1084 PERFORM 5100-MERGE THRU 519q-MERCE-EXIT, 
13R-3 ELSE IF ORD-ID > HI-ID 
1336 PERFORM 5000-COPY THRU 5099-COPY-EXIT, 
10 «7 ELSE PERFORM 5200-NEH-FIRM THRU 52 99-NEW-FIRH-EXIT. 
10 = 9 SFT XI UP BY 1. 
1010 IF XI > 51 
1091 DISPLAY ••? ATTEMPTEO TO PROCESS TOO MANY PEOPLE -  ABORTED", 
13 9? STOP RUN. 
1093 ADD 1 TO TOT-FIRMS. 
1194 GO TO 200-BUILD-T3L. 
10 9 5 1096 • = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = == == = = = = 
1097 » »»» INTFRNAL TABLE IS NOW SFT UP, BUT WITH INCOMPLETE 
1093 • INFORMATION. 
1099 '  »•» CALCULATE EACH FIRM'S % OF THE MARKET -  STORE IN TABLE 
1100 » ••• THE •/. IS BASED ON A PRICE COMPLIMENT 
1101 • = == = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == == = 
1102 
11 0 3 400 -FIRST-ALLOCATE. 
1104 IF TOT-FIRMS < 2 
nos DISPLAY -  TOTAL NUMBER OF FIRMS = ",  TOT-FIRMS, 
111^ DISPLAY "? STRATEGY REQUIRES A MINIMUM OF 2 PLAYERS -  ABORTED", 
110 7 STOP RUN. 
1101 CLOSE ORDER-FILE. ^ 
1109 DISPLAY " M 
1110 DISPLAY " TOTAL • OF FIRMS = ", TOT-FIRMS. 
n i l  DISPLAY - ACTIVE FIRMS = " ,  TOT-A C TIVE-FIT MS. O 
1112 DISPLAY " HISTORY RECORDS READ = " ,  HIST-IN-CNT. I  
1117 to 
1114 PERFORM SIOO-IST-PASS THRU 6149-1ST-PASS-EXIT O 
1113 VARYING XI FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL XI > TOT-FIRMS. 
111 J 
1117 DISPLAY " ". 
m 1 DISPLAY " THE INDUSTRY OFFER = ", TOT-UNITS-OFFER. 
I t  19 
1120 COMPUTE AL TFRFD-SALES ROUNDED = 
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121 ( !  TOT-UNITS-OFFE<? * FACTOR) •  TOT-UNITS-OFFER), 
122 SIZE ERROR GC TO qS17-SERR. 
123 DISPLAY - MARKET DEMAND FACTOR = FACTOR. 
12^ DISPLAY •• ACTUAL MARKET DEMAND = ALTERFO-SALES. 
12?  D ISPLAY -
126 D ISPLAY "  ALLOCATION OF  SALES" .  
127 PERFORM 6150-2NO-PASS THRU 61-2ND-PASS-EX IT 
128 VARYING XI FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL XI > TOT-FIRMS. 
I  29  
130 I il •  =  =  =  =  =  =  %  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  = - =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  
1 3 2  • DETERMINE THE N U M B E R  OF FIRMS WITH LOWEST PRICE, 
133 » AND WITHOUT SALES. 
134 » = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
1 3 3  
13Ô SOO-LOX-PRICE. 
I.37 MOVE XX-MA X-ORICE-1 TO LOW-fRICE. 
1 3 1  MOVE ZEROS TO LOW-CNT, CK-OONF-CNT, TOT-ACTUAL-SALES. 
131 COMPUTE TOT-LOST-SALES ROUNDED = t TOT-LOS Î-S ALES * (-0.20)) 
1 »0 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9«16-SeRR. 
141 PERFORM 640C-LOWEST THRU 649 9-L 0  W EST-EX IT 
142 VARYING XI FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL XI > TOT-FIRMS. 
II .3 IF CK-DONF-CNT = TOT-FIRMS GO TO fïPO-REPORT-PHASE. 
l i-4 COMPUTE EXTRA-SALES ROUNDED = TOT-LOST-SALES /  LOW-CNT, 
l-,5 SIZE ER°OR GO TO 9S15-SERR. 
l T 6 
1-7 MOVE ZEROS TO TOT-LOST-SALES. 
1-S 
1,9 PERFORM 65 OO-ALLOCATE THRU 6 599 - ALLOC ATE-EX IT 
l iO VARYING XI FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL XI > TOT-FIRMS. 
131 GO TO SCO-LOW-PRICE. 
152 
154 » = == = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = 
15; • •*» THE ENTIRE IN-CORE TABLE NOW HAS COMPLETE INFO. 
155  • GENERATF ALL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
!  5  7  •  =  = =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  = =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  =  
1=9 300-REPORT-PHASE. 
IBL  D ISPLAY "  .  
ISl DISPLAY - GENERATE PRINTED REPORTS". 
I J2  OPEN OUTPUT IN  D-AL  L  0  T-Rp T  ,  T OT-ALL  OT-RPT ,  F IRM-RPT .  
163 INITIATE RX-INO-ALLOT, RW-TOT-ALLOT, RW-FIRM-RPT. 
lc4 COMPUTE TOT-=CT-MKT ROUNOED = (TOT-SHARE-MKT » ICO) 5 
IÔ5 SIZE ER°OR GO TO 9813-SERR. ^ 
165 COMPUTE AVE-SALES ROUNOFO = ( TO T-ACT UAL-SALES /  TOT-ACT WE-FIRMS) tf l  
167 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9815-SERR. 
ii« cn 
159 I  
170 PERFORM 70On-ALLOT-RPT THRU 7099-ALLOT-RPT-EXIT 
171 VARYING XI FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL XI > TOT-FIRMS. 
172 GFNERATF RW-T0T-A1L0T-0E2. 
173  I F  L IKE-COUNTER OF  RW-TOT-ALLOT  IS  >  55  
174 MOVE 60 TO LINE-COUNTER OF RW-TOT-ALLOT. 
175  GENERATE R  W-T  OT-A  LLO T-0F3  .  
176 TERMINATE RH-I NO-ALL OT, RW-TOT-ALLOT, RH-FTRM-RPT. 
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1177 
117S 
I l  7° 
11 SO 
1151 
11R2 
11 ? ,5 
1134 
I l  « 5 
nas 
1117 
118% 
US9 
U9n 
11-31 
1192 
1193 
119U 
119 = 
119S 
1197 
11 9'î 
1199 
izno 
120 1 
1302 
12 0 1 
1204 
12 0 5 
120-E 
130 7 
130 5 
12 0 9 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1216 
121 7 
121-5 
1219 
12^0 
1221 
1222 
1223 
1224 
1 2 2 ,  
1226 
12 2 7 
1225 
1229 
1230 
12 31 
12 32 
CLOSE INO-SLLOT-RPT, TOT-flLL OT-RPT, FIRM-RPT. 
IF PEPICO IS NOT = 1 CLOSE HIST-IN-FILE. 
CLOSE HIST-OUT-FILE. 
INTERNAL SORT ON THE EARNINGS OF EACH COMPANY 
SEQUENCE = LARGEST NET WORTH LISTED FIRST 
DISPLAY -
DISPLAY " SORT I  PRODUCE THE EARNINGS LIST 3Y NET WORTH". 
SORT SORT-HIST-FILF DESCENDING KEY SRT-RETAINED-EARN, 
USING HIST-OUT-FILF, 
OUTPUT PROCEDURE IS 8500-EARN-RPT THRU 854g-EARN-RPT-EXIT. 
CLOSE EARN-PPT. 
DISPLAY " 
DISPLAY OASH60. 
DISPLAY •• STRATEGY -  MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING GAME -  EOJ". 
DISPLAY DASH60. 
STOP RUN. 
BOTTOM OF THE TOP-DOWN FLOW OF LOGIC 
S U B R O U T I N E S  
READ ORCER FILE 
4250-RE AO-ORDER. 
MOVE ORD-ID TO ORD-ID-HLO. 
READ CRCER-FtLE AT END GO TO 42R8-E0F. 
IF ORD-ID > ORD-ID-HLD GO TO 4299-REAO-OROER-EXIT. 
IF ORO-IO = 0RD-I3-HLD 
DISPLAY "? TWO FIRMS WITH THE SAME ID 
ELSE DISPLAY "? 
01 SPLAY •• HOLD = - ,  
DISPLAY " CURR = 
STOP RUN. 
4235-EOF. 
MOVE HIGH-VALUES TO CRO-in. 
REENTER ALL DATA", 
ORDERS FILE SEQUENCE ERROR -  PROGRAM BUG" 
ORO-IO-HLD, 
ORD-ID, 
> cn 
tn 
cn 
I 
tsi 
tsj 
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1233 
1214 
1235 * 
1236 * 
1237 * 
123% * 
12 39 
12^0 
12^1 
12^2 
12-»3 
1244 
12^5 
1246 
1247 
12^% 
1249 
1250 
1251 
1252 
1253 
1254 
1255 
1256 
12 5 7 * 
1253 • 
1259 * 
13d0 • 
1261 
1252 
1253 
12 ')4 
12c 5 
12 6 6 
1267 
126S 
1269 
1270 • 
1271 » 
1272 • 
1273 • 
127-
1275 
1276 
1277 
127% 
1279 
1?S0 
12S1 
l^fi^ 
12 5 3 
12A4 
1285 • 
1286 • 
l?f l  7 * 
12S4 
4299-REAO-OROER-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
RE«0 THE HISTORY FILE INFORMATION 
(EXCEPT IK PERIOD 1) 
430 3 -READ-HIST .  
IF m-ID :  HIGH-VALUES GO TO 43 99-REAO-HI ST-EX I  T. 
MOVE HI-IO TO HIST-ID-HLO. 
READ HIST-IN'-FILE AT END GO TO 43S8 - e O F .  
A on 1 TO H IST-IN-CNT. 
MOVE ZEROS TO HI-C'JRR-E&RN. 
IF HI-ID > HI-IO-HLO GO TO 4399-RE AD-HI ST-EXIT. 
DISPLAY ••? HISTORY FILE SEQUENCE ERROR", 
DISPLAY -  HOLD = HIST-ID-HLD, 
DISPLAY "  CURR = HI-ID, 
GO TO 9S49-SERR. 
4381-EOF. 
MOVE SPACES TO HIST-REC-IN. 
MOVE HIGH-VALUES TO HI-IO. 
4399-RE AO-HIST-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
COPY HISTCRY FILE TO THE TABLE 
(FIRM NCT PARTICIPATING THIS ROUND). 
50 01 -  COPY. 
MOVE hIST-PEC-IN TO TBL-HIST-REC ( XI) .  
MOVE SPACES TO TBL-W S-I NFO (X 1) .  
PERFORM 43CC-READ-HIST THRU 4399-REA D-KIST-EXIT, 
5099-COPY-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
MERGE ORDER FILE WITH HISTORY FILE 
(FIRM IS ON HISTORY FILE S, IS PLAYING THIS ROUND) 
5103-MERGE. 
MOVE HIST-REC-IN TO TBL-H tST-REC ( X1 ) .  > 
AOO 1 TO TOT-ACTIVE-FIRMS. CH 
MOVE PERIOD TO TBL-PERICD (XI ) .  M 
IF ORC-NAME IS NOT % SPACES 
MOVE ORC-NAHE TO TBL-NA ME ( XI ) .  O 
MOVE CRD-M ACH-PURCH TO TBL-MACH-PURCH (XI ) .  ' 
MOVE OR'l-UX'ITS-MADE TO T8L-UNITS-MADE (X 1) .  ^ 
MOVE ORC-SELL-PRICE TO T BL-SELL-P RICE ( X 1) .  ^ 
SELLING PRICE NOT PERMITTED ABOVE XX-MAX-^RICE. 
IF TBL-SELL-PRICF(Xl) > XX-MAX-PRICE MOVE XX-MAX-^RICE TO TBL-SELL-PRICE(XI). 
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1239 
1290  
1291 
1292 
1293  
1294  
1295 
1296 
129 7 
129% 
12 99 
lion 
1301 
1302 
13 5 3 
1304 
135 3 
1316 
1107 
13 D 3 
1309 
13 in 
1311 
1312 
1313 
131^ 
1315 
131 b 
13Î7 
131 S 
1319  
1320 
13 21 
1322 
1523 
1324 
1325  
1326  
132 7 
132» 
1329  
1330 
13M 
13 32 
1333 
1534 
1335  
1336 
13 3 7 
1333 
13.39 
1340 
13-1 
13L? 
1343 
134k 
COMPUTE TSL-PRICE-COMP(Xl) = tXX-MAX-PRICE-1 -  TBL-SELL-PRICE(X1)), 
A no T3L-PRICE-C0MP(X1) TO TOT-PRICE-COrP. 
PERFORM 4250-REAO-OROER THRU 4?qg-READ-OROER-EXIT. 
PERFORM 4300-READ-HISr THRU 4399-REAO-HIST-EXIT. 
5199-MERGE-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
CREATE A NEW INTERNAL TABLE RECORD FROM AN ORDER 
(NEW FIRM ENTERING PLAY) 
5231-NEW-firm. 
MOVE SPACES TO TBL-HIST-REC(XI),  TBL-HS-INFO(XI). 
ADO 1 TO TOT-ACTIVE-FIRÎ<S. 
MOVE FERIOC TO TBL-PERIOD (XI) .  
MOVE CRO-IO TO TBL-ID(Xl). 
MOVE ORC-NAMF TO TBL-NAME(XI). 
MOVE ORC-MACH-PURCH TO TBL-M ACH-P URC H ( X1 > .  
MOVE ORC-UNITS-MAOE TO T8L-UNIT S-MAOE (X 1) .  
MOVE ORC-SELL-PRICE TO T BL-SELL-PRICE ( XI ) .  
»•* SELLING PSICE NOT PERMITTED ABOVE XX-MAX-PRICE. 
IF TBL-SELL-PRIf-EIXl) > XX-MAX-PRICE MOVE XX-MA X-® RI CE TO TSL-SELL-PRICE ( XI ). 
COMPUTE T3L-PRICE-C0MP(X1) = (X X-MAX-PRICE-1 -  TBL-SELL-P RICE (X1 ) ) .  
ADD TaL-PRICF-COr-fP(Xl) TO TOT-PRICF-COMP, 
MOVE 1 TO TBL-T0T-MACHINES(X1I, T BL-M ACH ( XI, 1 ) .  
MOVE 5000 TO TBL-CASH-BAL(Xl) .  
MOVE PERIOD TO TBL-PERI CD ( XII .  
PERFORM 4250-REAO-ORDER THRU 4?99-REAO-ORDER-EXIT-
5299-NEW-FIRM-EXIT. 
E XI T. 
r** FIRST PASS OF THE NEWLY CREATED MASTER FILE 
(INTERNAL TABLE) 
••• CALCULATES THE PERCENTAGE OF THE MARKET FOR EACH FIRM 
6100-1ST-PASS. 
IF PERIOD IS NOT = T BL-PER 10 0 ( X 1 ) GO TO 6149-lST-PA SS-EXI T. 
IF (TBL-MACH-PURCH(Xl) «• T BL-TO T-MAC HI NES ( X1 ) ) > 4 
COMPUTE T3L-MACH-PURCH(X1) = (<. -  TBL-TOT-MACHI NES (XI ) » ,  
ADO TBL-MACH-PUPCH(Xl) TO T3L-T OT-MACH INES ( XI ) .  
PERFORM 63 00-MACHINES THRU 6349-MACH INES-EXIT 
T3L-MACH-FURCH(X1I TIMES. 
> cn 
m 
tn 
I 
K) 
-P-
AGE ALL MACHINES BY 1 YEAR. 
IF T0L-MACH(X1,1) = 1 ADO 1 TO TBL-MACH-AGE (XI, 1) .  
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134S  
134^ ,  
15^7  
1 Î4B  
13U9  
1550  
15  71  
133?  
13  :3  3  
13^4  
13 )5  
1 3 5 6  
1358  
1369  
136  0  
1361  
1 3 b ?  
1353  
L^LK  
1365  
13DÔ 
1 3 6 7  
13  6  4  
1369  • 
13? "C  • 
1 .5  71  » 
137?  
1373  
13  7  <-
1375  
1376  
1577  
157R  
1 3 7 ?  
1351  
1342  
13^3  
1314  
1385  
133  6  
\Z^7 
1  3  
13  =  9  * 
1393  * 
1 3 1 1  • 
1392 
1393  
1 
1395  
13Q6  
1397  
13  96  
1399  
U  ON 
IF TBL-f 'aCH(Xl,2) = 2 ADD 1 TO TBL-M ACH-A GE (XI, 2) .  
IF TSL-rACH(Xl,3) = 3 ADO 1 TO TBL-M ACH-A GE (X 1, 3) .  
IF TBL-MACH(X1,4) = 4 ADD 1 TO T3L-MACH-AGF(XI,4). 
COMPUTE MAX-HAKE = XX-M5X-MACH-PR0O • TBL-TOT-MACHINES(XI). 
IF TBL-UNITS-MAOEtXl) > MAX-MAKE 
MOVE MAX-MAKE TO TBL-UNTTS-MAOE(X1). 
COMPUTE TOL-UNTTS-OFFER{X1) = TRL-UNITS-MAOE(XI) » TBL-INV-UNITS(XI)t 
SIZE ERVOR GO TO 9ai4-SFRR. 
ADD TBL-UN ITS-OFFER ( XI) TO TOT-UNITS-OFFER. 
COMPUTE TBL-SHARE-MKTtXl) ROUNOEO = 
(TSL-FRICF-COMP(Xl) /  TOT-PRICE-COMP) 
SIZE ERROR GO TO 980g-SERR. 
ADD TBL-SHARE-MKKXD TO TOT-SHARE-MKT. 
COMPUTE TBL-PCT-M<T( XI) ROUNDED = 
(TBL-SHARE-MKKXl) * 10 3) 
SIZE ERROR GO TO 9813-SERR. 
6149-lST-PASS-EXIT. 
EXI T. 
ALLOCATES SALES TO FIRMS SELLING ENTIRE INVENTORY 
Ô151-2ND-FASS. 
IF OERICO IS NOT = T3L-FERI0D (XI) GO TO 6199-2ND-PASS-EXI 1. 
COMPUTE T3L-MAX-SALES(X1) ROUNIFD = 
(TEL-SHARE-MKKXD • AtTFREO-SALES) 
SIZE ERROR GO TO 9S17-SERR. 
COMPUTE TMP-FIVF9V = ( T BL-UN ITS-OFFER ( X1) -  TBL-MAX-SALES tXl>). 
IF TMP-FIVE9V > ZERO 
MOVE ZERO S TO T3L-ACTUAL-SALES(X1), 
ELSE MOVE I3L-U.NITS-0FFER (XI ) TO T BL -  AC T UA L-SAL ES ( XI ) ,  
MOVE TMP-FIVE9V TO TBL-LOST-SALES(X1), 
ADO TMP-FIVE9V TO TOT-LOST-SALES. 
619Î-2ND-PASS-EXIT. 
EXI T. 
ASSIGN A SPECIFIC # TO ANY NEWLY PURCHASED MACHINES 
63()3-MACHINES. 
IF SPACE = TBL-MACH(X1,1) OR TBL-MSCH(XI,2) OR 
T3L-MACH(X1,3) OR TBL-M ACH ( XI ,  4) NEXT SENTENCE, 
ELSE DISPLAY "? ERROR ON M ACHINE-RTN", 
GO TO 9B49-SERR. 
IF r3L-MACH(Xl,l) = SPACE 
MOVE 1 TO T3L-MACH(X1,1) ,  
MOVE 0 TO T3L-MACH-aGE(Xl, l), 
TS 
> 
O 
w 
0 
1 
to 
un 
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1 + 131 ELSE IF TSL-MACH(X1,2) = SPACE 
1402 MOVE 2 TO TBL-H4CH(XI,2), 
1'+13 MOVE 0 TO TBL-MACH-AGE(X1,2), 
l iOV ELSE IF T5L-MftCH<Xl,3> = SPACE 
1 + 05 MOVE 3 TO TBL-Î1 AC H (XI ,  3 ) ,  
1+06 MOVE 0 TO r3L-MACH-AGE(Xl,3) 
l  + q/ ELSE MOVE 4 TO TBL-M ACH (X1, 4 ) ,  
l+nîl MOVE 0 TO T3L-?1ACH-AGE(X1,4) ,  
i + nq 
1 + 1 0 63'+9-MACHINES-EXIT. 
1^11 EXIT. 
1+12 
1  +  1 3  
1+14 » =================================== 
1 + 15 " DETERMINE THE LOWEST PRICE WITHOUT SALES ALLOTMENT 
1+Î5 • * '• THE MAJOR LOGIC ROUTINE REPEATS THIS SECTION UNTIL ALL 
1+17 » FIRMS ALLOTMENTS ARE SATISFIEO. 
1+11 » =================================== 
1 + 19 
14?n 640 ]  -LOWEST. 
1 + 21 IF PERIOD IS NOT = T BL-PER 10 0 (X11 
1-22 OR TBL-UNITS-CFFER(Xl) IS NOT > ZERO 
l '+2 3 OR T3L-?CT-MKT(X1) IS NOT > ZERO 
1+?+ OR T3L-ACTUAL-SALES(X1) > ZERO 
14?'3 ADC 1 TO C<-OONE-CNT, 
1 + 26 ADD TBL-ACTL'AL-SALES (XI ) TO TOT-ACTUAL-SALES, 
1 + 27 GC TO 64qq-L0WcST-EXIT. 
1 + ? 0 
1 + 29 COMPUTE TMP-THREE9V = (TBL-SELL-P RICE ( X 1) -  LOW-PRICE). 
1 + 30 IF TMP-THREF9V > 0 GO TO 6 49 9-L OWEST-EXIT .  
1 + 31 IF THP-THREE9V IS NEGATIVE 
1+32 MOVE 1 TO LOH-CNT, 
1433 MOVE TOL-SELL-PRICE(Xl) TO LOW-PRICE, 
1+34 ELSE ACO 1 TO LCX-CNT. 
1 + 35 6499-LOWEST-EX IT. 
1+36 EXIT. 
1 + 37 1+3A • =================================== 
1+39 » ••• ALLOCATES SALES TO THE LOWEST PRICED FIRMS AS 
1 + 40 •  DETERMINED IN ABOVE ROUTINE. REPEATED UNTIL 
1++1 • ALL FIRMS HAVE SALES 
14+2 • = :  ================================= 
1+43 
1 + 44 6503-ALLOCATE. ^ 
1 + +5 IF PERIOD IS NOT = TBL-PERIOO(Xl) ^ 
14 + 6 OR rBL-ACTUAL-SALES(Xl) IS NOT = ZERO 
1 + 47 OR TBL-SELL-FRICE(Xl) IS NOT = LOW-PRICE CTl 
l+,« GO TO 6599-ALLOCATE-EXIT. I 
1 + 49 tsj 
1 + 50 COMPUTE SALES-MAX = (TBL-MAX-SALES (X1) •  EXTRA-SALES) 0\ 
1+51 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9S14-SERR. 
1+52 IF T3L-UNITS-CFFER(X1) > SALES-MAX 
lu53 » - - - - ... 
1+54 » OFFER IS > CALCULATED UPPER LIMIT 
1455 • - -
1456 HOVE SALES-MAX TO TRL-ACTUAL-SALES(XI) 
P P 0 G P, s 
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• 57 MOVE EXTRA-SALES TO TBL-E XTR A-SALES ( XI ) ,  
••5R GO TO 6599-ALLOCATE-EXIT. 
-51 * •*» OFFER IS < OR = CALCULATED UPPER LIMIT 
FJ3  MOVE TBL -UNITS-CFFER (X I )  TO T3L -ACTUAL-SALES (X I ) .  
-54 COMPUTE TBL-LOSI-SaLES(Xl) = (S ALES-MAX -  T OL-ACTUAL-SALE S (XI ) ) 
465 SIZE ERi^OR GO TO 9Jil4-SERR. 
-.55 SUBTRACT T BL-L 0 ST -  SA LE S ( XI ) FROM ZERO GIVING TBL-L OS T-S ALES ( XII .  
457 ADO T3L-L0ST-SALES (X 1) TO TOT-LOST-SALES. 
431 COMPUTE T3L-EXT''A-SALES(Xll = T 3L-AC TUAL-SALES ( XI) -  TDL-MAX-SALES t XI ) 
+69 SIZE ERROR GO TO q814-SERR. 
-.70 SSqi-ALLOCATE-E^IT. 
471 EXIT. 
-72 
,73 » ==================!================ 
•74 • MAJOR SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE ALL FINANCIAL REPORTS 
475 » AND PRODUCE AN UPDATED, OUTPUT HISTORY FILE 
,76 '  = == = = = = = = = = = =: = = = == = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = 
*77 
-7 R 703D-ALLOT-RPT. 
4  73  MOVE SPACES TO STORAGE-STATEMENTS.  
-30 MOVE INTERNAL-CORE-T ABLE{X1) TO WST-TABLE. 
-11 IF FERICD IS NOT = T 2L-PER10 0 (X 1 ) GO TO 70 66-HRITE-H 1ST .  
.82 • -
-13 • •»» CALCULATE TOTALS FOR GENERAL SALES ALLOTMENT REPORT 
•+RÏ ADD WST-MA X-SALES TO TOT-MAX-SALES. 
- p, 6 
."7 A 00 WST-EX TRA-SALES TO TOT-EXTRA-SALES. 
+ 91 ADD WST-LOST-SALES TO TOT-LOST-SALES. 
-aq 
. q p " - - -
-31 * STATEMENT OF MANUFACTURING COSTS 
+33 COMPUTE VARIA3LE-EXP = WST-UNITS-MAOE • XX-VARIABLE-COSTS. 
-3u COMPUTE DEPN-EXP = WST-TOT-MACH INES • 10000. 
435 COMPUTE PROO-COST-TOT = VARIABLE-FXP f DEPN-EXP. 
+ 3Ô COMPUTE PROC-COST-AVE ROUMDED = 
-°7 PROD-COST-TOT /  WST-UNITS-MAOE, SIZE ERROR GO TO 9813-SERR. 
+31 COMPUTE TFMr-COMPARE ROUNOED =  (PROO-COST-AVE * WST-UNITS-MAOEI 
-33 SIZE ERROR GO TO 3116-SERR. ^ 
iOn IF TEMP-COMPARE IS NOT = PROO-COST-TOT > 
->11 DISPLAY •• TOTAL = PROD-COST-TOT, CI 
302 DISPLAY AVE = ",  PROO-COST-AVE, 
"."3 "  UNITS = - ,  HST-UNITS-MADE, "  TOTAL = ",  TEMP-COMPARE, _ 
63 4 DISPLAY "7 ERROR IN MATH: AVE •  UNIT-COST NOT = TOT-COST", ,  
S05 GO TO 3349-SERR. 
•5 0 6 ^ 
5 37 * - -
313 • »•» INCOME STATEMENT 
510 COMPUTE SALES-INCOME = WST-ACTUAL-SALES * WST-SELL-PRICE, 
311 SIZE ERROR GO TO 331&-SERR. 
,12 COMPUTE OPEN-INV-TOT ROUNCED = WST-INV-UNITS * HST-INV-AVE-COST, 
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1313 SIZE ERPOR GO TO q816-SEPR. 
1314 COMPUTE G003S-ft ' /A ÎL-NO = WST-UN IT S-M ADE •  WST-1NV-UNITS ,  
1315 SIZE ERROR GO TO qmi4-SERR. 
1316 COMPUTE GOOnS-AVA IL-TOT = PROD-COST-TOT «• OPEN-INV-TOT, 
1317 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9R16-SFRR. 
131 =! COMPUTE NEW-INV-NO - HS T-UNI TS-OFFER -  HST-ACTUAL-SALES .  
1319 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9316-SFRR. 
1320  MOVE PROO-COST-AVE TO MEW- INV-RVE. 
1,21 COMPUTE NEW-INV-TOT ROUN'OEO = NEW-INV-NO • PR00-C0ST-4VE, 
1322 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9814-SERR. 
1323 COMPUTE CGS-NO = GOO OS-AVAIL-NO - NEW-INV-NO. 
1324 COMPUTE CGS-TOT = (GOODS-AVAIL-TOT - NEW-INV-TOT) .  
1323 COMPUTE GROSS-HSRGIN = SALES-INCOME - CGS-TOT. 
1326 COMPUTE FIXFÛ-FXP = 
1327 (XX-FIXFO-COSTS-3 * (WST-TOT-MACHINES » XX-FIXFO-COSTS-2)). 
132« COMPUTE IN'TEREST-EXP ROUNCEO = WST-LOANS •  XX-INVEST-RATE 
1529 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9S15-SERR-
13 3] COMPUTE IS-OTHl = FIXEO-EXP » I  NTERE ST-EXP. 
1331 COMPUTE INIEREST-INC ROUNOEO - WST-TEMP-I NVFST •  XX-LOAN-RATE 
1332  S IZF  ERROR GO TO 9S15 -SFRR.  
13 33 COMPUTE IS-0TH2 - IS-OTHl -  I  NT ER EST-INC. 
1334 COMPUTE B4-TAX-TNC0ME = GROSS-MARGIN -  IS-0TH2. 
13 33 IF 34-TAX-INCOME > H 
13 3 3 COMPUTE TAXES ROUNCEO = 84-T AX-INCOME * XX-TAX-RATE, 
1337 COMPUTE NFT-INCOMF = 84-TAX-INCOME - TAXFS, 
133°1 ELSE MOVE ZE'OS 10 TAXES, 
133a MOVE S4-TAX-INC0ME TO NET-INCOME. 
13411 
l )4l * 
13-2 • CASH ANALYST S 
1343  •  
1344 • LIQUIDATE ALL INVESTMENTS AT THE ENO OF EACH YEAR. 
1346 MOVE WST-IFKP-INVEST TO INVEST-SOLO. 
1347 MOVE ZE = OS TO KST-TEMP-IMVEST. 
134? COMPUTE CA-AODl = SALES-INCOME INTEREST-INC + INVEST-SOLO. 
1349  
1530  •  -  -  -  -
1331 • CASH OUTLAY 
13 3 3 COMPUTE M4CHINE-EXP = WST-MACH-PURCH * XX-MACH-PRICE. 
1334 MOVE WST-LOANS TO AUTO-REPAY. 
1353 MOVE ZEROS TO WST-LOANS.  
1530 COMPUTE CA-l_ESSl = > 
1357 FIXEO-EXP «• VARIA3LF-EXP + MACHtNE-EXP CI 
135 1 * INTFPFST-EXP f TAXES «- AUTO-REPAY ^ 
13 3 9 SIZE ERROR GC TO 9ai5-SERR. _ 
13 on y 
1362 • CHECK TO SORROW OR INVEST MONEY DEPENDING ON CASH ACCOUNT OO 
1364  COMPUTE NEH-CASH-EAL  ANCE = ( tWS T -CASH-OAL  * -  CA -ADOL)  -  CA-LESSl I  .  
1365 IF NEW-CASH-BALANCE < 0 
1366  PERI^TRH MO M  -AUTO-LOAN THRU aQ49-AUT0-L0AN-EX IT .  
13 67 IF NEW-CASH-3ALAMCE > 51100 
13 63 PERFORM 8100-AUTO-INVEST THRU 9149-AU TO-INVEST-EX IT. 
P R O G R A M  S T R G Y  C O B O L  6  A ( 3 3 2 1  2 3 - J U N - 7 6  1 6 : 4 7  P A G E  G - 2 9  
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1369  
1370  COMPUTE CA-A0D2  =  HST-CASH-BAU +  CA-AOOL ,  
1571  S IZE  ERPOR GO TO 9816 -SERR.  
157?  COMPUTE NEW-CASH-SAL  ANCE =  CA-AOD?  -  CA-LESSL .  
1573  
1^ 74 » - -
1375  *  BALANCE SHEET  
1376  •  
13  77  COMPUTE CURR-ASSETS =  NEW-CASH-BALANCE *  WST-TEMP- INVEST  *  NEH- INV-TOT .  
1571  
1379  IF HST-KACH(L)  -  1  
1380  MOVE 1  TO MACHL-NO,  
1581  MOVE HST-FACH-AGE( I I  TO  MACHL-AGE,  
133?  MOVE XX-MCCH-PRICE  TO MACHL-COST  
1383  COMPUTE MACH 1 -TOT-DFPN =  (10000  • MACHl-AGE), 
138- SIZE  ERROR GO TO 9S15 -SERR.  
13  85  
138K  IF WST-MACHI2 )  =  2  
1387  MOVE 2  TO MACH2-N0 ,  
13  88  MOVE WST-! 'ACH-AGE(2 )  TO  MACH2-AGE,  
1?8  9  HOVE XX-M«CH-PX ICE  TO MFLCH2-C0ST  
1590  COFPUTE L - IACH 2 -TOT-DEPN =  (  10  0  00  » MACH2-AGE) ,  
1391  S IZE  ERROR GO TO 9315 -SERR.  
1592  IF HST-MACH(3 )  =  3  
1 ^93  MOVE 3  TO MACH3-N0 ,  
1311 .  MOVE WST-KACH-AGE(3 )  TO MACH3-AGE,  
1395  MOVE XX-MACH-PR ICE  TO MACH3-C0ST  
1595  COMPUTE MACH3-TNT-DEPN =  (10  0  00  »  MACH3-AGE) ,  
1 : . 97  S IZE  ERROR GO TO g315-SERR. 
13  9  8  I F  WST-MACH(^) = 4  
13  99  MOVE 4  TO MACH4-N0 ,  
13  3  0  MOVE HST-MACH-AGE( I« )  TO  MACH4-AGE,  
1501  MOVE XX-MACH-PRICE  TO MACH4-C0ST  
1302  COMPUTE MAGH4-T0T -0EPN =  ( 10000  •  MACH4-AGE), 
1J03  S IZE  ERROR GO TO 9815 -SERR.  
lo3 4 
1505  COMPUTE TO T -MACH-CCST  =  W S  T -TOT-M A CH  IN  ES  »  XX-MACH- "  R ICE .  
15T&  COMPUTE TOT-MACH-HEPN =  
1^07  (M  ACHI -TOT-HEPN •  MACH2-T0T -OEPN +  MACH3-T0T -0EPN ^  MACH4-TOT-OEPN) .  
13C 8  COMPUTE TO T -MACH-REM-VAL  =  T  OT-M ACH-CO S  T  -  TOT-KACH-OEP N .  
1509  COMPUTE TOT-ASSETS =  CURR-ASSETS F  TOT-MACH-RFM-VAL .  
L3  1  0  COMPUTE NEW-RETAIN-EARN =  WST-RETAINED-EARN »  NET- INCOME 
1511  S IZE  ERROI  GO TO 9817 -SERR.  "O  
l3l 2 > 
1513  COMPUTE OW NFR-EOUI  TY  =  550  00  * •  NEH-RET  A IN -EARN.  CD 
L  ) ! ! -  COMPUTE TOT-EQUIT IES  =  HST-LCANS +  OWNER-EQUITY  .  W 
1515  I F  TOR-ECUIR IES  IS  NOT =  TOT-ASSETS _  
1515  O :S ; ^LAY  • •  ID  =  HST-N ,  • •  NAME =  WST-NAME,  ,  
131  7  D ISPLAY  • •  ASSETS =  TOT-ASSETS,  "  EQUIT IES  =  TOT-EQUIT IES ,  
1J18  D ISPLAY "  DO NOT BALANCE -  WILL  NOT ALLOW CONTINUAT ION, . . " ,  LO  
1319  GO TO 9849 -SERR.  
15  2  0  
1321  
1)22 GENERATE RH- INO-ALLOT-OE.  
1523  GENERATE RW-TOT-A  LLOT-OFL .  
1524  GENERATE RH-E IRV-NFL .  
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1625 
1626 706D-HRITE-HIST. 
1627 MOVE V.ST-REC TO HIST-REC-OUT. 
1^28  I F  H0-MACH-A6E(1 )  =  5  
1629 MOVE SPACES TO HO-MACH(l), H0-MACH<1), 
1630 SUBTRACT 1 FROM HO-TOT-MACH INES. 
1611 IF HO-MACH-AGE (2) = 5 
1632 MOVE SPACES TO H0-MACH(2), HT-MACH(2), 
16 33 SUBTRACT 1 FROM HO-TOT-MACHI NES. 
1 I F  H O - M A C H - A G E ( 3 )  =  5  
16 35 MOVE SPACES TO H0-MftCH(3», HO-M ACH(3), 
1636  SUBTRACT 1  FROM HO-TOT-MACH INES. 
1617  IF HO-MACH-AGE (4) = 5 
IJTR MOVE SPACES TO H0-MACH(4I, H0-MACH(4), 
1639 SUBTRACT 1 FROM HO-TOT-HACH INES. 
16-tn 
1D-2 • UPDATE OUTPUT FILE WITH NEW INFORMATION 
16U3 ^ (EXCEPT FOR THOSE NOT PARTICIPATING THIS ROUNO) 
1644  •  
16U5 IF PER I  CO = HO-PERIon 
16^6 MOVE NEW-CASH-BALANOE TO HO-CASH-BAL, 
16V7 MOVE NEW-INV-NO TO HO-TNV-UN ITS, 
Ib-tSl MOVE NEW-INV-AVE TO HO-INV-A VE-COST ,  
l i  MOVE net-income TO HO-CURR-EARN, 
l t i61 MOVE NEW-RFT AIN-EARN TO HO-RET AINEO-EAPN, 
1651 WRITE HISr-9EC-0UT. 
1632 ADO 1 TO HIST-OUT-CNT. 
1653  7399-ALLOT-RPT-EXIT. 
10,4 EXIT. 
1665  
lo 5 6 
1667 • ================================= 
1J6« • AUTOMATIC LOAN ROUTINE - BORROWS MONEY IN 31,000 UNITS 
l3>9 '  »»• TO MAINTAN A POSITIVE CASH BALANCE 
16of! • = = = == = == = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = == = == = 
1 6 6 1  
1662 800:-AUTO-LOAN. 
16:3 MOVE NEI-CASH-SALANCE TO BREAK-OUT. 
1664 IF 80-P0S1-3 IS NOT = ZEROS A01 1 TO B0-P0S4-7. 
16u5 
1666 COMPUTE AUTO-BORRCW = B0-P0S4-7 •  inoo 
loc7 SIZE ERROR GO TO 9317-SERR. 
I ' j j '* COMPUTE NE'o-CASH-BALANCF = NEW-CASH-BALANCE • AUTO-BORROW. 
Ia69 COMPUTE WST-LOANS = WST-L CANS » AUT0-30PR0W. 
16 7 0 ADO AUTO-BORROW TO CA-AOOl. 
16 71 80:* 3-AUTO-LOAN-EXIT. 
16  72  EX IT .  
1673 1J74 • == =============================== 
lc7? » AUTOMATICALLY INVESTS MONEY IN t l ,  000 UMTS WHENEVER 
1D76 • CASH BALANCE EXCEEDS 55,000 
1677 • = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = = = = == = = 
1678 
1679 8103-AUTO-INVEST. 
16 iO COMPUTE TMP-SEVEN9V = (NEW-CASH-BALANCE - 5000 ) .  
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lif^l 
13 8 2 
lS<i3 
1594 
1J15 
IS^S 
loSr 
lb 88 
Ibiq 
1^93 
1^91 
1=92 
16^3 
169-, 
1595 
1596 
1697 
1591 
1399 
17 30 
1701 
17 02 
17 0 3 
17 01. 
1705 
1706 
17 0 7 
17 01 
1739 
1713 
1711 
1712 
1713 
171L 
1713 
171c 
1717 
17 1 3 
1719 
1720 
1721 
1722 
1723 
1' ' I t  
1723 
17 25 
1777 
172 1 
1729 
1730 
17 31 
17 32 
1 7  3 3  
173 4 
1733 
17 35 
MOVE TMP-SEVENqv TO BREAK-OUT. 
COMPUTE AUTO- INVEST  =  B0 -P0?4 -7  •  1300 ,  
SIZE ERROR GO TO 9317-SERR. 
COMPUTE NEH-CASH-3ALANCE = NFW-CASH-SALANCE -  AUTO-INVEST, 
COMPUTE WST-TEMP-INVEST = WS T-TEM P-INVEST * AUTO-INVEST. 
A 00 AUTO-INVEST TO CA-LESSl. 
81 49-eUTO-I WEST-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
GENERATE EARNINGS BY NET WORTH REPORT AFTER INTERNAL SORT 
8;(J0-EARN-RPT. 
OPEN OUTPUT EAPN-RPT. 
I  NIT I  ATE RW-EARN-RPT. 
R519-EARN-L00P. 
RETURN SORT-HIST-FILE AT END GO TO «549-FARN-RPT-EXIT. 
GENERATE RW-EARN-OE. 
GO TO 8519-EARN-LOOP. 
85!»9-EA SN-RPT-EXIT. 
EXIT. 
*»• UNIVERSAL SIZE-ERROR ROUTINES BASED ON MAX FIELD SIZE 
IF THE PROGRAM IS USED WITHIN THE LIMITS AS OESIGNEO, 
•»» THESE MESSAGES SHOULD NOT OCCUR UNLESS A PROGRAMMING 
ERROR WAS COMMITTED. 
9509-SERR. 
DISPLAY ••? 
GO TO 98i»9-
9811 -SERR. 
DISPLAY "? 
GO TO 9849-
981 3-SE SR. 
DISPLAY "? 
GO TO 9 349-
9814-SERR. 
DISPLAY 
GO TO 9349-
981 3 -SE RR. 
DISPLAY "? 
GO TO 9849-
981 5-SE RR. 
DISPLAY "? 
GO TO 9 8 4 9 -
981 '  -SE ̂ R. 
n IS'LAY -? 
GO TO 9849-
98:,9-SERR. 
NEVER > 1 DECIMAL (V9I '  
SERR .  
NEVER > 1 DIGIT 
SERR. 
NEVER > 3 DIGITS 
SERR. 
NEVER > 4  DIGITS 
SERR. 
NEVER > 5 DIGITS *". 
SERR. 
NEVER > 5  DIGITS "• 
SERR. 
NEVER > 7 DIGITS 
SERR. 
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1737 DISPLAY "? E9R0P SHOULD NOT HAVE OCCURED AND MAY BE A PROGRAMMING 8UG" 
17 ?i; DISPLAY " PLEASE REFER PROBLEM TO SOMEONE FAMILIAR WITH THE". 
1/39 DISPLAY "  C030L SOURCE CODE FOR THIS PROGRAM OR TO THE ORIGINAL". 
171.3 DISPLAY •• AUTHOR -  M.L. HANSON AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA". 
174 1 STOP RUN. 
174? 
17 4-3 * ** 
1/^4 
17-5 * END OF STRATEGY PROCEDURE DIVISION 
17-*6 
NO ERRORS DETECTED 
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2aa-3UIL0-T3L 1081 # 1094 
40O-FIRST-ALLOCATE 1082 1103» 
4250-RE''.O-ORDSR 1066 1221# 1291 1322 
42 " ' i-ZlP 1223 1231» 
429^--5Fta-a°nEî-ExiT 10 66 1224 1233» 1291 1322 
43CT--JF4D-HIST 1067 1 240 ? 1265 1292 
433?-EnF 1243 1251 # 
^3qi-^Eac-^rsi-ExiT 1067 1241 1246 1254» 1265 1292 
SOO-LOW-PRICE 1136* 1151 
iaCD-ZOPf 10 36 1262» 
50 9-i-CCPr-EXIT 1036 1267» 
3l3a--1E-'&E 1034 1275# 
5199-iEPIc-EXIT 1034 12941? 
52C:--IEW-FI?M 1387 1302» 
5299-JE.<-FI?'^-E«IT 1037 1324» 
i l  rn-lST-PASS 1114 1334» 
6l^q-lST-PaSS-E< IT 1114 1335 1364# 
i lEO-SNQ-PASS 1127 1373» 
Bl9'J- i-n-PASS-E<IT 1127 1374 1385» 
6300-MAC4TMrs 1339 1393» 
6349-MaCHINES-Ei(IT 1339 1411 » 
6 .00 -L OXFST 1141 1420 » 
o4 93-L0k'E<;T-EXI T  1141 1427 1 430 1435» 
6 SOD-ALLO"ire 1149 1444» 
Ô3 •J^-ALLOCAT'^-HX I  T 1149 1443 1458 1470» 
70GO-ALLOr-5PT 1170 1478» 
rcDj-jpiTE-Hisr 1481 1626» 
7Q99-iLL0T-^PT-FXir 1170 1653» 
50D-REP0'.r-PHASE 1143 1159» 
aOC']-Ai;T3-LOAN IS 66 1662» 
g]-.9-A'JT3-L0AN-EXIT  1566 1671 » 
81 Oa-iUTO-INVEîT 1563 1 679» 
5149-5i)T0-T'.'7ESr-EX IT  1563 1 633» 
S500 -ra9-)-ppT 1192 1 693 » 
3^l9-Ei:- 'N-LC3P 1 698# 1701 
«D49-FA9>^-RPT-E<IT 1192 1699 1702# 
91 09-3FRR 1358 1715» 
93 11 -SEP? 10 47 1713» 
9313-SERR 1165 1362 1497 1721» 
911,-:E=R 1353 1451 1465 1469 1515 1522 
9» ID-iERR 1145 1167 1529 1532 1559 1584 
93 lb-SE PR 1140 1499 1511 1513 1517 1519 
93 17-3FRR 1122 1377 1611 1667 1633 1733» 
94,9-SEPP 1250 1397 1505 1619 1717 1720 
1736» 
AL  TFREO-SALES 0 306 « 3558 1120 1124 1376 
AUTO-a 3PROW 0 362 # 1666 1668 1669 16 711 
A  LIO-IS'VFST 0 3 63 » 16 32 1 685 1 68 6 1 637 
A'JTO-'EPAY 0367» 0757 1554 1558 
AV F-SAL'S 0261 » 0629 1166 
3^-rA<-INC0ME 03551 0967 1534 1 535 1536 1537 
iO-POS1 0295 <1 1035 10 33 1034 
30-=0Sl -3 0296» 1 664 
3a-P031-3X 0292 • 0296 
30-P052 0294# 
1724#  
1  591  
1571  
1723  
1597  
1730»  
1726  
160  3  
172  9  
1727#  
1732  1735  > 0 
m 
en 
1 
OJ 
w 
1539 
P R O G R A M  S T R G Y  C O B O L  6 A { 3 3 2 )  2 3 - J U N  
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SO-P IS  3  0293#  
50 -=N '5U-7  0291#  1664  1666  1682  
ÀO-P .T ÎS  0290  »  
3 !?E4< -OUT  0297#  1032  1663  1681  
3=FA  < -OUTX 0289#  0297  
CA-A  301  0363#  0  713  1548  1564  
CA-1  00  Z  0354»  07?3  1  570  1572  
C ; -LESS1  0366#  0765  155Ô 1564  
CG S -N3  0347»  0  879  1523  
C3S-TJT  0348#  0881  1524  1525  
C < -OT<E-CXT  0275»  1138  1143  1425  
CUP?-A  SSETS 0375#  0  81 ,5  1577  1609  
OA SH60  0248  #  1024  10  26  1195  
OEP.N-£XP  0333#  0  699  1494  1495  
0S<  00  54  0055  0055  0057  
OOE.?  0  0  62  
FK  p ' ; - =PT  0058#  0152  1193  1696  
F I  PN-^OT-REC 3156#  
EXTPA-SALES 0281  #  1144  1  450  1457  
FACTO?  0303  #  0  554  10  35  1035  
FA  CT3? -H I  030  3#  
FACTO^ -LO  0304  #  1034  
FACT07X  0302#  0305  
FECRUACY 0309  
FTP- . -PPT-PEC 0177#  
F IPM-^^T  0060  «  0173  1162  1177  
FT  XEO-FXS  0350  0  0731  0  929  1526  
JOOOS-AVJRU-NO 0  3  4?#  0849  1  514  1523  
GOTOS-AVATL-TOT  0343#  0851  1516  1524  
GPOSS-MAOGIN  0349»  0903  1525  1534  
H I -OA^H-SAL  0105#  
H I -OU- ÎP -EAPN 0110#  1245  
H I -F ÎLE -EXT  0220  »  10  46  
H I - IO  0098#  1060  1082  1083  
H I-n-HLO 0  2  53#  1246  
H : - :N ; -A ;F -COST  0103»  
- I -T  ' IV -UN ITS  310  7#  
HI -LOANS 0109#  
H I  -MACH 0101#  
rll -lAC H-AGE 0102#  
^I-fAC^ If/ES 0100 f 
0399#  
HI-^E-?IOO 0104#  
H I-PElalNFO-EARN 0111  #  
Hi -rF'-i=>-iNvrsr 0  106#  
H I-ni- ' ^ACHINES 0103  5  
H IST-n-HLO 0251  »  1242  1248  
H I  ST  - I  N-ONT  0274#  1112  1244  
H I  ST - IN -F ILE  0055# 0093  1059  1178  
H IST -OUT-CNT  0275#  1652  
H IST -O ' JT -F ILE  0056#  0118  1061  1179  
H IST - ' <FC- I>J  0097#  1252  1263  1276  
H IST -PFC-OUT  0122 # 1627  1651  
H IST I -F ILE - ID  0095  0218#  
HI STO-F ILE -N  0120  0222#  
H0 -CASH-3AL  0130  #  1646  
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1570  1670  
1572  1687  
1197  
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HO-CU'R-EARN • 0135* 1649 
HO-FILE-E*r 0224f 1048 
40-10 0123» 
HO-IN/-AVE-COST 0133» 1648 
HO-I IV-IINITS 0132» 1647 
HO-LO\NS 0134# 
HO-UCH 0125» 1629 1629 1632 1632 
HO-xacw-asE 0127» 1528 1 631 1634 1637 
-tO-'- 'AOH ISÇS 15123» 
yo-\:- iT 0124» 
HO-PE'IOO 0129» 1645 
HO-WEraiNEO-EARS 0136» 1550 
H0-TE1f-INVEST 0131» 
riO-TOT-MaCM INES 0123» 1630 1633 1636 1639 
isin-ALLor-^EC 0167» 
IMn-lLL0T-: '3T 0059» 0163 1162 1177 
IN TER'ST-EXO 0 351 » 0753 0935 1528 1530 
IMTER£ST-INC 0353» 0591 0 949 1531 1533 
ÎM-o-)4L-C0RE-n 8LE 0A07» 1480 
INVEST-HLO 0255» 
T?;VEST-SOLD 0369» 0703 1546 1543 
IS-OTHl 0352# 0 943 1 530 1533 
IS-0TH2 0354» 0955 1533 1534 
LINE-COUNTER 0 483» 0566» 0604# 0642» 1173 
LOW-CNT 0282» 1131 1144 1 432 1434 
LOH-P^ICE 0260» 1137 1429 1433 1447 
MAC-i 1-A3E 0 380 » 0871 1 581 1583 
vscHi-c""r 0 3 3 4 » 0873 1532 
MaCHl-NO 0 375 » 0859 1 580 
MlCHl-TOT-nEPN 0388# 0 875 1583 1507 
MACHZ-AIE 0 381 # 0885 1583 1590 
lAC-'^-COST 0385» 0 387 1589 
0377 » 0 883 1587 
^'ACHZ-TOr-OEPN 0389» 0889 1 590 160 7 
•^SC-^3-4:.E 0 3 ".2 » 0 8 95 1594 1595 
MAC-n-cosr 0385» 0 397 1595 
-t A GH 1 - NO 0378 » 0893 1593 
YA CH3-Tar -o'^PM 0 390 » 0899 1596 1607 
MACH^-AGE 0333 » 0907 1600 1602 
MACHf-COSr 0 3 87» 0909 1 fOl 
Y A CH * -  N 0 0379» 0935 1599 
MAC4^-T9T-nEPH 0 391 » 0911 1602 1607 
" ACH I-lE-EXO 0 365» 0 745 1553 1557 
MAX-'^AKE 0257» 1349 1350 1351 
M< T-EaCTO?S 0 301 » 
MY QOS 00 05 
NET-INCOME 0357 » 0987 0991 1537 1539 
MEW-CASn-aSLANOE 0 370 » 0771 08 01 156 4 1565 
1668 1680 1685 1635 
NEK-INV-AVE 0345» 0859 1520 1 648 
\'E^- TNV-NO 0344 » 0829 0855 1518 15 21 
NEW-IXV-TOT 0346» 0 8 37 0 8 61 1521 1524 
ME'^-^E'TA IN-EA'.N 0 3 97# 0993 1610 1613 1650 
OP^'J - I  'JV-TOT 0341 » 0811 1512 1516 
O.'.n-EILE-EXT 0216» 10 45 
ORD-IO 0083 « 1082 10 33 1085 1222 
1635 1635 1638 1638 
1558 
1548 
1174 
leio 
1567 
1523 
1577 
1224 
1649 
1572 1577 1(46 1663 
1647 
1668 
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1225 1229 1232 1306 
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3fR3Y.C3L 23-JUN-76 16:41 
C030L 6AI33Z)  23-JUN-76  
0°0- ICI-HLH 0252# 1222 1224 1225 1228 
OR CH-'IJP-H . 0085# 1281 1308 
OR n-Ni XF 00 84# 1279 1 280 1307 
C^D-SELL-PRICE 00 87» 1283 1 310 
C^G-UNITS-^nE 0086# 1282 1309 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CONCLUSIONS 
The experiment conducted with an Accounting II class 
in the Missoula, Montana County High School System was bene­
ficial in many respects. A sample of the course outline 
used for the experiment is included in appendix A. As might 
be expected, one student discovered a discrepancy for a firm 
between the computer-generated production statement and 
income statement. The management game program was altered 
to produce the correct results. 
Other suggestions made by members of the class 
related to instruction changes in the manual, including one 
new section. Originally, the student manual, illustrated 
in Chapter 4, did not include the final page of "Suggestions 
for Completing Financial Statements." After the first two 
rounds of the experiment, the section was appended. It was 
the most beneficial improvement to the game based on the 
class response. 
The only limiting factor in the trial run was the 
forty-five minute class periods. The outline had been 
originally intended for one hour of instruction for each 
class period. The negative aspect could be alleviated by 
38 
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one-hour class sessions, homework assignments, or additional 
classroom periods. 
In order to provide additional materials for 
examination, computer results from the classroom experiment 
are included in the appendices. Appendix B includes the 
four periods of information as reported in the sales allotment 
lists. This report includes all pertinent data used by the 
computer in determining sales for each participant. 
Appendix C is another report containing information 
about each player. All four rounds of the experiment are 
provided with each period listing the companies in order of 
cumulative net worth. 
Appendix D is a two-page sample from the first round 
of play. This report was cut on the dotted lines and dis­
tributed to each student. It was not used in the first two 
rounds of play except for comparative information with the 
computer-produced financial statements. However, in the 
final two rounds, this form, along with the previous year's 
balance sheet, provided all the information necessary to 
determine the ending financial status. 
Appendix E includes all four periods of one student's 
financial statements. "Ron's Lumber Mill" was chosen as the 
sample because many of the game variables were utilized. 
During the four rounds, money was borrowed and invested. In 
addition, average unit cost on production varied each period 
and the cumulative profit ranking also changed. 
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A portion of the final class period was utilized for 
discussion to obtain students' reactions to the game. 
Anonymously written responses were also encouraged. Conclu­
sions of the game have been drawn from both the study and 
student interaction. The conclusions reached were: 
1. Gaming methods, with educational goals, are a 
desirable alternative for teaching. 
2. High school computer-assisted accounting games 
are virtually nonexistent. 
3. College level simulations will normally be too 
difficult for high school students. 
4. Most computer-assisted games rely on written 
instructor and student manuals to provide 
sufficient data for play. 
5. The computer-related experience taught the 
students to plan carefully and make timely 
decisions. 
6. The game taught the students basic break-even 
analysis. 
7. The class used the financial reports to assist 
them in determining the selling price of their 
products. 
8. Most of the students gained a better understand­
ing of how to correlate various financial 
reports when making management decisions. 
9. The class indicated a greater awareness and 
understanding of the impact of computers in 
4 1  
the business world. 
10. Every written response indicated a real sense 
of enjoyment in playing the game. 
11. Many of the students indicated the gaming 
experience was an educational benefit to 
them. 
12. A unanimous recommendation was made by the 
class to use "Strategy" in future high school 
accounting classes. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the findings in this study and the experi­
mental run, the following recommendations are made: 
1. Integration of accounting and computer concepts 
should be encouraged in high school business 
classes. 
2. Computer-assisted games should be utilized 
for education in high schools. 
3. More games similar to the one developed in 
this thesis should be written in order to 
provide a selection. 
4. Decisions required from high school students 
playing a management game should be clearly 
defined and few in number. 
5. Accounting simulations, assisted by computers, 
should be written in COBOL to provide maximum 
adaptability among data processing equipment. 
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6. The instructor should be encouraged to gain a 
complete understanding of the educational and 
administrative requirements of the game prior 
to classroom use. 
7. Computer-assisted games, without in-house 
facilities, should be written to include 
execution of the game through remote terminals. 
8. During the course of play, a tour of a computer 
facility should be made to provide visual 
exposure. 
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A P P E N D I C E S  
APPENDIX A 
CLASSROOM OUTLINE 
COURSE OUTLIhE FOR FIVE C L A S S  SESSIONS 
I. CLASS SESSION ONE 
a. GENERAL INTROOUCTIOh TO THE GAME 
1, CONCERTS AND PROCEDURES OF THE GAME 
SEQUENCE OF PLAV 
B. DEG IN G A ME FOR PERI CD ON 
1. 0 IS TR J e U T E  STUDENT'S 
2. REV lEW INS TRUCTIONS 
3. HOL C A GEN ERAL CLASS 
HAN D OUT A D E C I S I C N  
5. ILL US IRATE A SAMPLE 
6. PRE FARE AN D COLLECT 
7, PLA Y "STRA TEGY" VIA 
II. CLASS SESSION TWO 
A. CLOSING GF FER I CD CNF 
1. POST ALLOTMENT AND EARNINGS REPORTS 
2. DISTRIBUTE THE TNOIVIHUAL SALES SLIPS 
3. DISTRIBUTE THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
4. DISTRIBUTE THE FINANCIAL WORKSHEETS 
5. MANUALLY PREPARE ALL STATEMENTS WITH 
THE AID OF THE COMPUTER-PRODUCED REPORTS 
B. BFGI N PFRIOD TWO 
I. PREPARE DECISION FORMS F O R  PERIOD TWO 
?. COLLECT DECISION FORMS FOR PERIOD TWO 
3. PLAV "STRATEGY" VIA TERMINAL 
III. CLASS SESSION THREE 
A. CLOSING OF PERIOD TWO 
1. POST THE ALLOTMENT AND EARNINGS REPORTS 
2. DISTRIBUTE THE INDIVIDUAL SALES SLIPS 
3. DISTRIBUTE THE F I N A N C I A L  STATEMENTS 
4. DISTRIBUTE THE FINANCIAL WORKSHEETS 
MANUALLY PREPARE ALL STATEMENTS WITH 
THE AID OF THE COMPUTER-PRODUCED REPORTS 
n. BEGIN PERIOD THREE 
1. PREPARE DECISION FORMS FOR PERIOD THREE 
?. COLLECT DECISION FCRMS FOR PERIOD THREE 
PLAY "STRATEGY" VIA TERMINAL 
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rv. C L A S S  S E S S I O N  FOUR 
A, CLOSING OF PER ICO THREE 
1. POST THE ALLOIMFNl ANO EARNINGS REPORTS 
DISTRIBUTE THE INHIVIOUAL SALES SLIPS 
3. niSTRIBUTE THE FINANCIAL WORKSHEETS 
4. MANUALLY PREPARE STATEMENTS WITHOUT THE 
A 10 OF THE COMPUTER REPORTS 
5. CHECK STUDENT'S UNDERSTANDING BY COMPARING 
INDIVIDUAL WORK WITH THE COMPUTER REPORTS 
8 .  BEGIN PERIOD FOUR. (FINAL ROUND) 
1. PREPARE DECISION FORMS FCR PERI CO FOUR 
?. COLLECT DECISION FORMS FOR PERI GO FOUR 
1. PLAY "STRATEGY" VIA TERMINAL 
V, C L A S S  S E S S I O N  FIVE 
A. CLOSING OF PERIOD FOUR 
1. POST THE ALLOTMENT AND E A R N I N G S  REPORTS 
DISTRIBUTE THE INCIVIOUAL SALES SLIPS 
1. DISTRIBUTE THE FINANCIAL WORKSHEETS 
4. MANUALLY PREPARE STATEMENTS WITHOUT THE 
AID OF THE COMPUTER REPORTS 
5. CHECK STUDENT'S UNOERSTANDING BY COMPARING 
INDIVIDUAL WORK WITH THE COMPUTER REPORTS 
B .  R E V I E W  ANO ANALYSTS 
1. ASK EACH STUDENT TO LIST THE MERITS ANO 
LIMITS OF "STRATEGY" 
2. HOLD A GENERAL CLASSROOM 'DISCUSSION 
APPENDIX B 
TRIAL RUN--SALES ALLOTMENTS 
SALES ALLOTMENT IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR EACH FIRM 
UNITS SALES PRICE ORIGINAL 
10 NO. NAME OF FIRM OFFERFO PRICE COMP •/.- MKT MAXIMUM 
11 CZ3 CUALITY LUM3ER 1, 6 ' 3  0 193 108 78. 052 1,771 
11036 INNOVATIVE LUMBER 800 2 44 57 14. 805 935 
11 063 S U I L O  % : ; H T  MFG. 380 203 98 25. 455 1,607 
1107 1 T w n-ÎY--TJR MFC. 1, 4NN 249 52 13. 506 853 
11CS9 W00NSTDC< 2X4 750 238 63 16. 364 1, 033 
11018 FZ -JUILO SUPPLY 1.200 294 7 1. 818 115 
6,130 385 1 CO. 000 6,314 
THE INNUST^R OFFER = 6, 130 
DF^C.r.3 FACTOR = .03 
ACTUAL MAIKFT OEMANO = 6, 314 
PERIOD 1 
EXTRA LOST ACTUAL 
SALES SALES SALES 
0 171- 1,600 
0 13 5- 100 
0 1,227- 3«0 
363 0 1,216 
0 2S3- 750 
0 0 115 
363 1,816- 4,861 
SALES ALLOTMENT IN FL COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR EACH FIRM 
U N I T S  S A L E S  P R I C E  O R I G I N A L  
I G  S O .  M i M C  Q F  r i R M  O F F E R E D  P R I C E  C O M P  y.~ MKT M A X I M U M  
0 3 0 1 0  N I K T ' S  L U I B E R  C O .  1 ,  2 0 0  1 6 5  1 3 6  1 0 .  3 5 8  1 , 5 2 1  
0  ; Q 2 O  R O E  L U M B E R  C O M P A N Y  8 0 0  1 7 5  1 2 5  9 .  5 9 6  1 ,  4 0 9  
0 : 0 3  0  R O S S  C O R P O R A  H O N  1 ,  0 5 S  2 1 0  9 1  6 .  9 3 1  1 , 0 1 8  
0 5 0 - 1  O f i F  L U 1 3 E R  C O M P A N Y  7 0 0  2 5 0  5 1  3 .  8 8 4  5 7 0  
O i O i O  RON'S L J M 3 F R  M I L L  9 2 5  2 3 1  7 0  5 .  3 3 1  7 8 3  
C  s o i l  H U 3 G I N S  L U M B E R  C O .  1 , 8 5 3  192 1 0 9  8 .  3 0 2  1 , 2 1 9  
O J O f O  S H i P O - J ' S  L U M S E R  M I L L  1 , 2 0 0  1 5 0  1 5 1  1 1 .  5 0 0  1 , 6 8 8  
Q i o n  M A J P K ' S  M I L L  1 , 2 0 0  1 6 0  1 4 1  1 0 .  7 3 9  1 , 5 7 7  
Q  :  0 1 0  M I L L F R  L ' J M E R  C O .  1 , 2 0 0  1 9 2  1 0 9  8 .  3 0 2  1 , 2 1 9  
0  v i o  1  SUSAN'S M I L L  F O R  2 X 4  1 , 7 7 6  1 9 1  1 1 0  8.  3 7 8  1 , 2 3 0  
0  u l t  0  T I C K ' S  T R E E  C O M P A N Y  7 2 8  2 1 3  88 6 .  7 0 2  9 8 4  
0 : 1 2  0  W I L L Y ' S  W O n O  ,  I N C .  1 , 4 7 2  1 7 0  1 3 1  9 .  9 7 7  1 , 4 6 5  
1 4 , 1 1 7  1 , 3 1 3  1  C O .  0 0 0  1 4 , 6 8 3  
T H E  i r n u S r s Y  1 F F E 3  =  1 4 , 1 1 7  
M 3 9 < E T  O E M A N l  F A C T O R  =  . 0 4  
A C T U A L  M A R K E T  O E M  A N D  =  1 4 , 6 3 2  
PERIOD ?. 
EXTRA LOST ACTUAL 
SALES SALES SALES 
0 321- 1 , 2 0 0  
a 6 0 9 - 8 0 0  
0 0  1 , 0 1 8  
0 0 5 7 0  
0  0 7 8  3  
0 0 1 , 2 1 9  
0  4 8 8 - 1 , 2 1 0  
0 3 7 7 - 1 , 2 0 0  
0 1 9 - 1 , 2 0 0  
8 1  0  1 , 3 1 1  
0 2 5 6 - 72 8 
7 4 0  ? - 1 , 4 7 2  
8 8  2 , 4 7 7 - 1 2 , 7 0 1  
U-i 
SALES ALLOTMENT IN A COMPETITIVF MARKET FOR EACH FIRM 
UNITS SALES PRICE ORIGINAL 
ID NO. OF -IRM CFFERFO PRICF COMP %-MKT MAXIMUM 
0 5  0 1  0  N K I  ' S  L U M B E R  C O .  1 ,  2 0 0  1 7 5  1 2 6  1 0 .  8 3 4  1 , 8 3 5  
3 :  n ? 0  S O -  L T 4 3 - R  C O M P A N Y  1 ,  6 0  0  2 2 5  7 6  6 .  5 3 5  1 , 1 0 7  
O S O l O  ROSS CORPORATION 1 ,  2 4 0  1 9 7  1 0 4  8 .  9 4 2  1 , 5 1 4  
0  5 0 - 0  P I S ' F  L U M 3 F R  C O M P A N Y  1 ,  3 3 0  2 7 5  2 6  2 .  2 3 6  3 7 9  
0 5  0 5  0  R O N ' S  L J M 3 F R  M I L L  1 .  2 4 2  2 1 0  9 1  7 .  8 2 5  1 , 3 2 5  
0  s O S O  H U G G I N S  L U M 3 E R  CC. 1 ,  9  3 9  1 8 5  1 1 6  9 .  9 7 4  1 , 6  8 9  
nj ̂ 7^ C R I C K E T S  C R A F T I N G  C O  1 ,  6 0 0  2 5 0  5 1  4 .  3 8 5  7 4 3  
o ;  0 ^ 0  M O ? r < ' s  M I L L  1 ,  z n  2 3 0  1 0 1  m .  6 8 4  1 , 4 7 1  
O v O s O  M I L L A R  L J M E R  C O .  1 ,  6 0 0  1 7 2  1 2 9  1 1 .  0 9 2  1 , 8 7 8  
a ;  n  n  SUSAN'S M I L L  F O R  2 X 4  1 ,  5 6 5  1 9 0  1 1 1  9 .  5 4 4  1 , 6 1 6  
0  3 1 1 0  T I C K ' S  T R E E  C O M P A N Y  1 ,  0 5 0  1 9 0  1 1 1  9 .  5 4 4  1 , 6 1 6  
0  : 1 2  0  W I L L Y ' S  4  0 0 0 ,  I N C .  1 ,  2 n Q  1 8 0  1 2 1  1 0 .  4 0 4  1 , 7 6 2  
1 6 ,  7 6 6  1 , 1 6 3  9 9 .  9 9 9  1 6 , 9 3 5  
T H E  I N ' O U S T ^ Y  O F F E R  =  1 6 ,  7 5 6  
M A R K E T  n E - 1 î \ ' 0  F A C T O R  =  . 0 1  
A C  T ' J A L  M A ? K ' r  O ' ^ M A N D  =  1 6 ,  9 3 4  
PERIOD 3 
EXTRA LOST ACTUAL 
SALES SALES SALES 
0  6 3 5 - 1 , 2 0 0  
6  0  1 , 1 1 3  
a  2 7 4 - 1 , 2 4 0  
0  0  3 7 9  
0  8  3 - 1 , 2 4 2  
1 5 0  3  8  4 —  1 , 8 3 9  
0  0  7 4 3  
D  2 7 1 - 1 , 2 0 0  
0  2 7 8 - 1 , 6 0 0  
4 9  2 8 - 1 , 6 6 5  
Q  5 6 6 - 1 , 0 5 0  
0  5 6 2 - 1 , 2 0 0  
2 0 5  3 , 0 8 1 - 1 4 , 4 7 1  
Cn 
Cn 
SALES ALLOTMENT IN A COMPETITIVE MARKET FOR EACH FIRM 
UNITS SALES PRICE ORIGINAL 
10 MO. NAMF OF FIRM OFFFRFO PRICE COMP 7.-HKT MAXIMUM 
0  =  0 1 3  ' J K I ' S  LUMBER C O .  1 ,  2 0 0  ISO 1 2 1  9 .  3 0 1  1 ,  8 0 4  
0  .320 ?0E L 0 M 3 - R  C O M P A N Y  2 ,  0 1 ^ 7  1 7 5  1 2 5  9 .  6 8 5  1  ,  8 7 9  
0  Î Q ^ O  ° O S S  C O R ^ O P A  H O N  1 ,  6 0 0  1 8 3  1 1 8  9 .  0 7 0  1 ,  7 5 9  
0  j O . O  P I \ F  L L I M 3 E R  C O M P A N Y  2 ,  1 5 1  2 0 0  1 0 1  7 .  7 6 3  1 ,  5 0 6  
a sn: 3 ROX'S L J y  S E R  M I L L  1 ,  Z O O  2 2 0  8 1  6 .  2 2 6  1 ,  20» 
oin-,1 H i J J G r . ' S  L U M D E R  C O .  1 ,  200 1 8 5  1 1 6  8 .  9 1 6  1 ,  7 3 0  
0 : 0 7 0  C P  I C < F T S  C R A F T I N G  C O  2 ,  4 5 7  2 2 0  8 1  6 .  2 2 6  1 ,  2 0 8  
0 5 0 s 0 M A ? r < ' S  - « I L L  1 ,  ?ao 1 9 5  1 0 6  8 .  1 4 8  1 ,  5 8 1  
OiOTO M T L L F R  L ' J M E R  C O .  1 ,  6 0 0  1 7 8  1 2 3  9 .  4 5 4  1 ,  834 
OUlOO S U S A N ' S  - ^ I L L  F O R  2 X 4  1 ,  2 0 0  1 8 3  1 1 3  8 .  6 8 6  1 ,  6 8 5  
c;ii3 T I C K ' S  T t F F  C O M P A N Y  9 8 0  1 8 7  1 1 4  8 .  7 6 2  1 ,  7 0 0  
OilJO W I L L Y ' S  4  0 0 0 ,  I N C .  1 ,  6 0 0  2 0 0  1 0 1  7 .  7 6 3  1 ,  5 0 6  
1 8 ,  4 7 5  1 , 3 0 1  1  0 0 .  0 0 0  1 9 ,  400 
T r i  F  T M 3 U S T R Y  O F F E R  =  1 3 ,  4 7  5  
M A  c y c f  O F M A N O  - 5 C T 0 R  =  . 0 5  
A C T U A L  M I R K c T  3  E M  A  N  0  =  1 9 ,  3 9 9  
PERIOD 4 
EXTRA LOST ACTUAL 
SALES SALES SALES 
0  6 0  4 - 1 , 2 0 0  
2 0 8  4 1 6 - 2 , 0 8 7  
0  1 5  9 - 1 , 6 0 0  
4 2  0  1 ,  5 4 8  
0  8 - 1 , 2 0 0  
0  5 3 0 - 1 , 2 0 0  
0  0  1 , 2 0 8  
0  3 8  1 - 1 , 2 0  0  
0  2 3 4 - 1 , 6 0  0  
0  4 8 5 - 1 , 2 0 0  
0  7 2 0 - 9 8 0  
4 2  0  1 , 5 4 8  
2 9 2  3 , 5 3 7 - 1 6 , 5 7 1  
APPENDIX C 
TRIAL RUN--COMPARATIVE EARNINGS 
CO-PARSTIVE EARNINGS FCR EACH COMPANY PERIOD 
C U R R - Y E A R  C U M U L A T I V E  
i n  N O .  N A M E  E A R N I  N G S  E A R N I N G S  
» » * » * * *  
3 ^ 1 2 3  W I L L Y ' S  X 0 3  2 ,  I N C .  1 0 , 6 1 0  1 0 , 6 8 0  
0  5 0 ^ 0  R O N ' S  L U M R F R  M I L L  s ,  3 , 8 2 3  
0 5 1 1 0  T I C K ' S  T R E E  C O M P A N Y  8 ,  5 5 0  8 , 5 5 0  
1 5 0 1 0  R C S S  C O R P O R A T I O N  8 .  3 6  0  8 , 3 6 0  
P  I N E  L U M B E R  C O M P A N Y  7 ,  5 0 0  7 , 5 0 0  
0 , 0 9 0  M I L L E R  L U M f R  C O .  7 ,  0 0 0  7 , 0 0 0  
0 - f i n  NIKI'S L  U M 3 E R  C O .  6 ,  0 0 0  6 , 0 0 0  
3 ?  1 3 0  S U S A N ' S  M I L L  F O R  2 X 4 ,  1 ,  8 0 0  1 , 8 0 0  
0  3  0  i n  M A R F K ' S  M I L L  0  0  
n 5 a ? o  P C E  L U M 3 F R  C O M P A N Y  2 ,  0 0  0 - 2 , 0 0 0  
o i o i o  H U G 3 I N S  L U M 1 E C  CO. 3 ,  2 8 0 - 3 , 2 8 0  
0  5  0 7 0  SHARON'S L U M B E R  MILL 2 0 ,  0 0 0 - 2 0 , 0 0 0  
COMPARATIVE EARNINGS FOR EACH COMPANY PERIOD Z 
CURR-YEAR CUMULATIVE 
ID NO. NAME EARNI NGS EARNINGS 
» » » » » » • »  
0 50 TO ROSS C0RP0F?ATR0N 31.555 39,915 
05030 R CN'S LUMBER MLL 21», 291 33,111» 
0:390 MILLEO LUMER CO. 21», 120 31,120 
0 5 1 2 0  WILLY'S WOOD, INC. 20, 4.20 31,100 
o e i o o  SUSAN'S MILL FOR 2X4 2 1 » , 6 1 8  26,413 
O i l  10 TICK'S TREE COMPANY 13,312 21,S62 
0Î0-»0 PINE LUMPEP COMPANY 12, 777 20,277 
0 3 0 6 0  HUGGINS L U M 3 E C  CO. 19,231 15,951 
O J O l O  N IKI'S l u m b e r  CO. 5, 460 11,460 
0;330 MFLRTK' S  MILL 2, 100 2,100 
0 3070 SHAROT'S LUMBER MILL 30, 6 0 0- 50 ,6 00-
03020 R CE LUMBER COMPANY 53, 240- 55,240-
COMPARATIVE EARNINGS FOR EACH COMPANY PERIOD 3  
C U R R - Y E A R  C U M U L A T I V E  
i n  N O .  N A  M E  E A R N I N G S  E A R N I N G S  
•  • • » » » » » * * * *  
0 5 1 0 0  S U S A N ' S  f I L L  F O R  2 X 4  4S,097 74,515 
03 030 R C S S  C O R P O R A T I O N  31,ESO 7 1 , 5 9 5  
0 3 0 5 0  R C N ' S  L U  X G E R  M I L L  3S,065 71,179 
0 5 0 0 0  H U G G I K S  L U M B E R  C O .  5 2 .  125 68,076 
0^010 M  I L L E R  L U M E R  C O .  21,760 52,890 
0 5120 W I L L Y ' S  W O O D ,  I N C .  17,760 48,860 
05 110 T I C K ' S  T R E F  C O M P A N Y  13,040 35,83 2 
05 030 M A R E K ' S  M I L L  23,020 30,120 
0 5 0 1 0  X  K I ' S  L U M P I E R  C O .  13, 550 25,020 
3 50^0 P I N -  L U M B E R  C O M P A N Y  14,664- 5,613 
n : o , ? o  R O E  L L M S F R  C O M P A N Y  20,015 35,225-
0 5  0  7 0  C R I C K F T S  C R A F T I N G  C O  1 ,  252 49,348-
COMPARATIVE EARNINGS FCR EACH COMPANY PERIOD 4  
C U R R - Y E A R  C U M U L A T I V E  
1 0  HO. N A  M E  E A R N I N G S  E A R N I N G S  
# # # * # 
0 5 0 5 0  R O N ' S  L U M B E R  M I L L  43, 6 4 0  1 1 4 , 8 1 9  
0 5  0 . 3 0  R O S S  C O R P O R A T I O N  31, 0 4 0  1 0 4 , 6 3 5  
0 5  n o  S U S A N ' S  M I L L  F O R  2X4 2 5 ,  3 6 0  9 9 , 8 7 5  
O 5 1 ? 0  W I L L Y ' S  H O O O .  I N C .  4 3 ,  2 7 0  9 2 , 1 3 0  
0  5 0 5 0  M U G G I N S  L U M 3 E R  C O .  2 3 ,  3 2 0  9 1 , 3 9 6  
3 5  0 3 0  M  I L L E R  L U M E R  C O .  2 7 ,  2 2 0  1 0 , 1 0 0  
05030 M f R E K ' S  M I L L  2 7 ,  s o n  5 7 , 9 2 0  
0 5  3 - 0  P I N E  L U M B E R  C O M P A N Y  4 6 ,  2 9 0  5 1 , 9 0 3  
0 5  0 1 3  N I K I'S L U M B E R  C O .  1>Î, 6 0 0  4 3 , 6 2 0  
0 5 1 1 0  T  ICK'S T R E E  COMPANY 7 ,  330 4 3 , 1 3 2  
05 023 R C E  L U M B E R  C O M P A N Y  4 2 ,  3 3 0  7 ,  1 0 5  
3  5  0 7 0  C R I C K E T S  C R A F T I N G  C O  2 2 ,  4 4 0  2 6 , 9 0 8  
APPENDIX D 
TRIAL RUN--INDIVIDUAL SALES SLIPS 
0 5 0 1 0  N I K I ' S  L U M B E R  C O .  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  1 ,  2 0  0  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A  N O  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0 5 0 2 0  R O E  L J M 3 f R  C O M P A N Y  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  8 0 0  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 . 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0 5 0 3 0  R O S S  C O R P O R A T I O N  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  5 4 2  T O T A L  S A L E S  -  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A N D  O I S T R i a U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0  5  0 4 0  P I N E  L U M B E R  C O M P A N Y  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  7 0 0  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0 5 0 5 0  R O N ' S  L U M B E R  M I L L  Y O L R  S A L E S  =  5 7 5  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S O L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0  5 0 6  0  H U G G I N S  L U M  P E R  C O .  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  5 4 2  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
-  -  C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0 ^ 0 7 0  S H A R O N ' S  L U M B E R  M I L L  Y O L R  S A L E S  =  4 0 0  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A  N O  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
0 5  0 9  0  M A - J E K ' S  m i l l  Y O L R  S A L E S  =  1 ,  2 0 0  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  -  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
^  -  C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T o  E A C H  F I R M  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
0  5 0 9 0  M I L L E R  L U M E R  C o .  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  8 0 0  T O T A L  S A L E S  -  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
C U T  H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
ON 
W 
0 5 1 0 0  S U S A N ' S  M I L L  F O R  Z  X 4  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  
C U T  
0 : 1 1 0  T I C K ' S  T R E E  C O M P A N Y  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  
-  C U T  
0 5 1 2 0  W I L L Y ' S  H O O O t  I N C .  Y O U R  S A L E S  =  
C U T  
OS 
6 Z 4  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  t  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
7 0 0  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  -  - - - - - - -  -  -  -
9 2 8  T O T A L  S A L E S  =  9 , 0 1 1  A C T I V E  F I R M S  =  1 2  A V E R A G E  S A L E S  =  7 5 1  
H E R E  A N D  D I S T R I B U T E  T O  E A C H  F I R M  
APPENDIX E 
TRIAL RUN--INDIVIDUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
F I N 4 N C Î U L  A N A L Y S I S  F O R  P E R I O D  »  1  
S T A T E M E N T  O F  P R  
V A R I A B L E  E X P E N S E S  (  7 0 0  3  
M A C H I N S  D E ° R E C i a  T I O N  E X P E N S E  
T O T A L  C O S T  3 "  P R O D U C T I O N  
A V E R A G E  C O S T  P E R  U N I T  
O D U C T I O N  C O S T S  
S 5 0 )  3 5 , 0 0 0  
12 a $10,000) 20,000 
5 5 , 0 0 0  
7 8 . 5 7 1 4  
I N C O M E  S T A T E M E N T  
S A L E S :  5 7 5  a  Z 3 1  1 3 2 , 8 2 5  
C O S T  O F  S A L E S :  
g P E X I N G  I N V E N T  C R Y  0  3  0  . 0 0 0 0  0  
C O S T  O F  G 0 0 3 S  P R O O U C E O  7 0 0  3  7 4 . 5 7 1 4  5 5 , 0 0 0  
3 0 J 0 S  A V A I L A B L E  7 0 0  5 5 ,  0 0 0  
L E S S :  E N O I N G  I N V E N T O R Y  1 2 5  3  7 8  . 5 7 1 4  9 , 8 2 1  
C O S T  O F  3 0 3 0 5  S O L O  5 7 5  4 5 , 1 7 9  
. . . G R O S S  " V I R G I N  8 7 , 6 4 6  
O T H E %  F V P E N S E S  A N O  R E V E N U E :  
S E L L I N G  1  5 T 1 I N I  S T R A T I V E  7 0 ,  0 0 0  
INTE^'ST E'C'ÎNSE 0 
. . . T O T A L  O I H F R  E X P E N S E S  7 0 , 0  0 0  
I s r £  =  E S T  O N  I N V E S T M E N T S  0  
. . . T O T A L  O T H E R  E X P  &  R E V  7 0 ,  0 0 0  
. . . N E T  I N C O M E  B E F O R E  T A X E S  1 7 , 6 4 6  
. . . T A X E S  8 , 8 2 3  
N E T  I N C O M E  8 , 8 2 3  
F I R M  R O N ' S  L U M B E R  M I L L  A C C O U N T  «  0 5 0 5 0  
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C A S H  A C C O U N T  
B E G I N N I N G  C A S H  B A L A N C E  5 , 0 0 0  
A D O  J 
S A L F  O F  P R O D U C T S  1 3 2 , 8 2 5  
I N T E R E S T  E A R N E D  0  
I N V E S T M E N T S  S O L O  0  
B O R R O W E D  M O N E Y  2 6 , 0 0 0  
. . . T O T A L  A D D I T I O N S  1 5 8 , 8 2 5  
T O T A L  1 6 3 ,  8 2 5  
L E S S !  
F I X E D  E X P E N S F S  7 0 , 0 0 0  
V A R I A B L E  E X P E N S E S  3 5 , 0 0 0  
P U R C H A S E  O F  M A C H I N E S  5 0 , 0 0 0  
T A X  P A Y M  E N T S  8 , 8 2 3  
I N T E R - S T  P A I D  0  
R E P A Y M E N T  O F  N O T E S  0  
T E M P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T S  0  
. . . T O T A L  S U B T R A C T I O N S  1 6 3 , 8 2 3  
B A L A N C E  -  E N D  O F  P E R I O D  2  
B A L A N C E  S H E E T  
A S S E T S  
C A S H  I N  B A N K  Z  
T E M P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T S  0  
I N V E N T O R Y  (  1 2 5  S 7 8 . 5 7 1 4 )  9 , 8 2 1  
. . . T O T A L  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  9 , 8 2 3  
E Q U I P M E N T :  N O .  A G E  C O S T  A C C - O E P N  
1  1  5 0 , 0 0 0  1 0 , 0 0 0  
2  1  5 0 , 0 0 0  1 0 , 0 0 0  
. . . T O T A L  E Q U I P M E N T  1 0 0 , 0 0 0  2 0 , 0 0 0  8 0 , 0 0 0  
T O T A L  A S S E T S  3 9 , 8 2 3  
E Q U I T I E S  
B A N K  N O T E S  P A Y A B L E  26,000 
S T O C K H O L f E R ' S  E Q U I T Y !  
C A P I T A L  S T O C K  5 5 , 0 0 0  
R E T A I N E D  E A R N I N G S :  
B E G I N N I N G  B A L A N C E  0  0 \  
C U R R E N T  P E R I O D  I N C O M E  8 , 8 2 3  0 \  
8 , 8 2 3  
6 3 , 8 2 3  
T O T A L  E Q U I T I E S  89,823 
F i x a  N C I )  L  A N A L Y S I S  F O R  P E R I O D  
S T A T E M E N T  O F  P R  
VARIABLE EXPENSES ( 800 3 
M A C H I N E  D E P R E G l a T I O N  E X P E N S E  
T O T A L  C O S T  O F  P R O O U C T I O N  
A V E R A G E  C O S T  3 F R  U N I T  
O D U C T I O N  C O S T S  
$ 5 0 )  4 0 , 0 0 0  
( Z  a  3 1 3 , 0 0 0 )  2 0 , 0 3  0  
6 0 , 0 0 0  
7 5 . 0 0 0  0  
I N C O M E  S T A T E M E N T  
SALES: 783 3 231 180,873 
COST OF SALFS! 
OPENING INVENTORY 125 A 78.5714 9,921 
COST OF G002S PRODUCED «30 3 75 .0000 60, 000 
GOIOS a V a l H ^ L E  9 2 5  6 9 , 3 2 1  
LESS:  E s n i N G  I N V E N T O R Y  142 3  7 5  . 0 0  0 0  10, 6 5 0  
COST OF GOODS SOLD 783 59,171 
...GROSS MARGIN 121,702 
OTHER EXPENSES «NO REVENUE: 
SELLING Ç, A04I NI STRA TIVE 70, 000 
INTEREST EXPENSE 3,120 
...TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES 73,120 
NTE^EST ON INVESTMENTS O 
..TOTAL OTHER EXP I REV 73,120 
,. NE T INCOME BEFORE TAXES 48,582 
..TAXES 24,291 
. N E T  I N C O M E  2 4 , 2 9 1  
F I R M  R O N ' S  L U M B E R  " I L L  A C C O U N T  »  0 5 3 5 0  
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C A S H  A C C O U N T  
B E G I N N I N G  C A S H  B A L A N C E  2  
A O O :  
S A L E  O F  P R O D U C T S  1 8  0 , 8 7 3  
I N T E R E S T  E A R N E D  0  
I N V E S T M E N T S  S O L D  0  
B O R R O W E D  M O N E Y  0  
. . . T O T A L  A D D I T I O N S  1 8 0 , 3  7  3  
TOTAL 180,875 
L F S S :  
FIXED EXPENSES 70,000 
VARIABLE EXPENSES 40,000 
PURCHASE OF MACHINES 0 
TAX PAYMFNTS 24,291 
INFERFST PAID 3,120 
REPAYMENT OF NOTES 26,000 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 12,0 00 
...TOTAL SUBTRACTIONS 175,411 
B A L A N C E  -  E N D  O F  P E R I O D  5 , 4 6 4  
B A L A N C E  S H E E T  
A S S E T S  
C A S H  I N  B A N K  5 , 4 6 4  
T E M P O R A R Y  I N V E S T M E N T S  1 2 , 0 0 0  
I N V E N T O R Y  t  1 4 2  ?  7 5 . 0 0 0 0 )  1 0 , 6 5 0  
. . . T O T A L  C U R R E N T  A S S E T S  2 8 , 1 1 4  
E Q U I P M E N T :  N O .  A G E  C O S T  A C C - O E P N  
1  2  5 0 , 0 0  0  2 0 , 0 0 0  
2  2  5 0 , 0 0  0  2 0 , 0 0 0  
...TOTAL EQUIPMENT 100,000 40,000 60,030 
TOTAL ASSETS 88,114 
E Q U I T I E S  
BANK NOTES PAYABLE 0 
STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY» 
CAPITAL STOCK 5 5 , 0 0 0  
RETAINED EARNINGS: 
BEGINNING BALANCE 8,823 
CURRENT PERIOD INCOME 24,291 ^ 
33,114 
58,114 
TOTAL EQUITIES IP,114 
F I N A N C I A L  A N A L Y S I S  F O R  P E R I O D  #  
S T A T E M E N T  O F  P R  
VARIABLE EXPENSES (1,100 3 
MACHINE DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 
TJTAL COST OF PRODUCTION 
AVERAGE COST PER UNIT 
O D U C T I O N  C O S T S  
$50) 55,000 
(3 3 *10,0 001 30, 000 
«5,000 
77.2727 
I N C O M E  S T A T E M E N T  
SALES: 1,242 3 210 260,820 
COST SALES: 
OOcNTN.; INVEST ORY 142 3 75 .0000 10, 650 
COST O F  G003S PRODUCED 1,100 S  7 7 . 2 7 2 7  85,000 
GOODS AVtlLMLE 1,242 95, 650 
LESS: ENDING INVENTORY 0 a 7 7  . 2 7 2 7  0 
COST n F  GOODS SOLD 1,242 95,650 
. ..GROSS MARGIN 165,170 
OTHE< EXPENSES AND REVENUE: 
SELLING t 60-11 NISTRATIVE 90, 000 
INTEREIT EXPENSE 0 
...TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES 90,0 00 
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS 960 
...TOTAL OTrlER EXP i REV 89,040 
...NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES 76,130 
...TAXES 3%,0 65 
.NET INCOME 38,065 
FIRM RON'S LUMBER CILL ACCOUNT « 05050 
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C A S H  J C C O U N T  
BEGINNING CASH BALANCE 5,464 
ADO: 
SALE OF PRODUCTS 260,820 
INTEREST EARNED 960 
INVESTMENTS SOLO 12,000 
BORROWED MONEY 0 
...TOTAL ADDITIONS 273,780 
TOTAL 27'=,244 
LESS: 
FIXED EXPENSES 90, 000 
VARI53LE EXPENSES 55,000 
PURCHASE OF MACHINES 50,000 
TAX PAYMENTS 38,065 
INTEREST PAID 0 
REPAYMENT OF NOTES 0 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 41,000 
...TOTAL SUBTRACTIONS 274,065 
BALANCE - END OF PERIOD 5,17 = 
8 A L A N 
A S 
CASH IN RANK 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 
INVENTORY ( 0 3 77.2727) 
...10TAL CURRENT ASSETS 
EQUIPMENT: NO. AGE COST 
1 3 50,000 
2 3 50 ,00 0 
3 1 50,000 
C E  S H E E T  
S E T S  
5,179 
41,030 
0 
46,179 
ACC-DEPN 
30,000 
30,000 
10,000 
..TOTAL EQLIPMENT 150, 000 70, 000 80,0:0 
TOTAL ASSETS 126,179 
E Q U I T I E S  
BANK NOTES PAYABLE 0 
STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY: 
CAPITAL STOCK 55, 000 
RETAINED EARNINGS: 
BEGINNING BALANCE 33,114 0\ 
CURRENT PERIOD INCOME ' 33,065 00 
71,179 
TOTAL EQUITIES 
F I N A N C I A L  A N A L Y S I S  F O R  P E R I O D  *  4  
S T A T E M E N T  O F  P R  
VARIA3LE EXPENSES (1,20 0 3 
MACHINE DEPRFCISTION EXPENSE 
TOTAL COST 0- PRODUCTION 
AVERAGE COST PER UNIT 
O O U C T I O N  C O S T S  
$50) 60 ,000 
(3 3 $10,000) 30,DON 
90 ,000 
75.0000 
I N C O M E  S T A T E M E N T  
SALES: 1,200 3 220 264,000 
COST OF SALES: 
OO^NINÎ INVENTORY 0 3 77.2727 0 
COST OF G003S PROOUCEO 1,200 3 75.0000 90, 000 
303NS AVAILABLE 1,200 90,000 
LESS: ENOIN: INVENTORY 0 3 75.0000 0 
COST 0": GOODS SOLO 1,200 90 ,00 0 
...GROSS MAR;IN 174,00 0 
OTHER EXPENSES AND REVENUE: 
SELLING AOtlNlSTRATIVE 90, 000 
INTEREST EXPENSE 0 
...TOTAL OTHER EXPENSES 9 0,0 00 
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS 3,2 30 
...TOTAL OTIER EXP I REV 86,720 
...NET INCOME BEFORE TAXES 87,230 
...TAXES 43,640 
.NET INCOME 43,640 
FIRM RON'S LUMBER MILL ACCOUNT f 05050 
A N A L Y S I S  O F  C A S H  A C C O U N T  
BEGINNING CASH BALANCE 5,179 
ADOT 
SALE OF PRODUCTS 264,000 
INTEREST EARNED 3,280 
INVESTMENTS SOLD 41,000 
BORROWED MONEY 0 
...TOTAL ADDITIONS 30%,230 
TOTAL 313,459 
LESS: 
FIXED EXPENSES 90,000 
VARIABLE EXPENSES 60,000 
PURCHASE OF MACHINES 0 
TAX PAYMENTS 43,640 
INTEREST PAID 0 
REPAYMENT OF NOTES 0 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 114,000 
...TOTAL SUBTRACTIONS 307,ETO 
.BALANCE - END OF PERIOD 5,?19 
B A L A N C E  S H E E T  
A S S E T S  
CASH IN RANK 5,819 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 114,000 
INVENTORY ( 0 3 75.0 000) 0 
...TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 119,819 
EQUIPMENT: NO. AGE COST ACC-DEPN 
1 4 50,000 40,000 
2 4 50,000 40,000 
3 2 50,00 0 20,000 
...TOTAL EQUIPMENT 150,000 100,000 50,000 
.TOTAL ASSETS 159,819 
.  E Q U I T I E S  
BANK NOTES PAYABLE 0 
STOCKHOLDER'S EQUITY: 
CAPITAL STOCK 55,000 
RETAINED EARNINGS: 
BEGINNING BALANCE 71,179 0\ 
CURRENT PERIOD INCOME 43, 640 <X3 
114,819 
169,319 
TOTAL EQUITIES 
